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A hundred years for prayer,

For truth to do and dare
In Jesus’ name;—
The little one, how

Sing, sing, -in grateful song,

With loud ateldim!

‘We praise the guiding Power;
That brings us to this hour,
Though devious ways; ,

His presence ever near,
Has banished every fear
. And crowned our days.

Our hearts ure glad to-day,

To God’s immortal Son,
Through sovereign grace;
Glad for the noble men,

\Who bravely rifllied when
Their Leader called;
Undaunted, firm, and true,

a conflict knew ;

. They many

But, though so weak and féw,

shows that the true glory of womanhood
lies in moral worth, and not in the super-

They are not far away;
They meet us here to-day,
Those heroes grand!
How rich the fruits of years,
Of toils, of bitter tears!

true nobility in another something than
« the claims of long descent:

J

_ Sound, sound the anthem higher,
Awake the stringed lyre,
Your voices raise;

loving hand

Has led our little band,
Till here we joyful stand,
To chant his praise!

These be our watch-words

ing that,

still!

/

:
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The

different ways. We recently found-one
on the top of Mt. Washington, waiting

the Kingdom, and at Attica, W.

steadfastness

showed

letters

M.

Q.

sistants.

among all the

churches.

:

“the

some

may, perhaps, earn more money at

“ Fair order of the Table Round,
A glorious company, the flower of men,
To serve as model for the mighty world,”—

2

least doubtful, and I with to be’ on
hia
safe side.
¢.- Danding in promiscuous assemblies |

MISSION

has a bad name, and I wish to study the i!|

things which are pure and lovely and of

WATERMAN.

THE INDIAN BIBLE SCHOOL.

thing for the Bible School in India will be

7. Dancing is generally accompanied gratified by the report given by Dr.
with drink, and 1see drunkenness produc- Phillipsin the Star of last week. The
I cannot” countenance school has certajnly made a good beginés much evil.
anything which leads to it.
ning and its prospects are’ encouraging.
Iam told that dancingis a great The statements contained in Dr. Phillips’
8.
. temptation and a snare to young men, letter ought to stimulate those whose suband I shall not have anything to do in seriptions are still unpaid to great activeleading them astray.
ty in providing for their immediate pay9. Dancing unfits the mind for serious ment. The school will never feel “itself
thought and prayer, and I mean to do on a solid foundation until these subscrip., nothing which gets between my Saviour | tions are paid and the amount carefully
“i
and me.
invested where its income will be assured
10. ‘There are plenty of:graceful exer- and easily gollected. The longer paycises and cheerful amusenents which have ment is postponed the greater the liabilinone of these objéctions connected with ty that it may never be made. - Death and
them, and of which" can innocently, and unforeseen misfortunes may prevent some,
f.
proftably avail mysel
#nda loosening of the sense of obligation,
PRY
which sometimes attacks people who
UMENTS.
SPECIOUS ARG
to do right, may prevent others
Whena party of Paisley wlavers, anx- mean
from paying the subscriptions made in
fous to cross the Clyde from Greenock to
good faith. It is well known that such
~-Dunoon one Sunday morning, desired |
iptions often shrink somewhat ‘besubscr
the captain of a Rothsay stéamer to take
are collected, and the longer the:
they
‘fore
their boat in tow, as they did not care to
the greater the shrinkage is likely
profane the day by uding their oafs, the delay,
As a rule,it will probably require
be.
to
. captain wanted to know where was the
only-a moderate exercise of prudence and

difference between employing their oars
and employing: the steamer’s paddles.
«The difference”! exclaimed the spokes-

forethought, of energy and self-denial, to

enable all the subscribersto this fund to
make complete payment during the year,

* There's

“yuan of the conscientious crew.
a

and-the-adviintages to: the

great difference between rowing by the

+ power-of man, who must answer for what

Be does, an'a wheel-turning engine; a
steam-engine's not a moral being an’ is
. therefore not an accountable agent.” A
Le

*

:

I]

certainly; but one

4

school would

be of immense value. The prompt payment would greatly increase the real
worth of the subscription. It would. re-

lieve the Mission Board and Dr. Phillips
of all anxietyon that score, and enable

“specious argument
to form their plans with definiteness
+ much more easy to answer than. ‘that ad- | them
o —-

3

Yearly Meeting. The

‘duty

of

age and activity that

pensel

the - Allegany

We had hoped to build a church ac Lenora,
had our plans laid about to call on our sister

‘by RevizA. F. Bryant,
bring forth. It comes to us freighted with |.
the Y. M. Conference.
to
sorrow and disappointment, and we feel

The Rensselaer

aa
over and help us.”
“. Rev. G. P, Linderman presented a let
ter from the Michigan Yearly Meeting, .
which was accepted and the brother wel-

comed by the ministers of the ¥.'M. Rev.

showed the heart
Their earnest praye
work, while
their
in
they are putting
the substantial results declare that they
give something besides prayers, or, at
least, that they pray by works also. A
strobg paper by Mrs, M. A. W. Batchelder,

Delegates

map,P. Phillips, Rev: I. J. Hoag, Rev.

R. Woodcock, Rev. I. B. ColeLight,” E. Smith,
and wife, ou 1

‘beautiful poem entitled “Gospel

man, Rev. W.-Fuller
Rev. T. A. Stevens was

°
by Mrs. Mary Tourtellotte, was read.
correwas present with us as
There

sponding délegate Rev.
gave

much

interesting

cerning this people who

art was read asking that an assessment of

con-

information
are so

pay the amount from the Y. M. treasury.A vote was passed that a tax of 5 cents
per resident member be assessed upon the
churches.to defray the expenses of dele-

is 9,725.

tal membership

An admirable address on edugational in-

terests

was

given

Prof.

by

work of the Maine Central

:

average of more

than

‘A. Stevens, Rev. J. M. Langworthy and
R. Woodcock. Alternates Rev. N." Joy,

we

the four
been :an

D. M.

Miller and Rev.I. J. Hoag.

twenty pupils. - Fall and spring terms often nymber from one hundred and sixty to
one hundred and seventy. During each

Oneonta.

Whitestown

©

of the

church,

Ames

The

A

to finish
at West

collection of $12.0fi was. taken
paying for the new pardonnge

and

ore hundred

Rev.’ T. TE

lowing delegates” were chosen:

many

Institute,

~The fol-

gates to General Conference.

Kingsbury

From the

Batchelder, of Pittsfield.”

interesting facts given us concerning the

the moderator of

|

General Con-‘.
ourselves in doetrine and polity. He ex- | fraying the expenses of the
instrueted to
was
treasurer
The
said
ference.
all
pressed the; hope, to which

'«Amen,” that soon there might be a closer
Their tounion hetween the two bodies.

ex-

de-

$14.98 be paid by the Y. M. towards

like

much

statistics.

Rev. I. D. Stew-"

A communication from

He

B.

N.

M.-

chosen Y.

agent fo collect Sunday-schdol

from

Taylor,

A.

Baptists,

Christian

the Free

wére chosen to atiend the -

next session of the Central Association ag
follows: , N. H. Briggs, D. M. Miller,
Rev. F. H. Butler, Rev..G. P. Linderman
and wife, Rev. A. E. Wilson and wife,
Rev. A. T. Worden, Rev. W. H. Meérry-

a
A

met
their work,
broadly discussing
hearty response from. every listener.

ea

L. P. Bickford, of Connecticut, was in- troduced and invited to participate in the +A
:
deliberations of the conference.

Society.

Mission

‘segsion of the Woman's

churches to lend a hand, but the drouth be- ‘| tended to Rev. I. W. Smith and J. H.
came so intense we were obliged to drop it for Sybern as representatives of that body,
would
the present and see what the summer

:

are

members

something for missions. They cry, come.

ance of debt remaining on Dexter church.
The sisters conducted a most excellent

a few here. In
Baptists in Christ ” coming to us from the” will reproduce
year, there has
past
the
of
‘terms
grantwas
Christ”
Brethren in

of fellowship

5

Q. M. reported five of the seven churches

bal-

at this session of the Y. M. to pay the

Association of ¢ Freewill

¢‘United
ed and the right hand

|

are” looking and

praying for better days.

others have been paid. One
hundred and twenty-five dollars was raised

On motion, the petition and ‘request of

“Large Helds® have béeir destroyed, and our
hopes again cut off, and to-day we ask, what
greater calamity could befall us?

and faithful and

true

meeting-house has been built and paid for;
several liave been repaired, and debts en-

;

ered

«
a

A few churches are al

without - pastors, ‘but’ the

One- new

the fruits of greater successes.

in

benevolence

systematic

i

Additions have been made.

of religious interest.”

haye

three

or

but’ two

past

the

|

There is discernideclined in numbers.
- without pastors, yet are keeping up their
ble, though, this centennial year, a cour- covenant and social meetings, and doing
are sure to bring us

according to that he hath not,” and we

ful, until, within the past-few days, we discov=
‘ered that a worm was deftroying the corn.

*" Every one who bas contributed any-

;

good report.

|

to severalof the churches. They feel to
« thank God and take courage.” Lake
George Q. M. reported a gradual increase

and - seventydismissed, exchurches have
Other Q. Ms.

year, fifty-nine by baptism,
five by letter, against fifty
cluded and died.” Four new
heen formed in that Q. M.
report additions,

prospering.

strict accordance with the apostles’ rule, .
«According to that a-man- hath and not cumbering

meore--laborous service, but for young
ladies it may be as profitable as anything
they ‘can do. Atall events, it shows a
disposition to help themselves, and that

WORK.

CONDUCTED BY REV. GC;

churches of the

.
made quite large
Houlton Q. M. has

received in its different churches

brought-inte
colleges and seminaries are at work in Nearly all had seen some
Bethany

.

aE

business

A. Stevens; in a few well chosen remarks
welcomed the delegates from the various.

:

:
state of things.
Northern Maine has
gains in membership.

also urge the duty of never falling below
Lord’s tenth as taught in the Old
the
;
namely:
Testament especially in view of the fact
Firm may we ever staid,
3
and
1 made them lay their hands :in_ mine
_| is one of the best elements of character,
that the examples of New Testameqt giv1
. Obeying God’s command,
i
swear
d dur- ‘ng far exceed that proportions
develope
be
to
needs
that
one
and
.
The world to bless.
were
he
if
as
king
the
To reverence
&-s
2. That we urge every minister to use
Their conscience, nnd their conscience ‘a8 ing the school years of on¥'s life.
J
f
i
|
influence to induce people to make
his
2
king,
eir
A SENSIBLE LADY'S REASONS FOR Lo break the liéuthern and uphold the Christ,
\
in favor of the Marks Professorbequests
} ship in Hillsdale college.
... NOT DANCING, ..Kansas Frontier.
“The
To ride abroad redressing human wrongs,
it,
to
listen
nor
no,
erowdslander,
To speak no
Dancing would lead me into
i
3. That itis the duty, of our people to
A correspondent who writes from Lenora,
.”
are- in- | To lead sweet lives in purest chastity
our own denominational papers,
sustain
od ‘rooms, and late hours, whi
Norton
Co.,
says:
;
then, among, the “ all that niakes
And
our
of
books
and
periodicals.
spoke
ne
we
I;
useful
Apr.
yand
written
letter
health
a
to”
In
s
“juriou
he goes on’ to put these as the | rieeds as a peoplé®and our . prospects which
4. That we urge our people generally
9.. Dancing would: lead me into very a man;
more essential attributes—sthe** keeping were very discouraging. At. that time we to use all their influence to suppress the
closé contact with : promicuous company,
pernicious habit of cider drinking.
base, high thought, and amiawere engaged in a series of meetings with the
» and evil communications corrupt. ‘good {down the
5. That the condition of our small
,
|
which
creek,
Dog.
Prairie
the
on
church
and the desire "Union
«*&{'ble words, and courtliness’
Fad i
as reported in the Q. M. letters
churches
were
18
manners.
sixteen;
of
And all resulted in the conversion
truth.”
‘of
love
and
famé;
the immediate attention of all
use
of
to
demands
me
e
requir
35,
3. Dancing would
added to the church which now numbers
up, in the words of Lord
our ministers and members as a wide field
is summed
to
this
|
pastor
a
sex,
without
left
other
all
are
the
churches
with
Our
m
freedo
afd permit
recom:- *¢ Certainly manis of kin to ‘the break to them the pread of life, and some of for home mission work, and we the care
of which I should be heartily -ashamed, Bacon
pastor volunteer
each
that
mend
sthe
of
akin
not
account
be
on
them are almost broken up
beasts by his body; and if he
of some gne church besides his own as a
and which I believe to be wrong.
his spirit, he.is an ignoble: _drouth that now pervades this Western coun- field for éxtra labor.
by
¢
God
to
would:
friends
real
and
s
"4. My parent
~The settlers are daily leaving, some to
_6. © That in our college at Hillsdale we
il I creature.” Which, indeed, is the old . try.
are
families
Many
.
be anxious and grievedFabput WE
stay.
find work, others to
old Book, which moral phil- suffering for want of food, children crying for have an institution of learning ranking in
were out late and keeping comipdhy with truth of the
all its work-and appointments among the’
Man
*
upon:
: osophers never advance
bread, pretty much all business is suspended ; best in the land and therefore we recomthey knew not whom:
gener- that is in honor, and understandeth not, they are struggling hard at the county seat to mend it as aplace where young gentle5. Ministers and good people in
i
is like the beasts that perish.”—Family | keep things moving, and doing all in their men -and ladies can obtain. a® liberal
al disapprove of it, and I think
power to relieve the suffering. The wheat education under a. wholesome Feligious
safe to set myself against them. It is at Treasury.
We have been hope- influence
crop is an entire failure.
and atthe least possible exthe
AS On we press;
United heart and hand,

-

J. L. Higbee, clerk. = Very able essays

logical students are supplying the pulpits of churches, and students from the

as in the noble words of Arthur, describ-

Free Grace! Free Men! Free Will!

The

and J. Mariner, who closed the feast of following reports from: Quarterly Meet
good ‘things with a centennial discourse. - ings were received: The Oswego Q. M.
The reports from the Quarterly Meet- reported revivals in two churches ; five of

and

electing Bro. S. Aldrich, moderator,

25—27.

the moderatof, Rev. D. Boyd assistant. JAfter
Ex- devotional exercises the pastor, Rev.-T.

fervent,

cellent sermons, instructive and encouraging, were preached by Revs. F. H. Peckham, R. L. Howard, J. S. Staples,of Minn.,

Conference was organizedtby

The

97.

deeply

were

testimonies full of Christian warmth.

and North East had been greatly revived.
&f Howe’er it be, it seems to me,
The South Harmony church ‘had received
House,
Summit
the
.of
upon the - tables
"Tis only noble to be good.
and three by
Kind hearts are more than coronets,
and learned from him that others. were twenty-two by baptism
And simple faith than Norman blood.”
The following
year.
the
during
houses’
letter
similarly employed at ‘other
:
adopted: ' This is-equally- true of the proper glo-- amongst the mountains. It is a pleasant resolutions were
pory of manhood ;*as, indeed, the same
Resolved, TL Tratws recommend to
and profitable way of spending the vaca:
et himself has gaid-over and over again, fion. Young mén, if well and strong, our pastors to urge upon all their hearers

Ring through the land!

For God's own

most

Moderated, or to provide the means for continu- by choosing Rev. A. F. Bryant,
AsAldrich,
Bro.
and
Steele
Bro.
ing their studies in the future. The theo- or, and

charms of beauty § and

ficial, evanescent

" Let loud exultant cheers
~

con-

naturally

modern Zioti—or Babylon, if you will—
Lady “Clara. Vere de Vere, Tenngson

not appalled,

Were

* Goodliness”

kind,

spiritual, the prayers

June.

conference was called to order by the
clerk. Rev. T. A. Stevens ‘was chosen:

and carry out were presented on the following subjects : ings were of different shades,—from some
its six churches being supplied with
ever before. | + Swedenborgianism, Good and Bad; very encouraging; from others the re- pastors. ‘There has been an increase of
than
plans
better
broader and
We must, after all, depend greatly on .«¢ Pastoral Visiting ;” * Union and Com- verse. Some of our Q. Ms. cover a good interest in Missions and in the Temperversus deal of territory, and the ‘laborers: are ance: work in ‘the past years.
The
personal work, for success. What indi- munion;” “The Apostle “Paul
Some of the churches are infredo,
vill
others few.
and
and
;”
do,
to
Infidelity
willing
Modern
¢
are
advancement, better
Christ;”
viduals
reports
M.
Q.
Otsego
, others of
The - discussions quently supplied with preaching
numerically and
determines what the societies can do.
of equal importance.
from ‘condition - spiritually,
exodus
great
"The
all.
at
not
them,
Stronga
years. Six
awakened
and
several
for
than
OTHERS.
harmonious
AND
financially,
were
ES
THEMSELV
. * HELPING
in the our State towards the West" has sensibly of the eight churches have regular preachusefulness
future
for
desire
er
|
the
of
many
that
know
to
glad
We are
affected the membership of our : churches.
brethren present.
ing. Seyeral haye been added by bapyoung men from our schools are hard at hearts of the
we were sure these emigrants would be
If
MeetYearly
the
25th,
the
Friday,
On
money
tism. The AE ON Q. M.’* reports
work during the vacation, earning
| saved to the cause where they make new
organized
was
proper,
Conference,
ing
six of thé-eight churches bave pastors, all
this
contractlament
already
much
debts
so
pay
with which to
homes, we should not

denses into “Godliness,” asa spirit does
into an essence, ..*For all flesh is as
grass, and all the" glory of man as the
| flower of the grass. The grass withereth,
the flower fadeth.” Only he that doeth
the will of God liveth among the immortals and eternals. . In that prophetic-like
‘address to thé mincing daughters of our

2

the trophies

for

of a meeting of this

ta church,

spirit

‘| which are the tie indicators of the

Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting.

view

comprehensive

The Central Now York Yearly Meeting"

ces$

sé

social

he

Maine

held its last session with the West Oneon-

{ The meeting throughout was most man
nious and enjoyable.

Central, S. C. Whitcomb;

Oentral New York Yearly Meeting.

©

Though held out of its usual time and’
in a busy season the attendance was good.

Treas.

following

8. Gerry.
ETE
The time for holding
our annual session
.| was changed to the last Tuesday in September:
8. C- Wartcoms, Clerk.

Dexter

church, commencing June 20th.

The

we hope lead them to form

of form or physical or intellectual devel-

opment,

Glad for the work heed
Glad

forty-ninth

its

held

the

with

session

chosen alternates.

Maine

0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

fii

E.Harding, H. Graves, J.W

Western, C. C. Foster; New Hampshire, B.

:

:

The Penobscot Yearly Meeting

0-0-0

of what has been done and what needs to
be done than they have had, and will,

lie rath-

¢ | er in reverence and faith than in fineness
;

:

a more

held

be

East-

to General

were appointed to attend other Y. Ms:

: Penobscot Yearly Meeting.

The field is growing broader and the’
needs more urgent from year to year. | The Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting
The historical papers to be presented and and Minister's Conference held its last
the addresses following them will give session at Springville, N.'Y., June 23—
our people

were

0-0
>

the amount needed? How shall the question be answered ?
©

The workis increasing on. every hand.

him, and put their trust in his mercy.”

As back fond memories -stray

;

again be compelled to send only & part of

-SirAs CURTIS,

Y.

and E. G.

delegates

Carr, Prof. C. Jordan, and Joseph Higgins

:

RTE
M. to"

with the Owego Q: M. -

Treasury

Concord, N. H., July 15, 1880.

Conference.

Amount of collec-

the Thomson church.

:
tion, $30.57.
"Next session of the
£y

between this and that tinte? or shall “we.

the interest of our Mission Societies are
to be presented by able speakers at the
Anniversaries to be held during the session of Conference. It is- hoped that
these exercises will awaken a deeper
and more permanent interest in. these enterprises than has ever been-feit before.

Well-developed

The. glory and beauty of a man

that

man were chosen

Collection on Sabbath for. the benefit’ of

Shall that sum be forthcoming

month.

R. L. Howard, S.C. Whitcomb, F. H.

Peckham, B. S. Gerry,

‘W. Brown and wife.

Our next remittance must be made -on

for the remittance is $430.77. $1761.81

MISSIONS AT CONFERENCE.

A

it on our list-for a donation, when we’ are
giving to worthy objects.
:
3

| and wife, Wm. Sherwood and wife, Elder.
Mathews and wife, Dea. Loudon and wife,
Rev. I. Day, S. Carpenter ani wife, Rev.

Spit]

do so.

;

he

Associntion are G. W. Mayhew and: wife,
C. M. Prescott and wife, Lyman “Baldwin

The next Remittance,

more than we now have in the

sessions were

It does an. almost unprecedented thing.
The delegate to General Conference is It pays its own expenses. ‘Let us rememRev, A, H. Fish. Delegates to Central ber in ‘our:-prayers this institution, and put

The amount in the Treasury at this time

and.

suggestions,

It will be seen by the programme

er delighteth he in any man’s Tegs. But
the Lord's delight is in them that fear

Throughout each circling year,

the

ry, and work upon the buildings
and
grounds.
Now the school costs nothing.

and all
were in attendance

Society needs money

~ Benomanational.

which

make our plans to help in the dirgetiod
suggested as soonlas ‘we can consistently

man’s Maker than physical or intellectual ones; and so they ought to be in the
estimation of every sound judgment,
Hence the remarkable force of a somewhat obscure Scripture: ¢¢ He hath no
pleasure in the strength of a horse neith-

throng!

The past to trace;

who has no

moral thews are more in the sight of

strong!

The few, a numerous

is to take heed to

may be his mag- |

his horse or his hound:

Mission

of muéh in the way of apparatus and libra-

ministers

Ten

on Saturday evening.

pleasant and interesting.

the 25th day of Aug. The amount neceshage said much the same things if occasis $2192.58.
ion required.. The point for ug:who read | sary for a full remittance

OHRISTIAN®MANLINESS.

There can be no true Manliness without godliness. The man who is destitute

nificent *¢ Philistinism,” though he have
the physiqueof a Hercules combined
with the grace of an Apollo, is no man;
he is but a more splendid animal than

afoe

Our Home

:

from

know that Miss Brackett, could and would

ial regard for his will, who “honoreth not

J. A.LOWELL.

need.

their pastor preached a most excellent sermon

"aid such eases as these.—~ED, STAR.]-

‘we made extracts-last week, was from the |
pen of Mrs,N. C. Brackett, but we all

O-o-0
Bab
SR an 0-0
dn

his father”—whatever

MRS.

CORRECTION.

Graham’

=A

Here is ‘an opportunjty for benevolent . people tq.help worthy and needy families. Who willy
send Mrs. Clark a dollar? Her address is * Lenora Kansas. Bro. Holloway’s family is in equal

:

The article in the Helper,

and

| affection for his heavenly parent, nor fil-

—

BY.

fields

themselves,"— Chamber's

of the fear and love of God,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1880.
pasar

let them

they'll “feed
Journal,” =

per year, if paid strietly
Terms i—$2,00$2.20
e
if
paid within
vance

~The Plorning Star.

mission.

is ‘Graham,

Co., Kansas.”

{ate and perpetual blessing to our Indian

lass

so to milk them is a clear wogkiof neces-

vi.

vs, and $3.50 if pot.

the shrewd

said :- ** The cows canna milk themselves,

d be addre

in anthirty
first

thing, his P. 0. address

but firm in refusing to feed them on that
day. Drawing a nice metaphysical dis- need,only to be put'into practice at once-to
tinction between what are and what are ‘make the Bible School a sourceof immed-

hment
‘Freewill Baptist Printing Establis
r,
ishe
Publ
T,
WAR
vs 1s Ds STE

[}

and an assurance which is itself a guarantee of success. These things are plain, so
plain-as “to go without the saying,” and

vanced by a farm servant, willing enough

STAR
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next

Q. M., requested the

session of the Y. M,. The request was

one of the six years just past, more than

granted,and Rev. A. T. Worden appoint-

one hundred towns of the State have béen

ed to preach the annual sermon. Rev.
Assqcia-!
Central
the
to
delegates
chosen
from at least one fourth of the towns in D. Boyd asked that measures be taken
J. L. Higbee, Ralph Mather, X the State. The school has been in exist toward raising tae amount required to = ©
gone in search of something to do, and I am tion:
M. W.
left with our little sdb 18 years of age to do the C. McKoon, ‘Sister 'McKoon,
ence but twelve years yetit numbers one endow the Marks professorship of Hills
best I can with our limited means and/scarcely
J.C. hundred and fifty graduates.
Jones,
A.
Edwards,
U.
Short as the dale college.
W.
Spencer,
Rev. A. T. Worden, T.J.
a
is
this
a family left near me. Ican truly sy,
Aldrich,
of
Crowell,
pastor
now
Bates,
is
Sisters
them
of
Steele,
been,one
has
time
Hoag, J. B. Linderman, T. A’ Stevens ]
soul-trying time, yet I feel that God is near,
The

out. ‘|

finding

say, Surely God’s ways are past

named

following

were

persons

My husband (Rev. O. T. Clark) and sons have

even at the door, and L remember the promise,
«ear not, for I will never leave you nor for-

J. H. Durkee, E. Crowell, G. H, Ball, A.

es can not help their ministers, and

musf

they

seelc employment of some kind. Brethren,
will you not take your Register and look’ up

the ministers in western Kansas fd send
them something, either money or its equivalent? Do not wait for them to ask; they have

feelings and they ought to be Jooked after. We

have asked the: Homé Mission Society for help
through the Star, and they turn a deaf ear

us, and we ask, what

“red circumstances?

Home, Mission

ds’ our

: Board for, simply to.aid those

in more

Oh, could

their sorrows, could you but

to

witness

you

look

fav-

into their

ligious services were interesting through-

out and the preaching by Brethren Jones,
Aldrich Ball, Smith and

divine acceptance.

The

Spencer was

to

Sabbath collec-

tion amounted to $20.23
J. L. HIGBEE,
Yo
.

Clerk.

|

sion with’ the Gibson Q. M. at the Thomson church, June 25—27.

and sisters, I have tried to give you some idea
‘of our si ation, but to know the worst you
‘would have to come and gee for yourselves,--

MRS. C. A. CLARK.
- Qur correspondent adfls: ‘“Should

x

any ‘one

feel disposed to send Rev. J. A. Holloway any -.|

Owego Q. M.

Mayhew

N.

Y.,

and wife from
the y

Thexe old pillars of

M. rode scores of miles in a ‘wagon to attend the session, A very profitable season
was enjoyed. Our brethren of the M. E.
Thompson
at-rch
cha

came in with

"a

law,
Two
other
thirtwen-

ty in Bates, and some have the theological
course .in view. Twenty-two graduated
and of these

gentle-

us

%

and

six of them it is hoped will eventually en-

committee:

a

for that purpose.
|

following resolutions were presented.

by the committee of resolutions :
Whereas God in his providence has res
moved by death our venerable pioneer
missionary, Rev. Jeremiah Phillips whose:
childhood ‘and home was in this.Y, Mi,
i
’
;
therefore,
That

_ Resolved, 1.

while we

feel

our

great loss, we bow in humble submission
to the Divine will.
9.

That we tender to his

J

eompanion,

who shared with him the fabors and pri-

are

seventeen

Seven or eight of the

men will enter Bates this fall, and five or

The Susquehanna Y. M. held its last ses-

and Dea. G. W.

The

dre

Some

In the practice of medicine, others in
journalism, and many are teaching.
arein Yale, one standing first; ‘the
fourth in a class of one hundred and
ty. ‘Four are in Bowdoin, fifteen or

Christians.

Susquehanna Yearly Meeting.

John Tyler und wife from Dryden,

a lady graduateas preceptress.

and W. Fuller were chosen

to canvass the Y.M.

the principal of Parsonfield seminary, with

this summer,

PN
+++

empty cupboards, and sit’down with them to | Troy Q.-M. was not represented. We
their scanty. meals, you would not withhold were cheered with the presence of ‘Dé.
and from giving. “They that give to
lend to the Lord.” Now, brethren
the po

‘the Roger Williams church, Providence, R.:

F. Bryant and I. W. Smith, with power to ‘|'T., one is a minister in the Methodist
substitute.
Ele
denomination; another is a minister, and

;
sake you” =
“ Rev. J. A. Holloway.has also had to go in
were elected : delegates
The following
A
a wife |
search of something to de. He leaves
nce,Reys. D. JackConfere
Thaw are inlt the General
2 enat Lanes.
:
homes, They.
childr
and five siiall
Jones. The reA.
“and
Ball
H.
G.
son;
very straitened circumstances. The churchLd

students

represented in the school, giving

vations of his work in India, and also to
his children,” our heartfelt sympathy and
pray God to ‘s@stain them’ in their great
ereavement.

ter the ministry. = Freewill Baptists are
not fully aware of the great“work doue by

8.
God

+

Whe

Fy

That we are thankful to Almighty
in sparing him so many years to

field in’ India, and
be | 10 in our mission
were, we may and
onz Ir‘bevey‘more
Shis insuianwould
prayers;
that he has lefti us so rich a legacy in his

gure there

more dollars given to it.

educational work grandly.
Christian work that keeps

It is doing

children to carry forward the work he has =

its

laid down.

It also does a
pace with the

other. Parents can safely send their chil-

sermon Whe preached by Rev: ‘ D. Boyd:

dred there. A healthfal religious atmos-phere rests upon the school that impresses’
all who enter.
©

-

Amount of collection $26.

need

The institution is in
-

’

hi

hile

A resolution “on Temperance and one
on Missions were adopted. The annual

:

ee

=
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(For

Questions

see

Lesson

Papers.)

THE CALL OF ABRAHA}L.
|

DAILY

M.
T.
WW.

to

READINGS.

The call of the disciples. Matt.4: 17—25.
The call of Moses. =
3:1-11.
The call of Moses.
3: 12-22.

TT. - Moses sent te-Pharoah: Ex 411-17
¥.

Abram in Egypt.

s

Tower of Babel.

The call of Abram.

Gen.10:1—20.
Gen. 11;1—19,

Gen. 11% 31,32 25124110.

GOLDEN. TEXT: “ In thee shall all Lamilies
Gen. 12:
of theearth be blessed.”
‘ Gen.11: 31, 82; 12: 1-10.

%

Notes and Hints.

kindred and-home for his glory.
II. Such sacrifices win great
from him.
’

:
to leave

dren.

many ways

of building

:

*I think no one can turn from the

peru-

And if we

ago.

With only three of these strangely fascinating voluines before mnie, for study,
| #pplemented by a general history of the

inquire

into

origin of the different denominations,
what

years

it from

all others.

thers” without being assured that there
was a reason-for the founding of the new
Hundred

Nas its

distinguish

Zhi

shall find that

a

denomination

peculiarit;

sal of the ‘Lives of the’ Free Baptist’ Fadenomination,

PEOULIARITIES. *

EV. R. COOLEY.

Every religious

© BY IDA HAZELTON.

reward

III. Tmplicit faith in God is a pre-re‘quisite of obedience.
IV. God rewards parents in their chilV. There are
an altar to God.

“ THE FATHERS.”

LI

BY

separated

their

peculiarities

them

from

we

and

often gave them their Jame.
Thus the
papal church is so called from Papa, the
Pope, or father. And then they claimed

the name of Catholid;

“Universal,

the C.

Baptis{

church

is

less

or

were too Puritanical in their antecedents,’
too

catholic

in “their

feelings

and

too

much allied to the middle,
classes to have any sympathy

church of Rome.

The Iutheran

takes its name from Luther,

the

in

any

Slavery.

form,

much

Hence ' in

Stages.- the pulpit and the press of the

church ‘issue.

founder

And so of the more

The « peculiarity”

sustain.
ed there; until some of them wore:
out:
their Hives and died there, While others
came back broken déwn in health, to die
liére, or labor for the home churches,
while a goodly band are still at their post

sind lower in India. And churches have been organ.
for slavery ized there, chapels built, and
a native
less
"American
ministry raised up, and schools long
the
nerthern since been sustained there,

general.” Originally this term was ap- Freewill Baptists uniformly spoke out
ECA
ESN 4 £3 ih Jb. SEC
pliedto the Christian church in general ; boldly and clearly against the accursed
denomination,
the coficlusion
becomes
ABrAM is placed first in the list of equally clear, that the foundation of . tHe but isnew claimed by the Roman —Catheinstitution. No denomination more: so.
Terah's sons, simply on account of his new church was laid deeper than man's lic church exclusively.
And at.an early period in the Anti-slave‘personal pre-eminence as the father of hand.could bufld. The Fathers, though
The name-of the Episcopal church—or
the faithful and the ancestor of the prom- converted some Of them in the bosom. ot Protestant Episcopal church; as they call ry movement, when a large body of Freewill Baptists in North Carolina. refused
ised seed ; he and his. brother Nahor are the primitive Baptist church of America, themselves, came from the term Episcoto give up their slaves, and wash their
both much ‘younger than Haran, are found themselves Free Communion and pas, which term Robinsou, in his Greek hands
from its defilement, they were exmarried only after his death, and one of Anti-Calvinistic in their religious belief, Lexicon, defines—*‘‘overseer, or stiperin- cluded
from the denomination.
them to.his grown-up danghtir Milkah ; | Says Martin Cheney in his auto-biogfa- tendent,” bezause 4liey have bishops to
But as the years have rolled on, and
and he and his nephew Lot are meet phy, ‘After preaching, I was examined oversee, or superintend their churches. slavery has become
an outlaw in our
companions in age as well asin spirit. as to my sentiments or doctrine, ordi- And they take the name of Protestant, as land, and
is fast becoming so through the
Hence also Abram lingers in Haran, nances, etc. Finding me Anti-Calvinist- protesting against the claims of - the
‘world, this has ceased to be a living

s+ Terah.”
Ye father. of Abraham,
waiting to take his father with-him to the icand a Free Communionist »they informed
having his heme in Chaldea in the city or |land of promise, if he should revive soma
me that it would be useless for them to
town of Ur. The precise location. of Ur far as to be fit for the journeygBut it
approbate me as a preacher, as the min-

being a failure.

the Freewill Baptists, in the early history
of the Anti-Slavery movement,
was
the | their uniform opposition to slavery, they

were

others,

though

than
Arminian “than the Fr
Baptist
30 earnset and - self-sacrificing mission.
Another peculiarity that characterized|* aries sent from this: ‘country, and

PY
WT OR

PROF.

men

DENOMINATIO

0

and
of native Christians gathered
mission ' churches. -

Flea

BY

Communications, -. -

to vullding

|

hundreds
into the

fo

NOTES

PRACTICAL LESSONS.
I. God sometimes calls

1880.

\

“And a printing-press has been doing an
important work there for years, and now
a Biblical school for educating preachers
has been established, and endowed,
Does this look like a failure?.

And then at home the Printing Estaly:

lishment has been dving a good work for 54 years. And then the dozen or more

colleges

and

seminaries

belonging to

the denomination: ‘have been,

and are,

still doing a great work in the line of

education, sending out hundreds of teach.
ers every year, to help onthe work of
education, andto supply the churches
‘with an educated ministry, Now I do

of Free Baptists
seenis to be narrowed down to free
is not certainly known ; ancient tradition,’ was not the lot of Terah to enter .the
isters of that order (Baptist) would not
or open communion as opposed to, close
however, connects %. with the Modern land, where he would only have been a
not recount these things for self-adulaordain me with the sentiments I then “pvresbuteros,” which means “elder, sen- or restricted communion.
Thereis no tion, or glorifi
Orfa. *¢ Sarai his daughter-in-law.” Of | stranger. He is removed to the better
cation, but rather in self.
held. They, however, decided unani- ior, ar aged. ” And Presbyterian, from | issue between Free,
and Close Baptists defence, and
her parentage nothing further is known country, and by his departure contributes
to show that the Free Bapmously that they thought I was called of | presbuterion, an ‘‘assembly of aged men, on baptism, and scarcely
any issue nade tists have
than that Abraham called her his sister. no doubt to deepen the faith of his son
not been a failure; whatey er
God to preach the Gospel. Said the or a council of elders.” The Congrega-" on any other
doctrine,
or. practice, as
Josephus thinks that she was the same as Abram, of his grandson Lot, and of his
their future record may be.
preacher, Rev. Nicholas Branch, ‘If he tionalists take their name from congre- now taught. And
when this issue -ceasIscah, the daughter of Haran.
Verse 29. daughter-in-law Sarai.
This explanation was a Calvinist, I should think he was gation, because: they are self-governed,
They have had an important mission to
es, as we hope that the time is not far
In that case she would be_the neice of of the order of events is confirmed by the
perform, and we think thatthey have ac.
called to preach; and I don’t know but i.e, , their government is in the hands of -distant when it may, in the onward
prog- compli
Abraham.
:
statement of Stephen: ‘¢ The God of glo- he is,
shed it pretty well.
i as itis.” David Marks, the son of the churc, -Eacly' church has fall power
ress of fraternal feeling and Christian:
“ To go unto the land of Canaan.” ry appeared unto our father Abraham
True
there have been sad drawbacks in
C.
Baptist
parepts,/was
discovered
on
to govern herself: There is no legisla fellowship, and each churgh isi left to pracThe motive or end of this emigration we when he was in Mesopotamia, before he
the way of our progress. The early fathconversion to hold such peculiar senti- tive or judicial power ‘above the local tice open-or restricted communion
as it
are ignorant of.
ithe
dwelt in Charran.” Then came he out of ments that he could not consistently be
church. This is no doubt the apostolical may choose, without let or hinderance, ers, though deeply pious and self-sacrific“¢ Came unto Haran.” This is. called the land of the Chaldeans and dwelt in
received into the church in which he was form of government. And every *‘Epis- then the great Baptist family will gradu- ing men, were for the mest}part uneducat~ Charran, in Acts 7: 4, and Carral*by the Charran; and from thence, when his
ed in the schools—and had a strong, prejconverted.
“I felt,” he writes, “like a -copas,” or pastor, was a bishop over his ally come together, and
stand as a unit
Greeks and Romang:
It is the same. father was dead, he removed him into
udice against an educated ministry,so calllone and friendless child. Something flock or church.
:
agaist Pedo-baptism, and any agresplace as the modern Harran, which is-sit- this land, whereinye now dwell.” (Acts
ed. This prejudice came down’ through
whispered, ‘What folly to think you are a
The Baptists are distinguished from all sions of the Church of Rome.
uated on a small river ealled Balik, a vil. 2—4).—Mugphy on Genesis.
“threefourths of the century of our existChristian, when men of piety disown other denominations by their practicing
We cannot agree with- Dr. Orvis, of
tributary of ‘the: Euphrates.
00-00
ence; and prevented multitudes of our’
| you! You are but a child, and do you immersion only as baptism. They claim Philadelphia, editor of
** the Christian ‘promi
«The Lord had said unto Abram:”
sing young men who were entering
“ AND THE
LORD APPEARED UNTO - know more than the whole church?” But their origin from John the Baptist, who Reformer, and Non- Ritualist”, that Free¢¢ The Lord said to Abram” is a more
the ministry from seeking the help which
the boy kept up a close communjon with baptized Christ. They also claim that will Baptists in America
ABrAM.
This
is
the
first
mention
of
a
are a failure,
correct rendering.
the schools could afford. Forty years ago,
his Heavenly Father,-and after att®nding-t immersion was the universal ode of and no’ longer needed.
“ Out of thy country.” That is, out of distinct appearance of the Lord to man.
‘A letter from
when
I was casting about to find a highmeetings
with
several
other
dendminaHis voice is heard by Adam, and he is
baptism in the time of Christ and the one, of our ministers in Pa., published in
Chaldea, not out of Ur.
| er institution of learning than western
tions, was at last sought out by“some Free apostles; and nearly so for-thirteen cent- his paper, which spoke of
said
to
have
spoken
to
Noah
and
to
“ From thy. fathers house.’ He was
the decline o
N. Y. afforded, I had to go’ outside the
called to forsake all his kindred even his Abram: but here is a visible. manifesta- Baptist ministers, with whom he at once uries afterwards. In proof of this I refer Free Baptist <hurches in Fayette Co., Pa.,
denomin
ation to find a college. And I
found
a
congenial
home,
although
they
called out the following remarks from"
to Dr. Gill in his “Divine Right,” Jones
own brothers. He was now .living in tion. The following questions naturally
was opposed decidedly by -the ministers
were the first ministers of the denomina-" in his ¢‘Church History of the Waldenses, the editor:
arise;
1:
Was
this
a
direct
vision
of
Haran, a place that may have been namJehovah in bodily shape? 2. Was it an tion of whom he had any knowledge. and Albigenses,” and Dr, Mosheim in his
We want to say to the brother Who in the Q. M. in going to college. And
ed after his brother.
:
Many
instances
might
be
cited
in
the
sent
the above letter that Freewill Bap- after I had been there two or three years,
mind of
‘Church History, "and Dr. Wall, a elergy«¢ Unto a land that Iwill show’ thee.” impression produced on the
conversions of the Fathers, who having man of the Church of England and a tist movements in America fail to suc- they tried hard to induce me to leave,
the
seer,
but
not
a
true
vision
of
God?
That is, unto the land of Canaan.
no knowledge of such a denomination, writer of a history of infant baptism, and ceed, 7. ¢., do not prosper, simply because and give my time to. preaching.
They¢¢ And thou shalt be a blessing.” By 3. Was iran ‘angel personating God?
‘(as we would judge)there is no sufficient
were afraid of the baneful effects of the
found
themselves to be Free Baptists. | no friend to the Baptist, though a more occasion
for them.
his descendants. Abraham was to bless 4. Was it a manifestation of the Son of
True we like, - aud
schools upon the spirituality and usefulthe world. Itis plain to ail that this God, a Theophania, in some measure an- How and why these sentiments came to honest man than many Pedo-baptist writ- have favored, their free grace, free salvaness of the ministry. A great change
‘be
born
in
men’s
hearts,
in
those
days
of
tion,
and
open
communi
on
teaching
s
ticipating
the
Incarnation?
(1)
The
first
ers on this subject. He says: “The prim,book was in existence hundreds of years
much more than the converse doctrine of has come over the denomination &ince
stiff creed, can only be explained by. re. before Christ. Hence here is a distinct questioniseems answered by St. John
itive Christian's general and ordinary ;unconditional decrees, and
limited atonepeating
fromthe
Holy
Scriptures,
‘The
prophecy which can be explained only by (John i. 18), * No man hath. seen God
practice was to baptize by immersion. ment, and ** close” communion, as it is then, for the better. Now our churches
wind bloweth whereit listeth, and thou
the theory of the inspiration of the Scrip- (the Father) at any time.” (2) The secThis is so plain and clear by an infinite termed, Bat the’ high, Calvinistic doc- are calling for educated men. And
hearest the sound thereof,” etc, or, suretures. Abrahaat has indeed ‘blessed the ond to a certain extent follows the first.
number of passages, that one can not but trines are being rejected by all churches, whether piety, and spirituality ‘has: kept
and, as the
ly,
they
emanated
from
the
divine
source
- Whether there was a manifestation of an
world.
pity the weak endeavors of such Pedo- several Baptistritual conflict ‘between the pace with the progress of education in
folds, how utterly trifling, the’ ministry, I cannot 5
of all Christian life. And the Fathers
I fear not,
baptists as would maintain the negative
« I will bless thendthat bless
thee.” objective reality, or merely an impresand dishonorable to God, are they all—
not only possessed’ these sentiments but
however
.
:
the
of
it.”
Moreover,
Dr.
Wall
adds—after
sion
on
the‘
senses,
we
cahnot
possibly
question
+¢ Thee” here probably includes the dewhether ene rite isa Stepping.
Another sad drawback in the way of
‘scendants of Abraham. ¢ In thee,” in judge; but.the vision, whether seen in" they were also coupled with a strong and observing that the Greek church prac- stone to another rite, i. ¢.,whether ong is.
the
unyielding
principle
which
prompted
antecede
the
nt,
success of the Free’ Baptists has been,
and
the
other
the
succedtices immersion—‘“And so do all other
the next line, does not mean in the per- sleep or waking, can not have been a
ent, a'point of inquiry that is not worthy the opposition of the fathers to
them to so preach the new doctrine that
a Paid, or
vision
of
God
the
Father.
(3)
The
Christians inthe world exce;t the Lat
soa, but in the family: of- Abraham.
The
the ‘waste of church resources, and the
They were afraid .of
question
has
béen
answered it has grown and still bears fruit after a ins,” 2. e., those who use the Latin lan- waste of breath required in pleading the salaried, ministry.
distinct reference is to Christ. through third
bandred years.
one or the other. And if you go farther, hirelingisn, hence went to the opposite
guage, as the Italians.
whom all the world is blest. The favor by many in the affirmative, it being conand ask, is ‘water
extreme, and refused pay for services,
The
Fathers
were
prophets
although
cluded
that-¢¢
the
Angel
of
the
Lord,
»
of God, or his disfavor, comes to the man
Now holding Baptist views has not Christ's Ghurch? Lhe baptism a “door into
simple answer must and declared against it and gncouraged
who blesses or. curses Abraham as he created angel, was always the means of they were as unconscious of the honor as made Freewill Baptists ¢*peculiar,” and be, not unless baptisma
l regeneration the churches in ‘this opposition which they
was the rest’ of the world about them.
{ communication between God and
man
appears in Christ.
:
did not a century ago when: the denomi-" is the Bible doctrine. “Water baptism,
very readily embraced, and rejoiced in a
Their
creed,
which
if
there
‘were
space
in
the
Old
Testament.
The
great
sup“ Al- families of the earth.” Abra- |
nation had its origin; 'but the doctrine then, és simply a man-made door into a free and
cheap gospel though it was suiin
a
short
‘newspaper
article,
I
should
“tr
man-mad
e
church.
Let
whoever
porter
of
this
opinion
in
early
times
was
deems
-bam was, by the Messiah, our Redeemer,
of free-will, . and free-salvation or anti- himself
cidal. to their permanent
able,
prosperity. .
to bring glorious things to all the earth. St. Augustine, the chief arguments in its like to formulate just as I.have learned it Calvinism did make them’ peculiar, be- people generallyshow the opposite. The
feel. thit even a - liberal And they aré suffering from it to-day, and
from reading their lives, is no longer
"We are, to-day, illustrations of the truth favor being the statements of the New
cause it was the great and important is- church is scarcely nkeded on such worth-in consequence of this uoscriptural, and
~-of this promise. Here, too, is a promise Testament that the law was given ‘by “unpopular,” not even ‘‘denominational” sue then. The founder of the denomina- less issues. If, as some new lights do,
of the prevalence of the gospel;: other- disposition of angels,” ¢ spoken by indeed. ‘The Free Baptist ‘of our day tion, Randall, preached the doctrine of the Free Baptists would admit to ‘their mistaken teaching, many of our churches,
folds
\
wise, all the families of the earth will “angels,” &e. It is further argued by the can no longer claim to possess sentiments free will, as opposed to that of a neces- water, those baptized or unbaptized' with particularly in the Middle and Western
who give evidence of having the
States, have died out.
“peculiar”
to
himself.
Recent
events’
in
For most of the
supporters of this view, that “ the angel
.
7 58 ‘not be blessed.
sitated will, as held so generally in New baptism of the Holy Ghost, then there
sacrificing fathers are dead, or worn out,
civil
aswell
as
.
ecclesiastical
history
of
the
Lord”
is,
in
some
passages
in
the
|
“The souls that they had gotten.” That
England in those days. The Methodists would be some liberty worth contending
or laid asid
prove that the Fathers were about a hund the younger class of
for, and
some shibboleths worth
' had not reached New Lngland then; and
is, the slaves and even
whom’ they Old Testament, and always in the New
prodred years in advance of their time. Fhe
nouncing correctly—something in their ministers, coftng up educated, refuse to
Téstament,
clearly
a
created
angel
:
(e.
g.
Arminianism was little known there.
= controlled.
‘| faith and freedom worth standing fast,
lessons of liberty,. charity and temperpreach without a stipulated salary and
_% Into the land of -Canny they came.” Zech. i. 11, 12, &ec.; Lukei. 11; Acts xii.
‘President
Jonathan
Edwards,
who and working: earnestly, for.
Now wre the consequence is, many of our churches
ance
as
taught
by
them
a
hundred
years
23)
;
and
that
therefore
it.is
not
to
be
supthey ready to grant such freedom, and
"To do this Abraham had to cross the
ago ‘will need no perceptible modification died a few years before Randall had com- receive as a membera
are left without preaching, and soon isn unbaptized QuakEuphrates, from which fact the _bame posed that any of these manifestations of
menced
preaching,
had
largely
mouldin order to adapt themselves to She. Chriser,
or
a
Pedo-bap
{
the
Angel
of
God,
or
Angel
of
the
Lord,
tist.the
same
as they appear.
‘Hebrew, meaning fe crosser over, Is suped the theology of New England. Ed- would a dipped Baptist 34
tianity of our day.
.T
nt of an educated ministry, pre- |
which
seem
so
markedly
Divine,
should
posed to be derived.
vgnted the fathers and. founders of the
; RevEaward Everett Hale, of Boston; “wards held that the will was governed by » Now while this article justly makes
have
béen
anything
more
than
the
ap“Abram passed through the land unto
a law of necessity, and his formula was— the Uaptism of the Holy
Ghost the
sine denomination going ‘idto the cities and
«. Sichem.” ‘The place was not then pearance of a created angel personating at the i#te Bates Commencement, very “That the will was always as the greatqua non” of church membership, we think towns, hence the most of our churches
the
Most
High.
(4)
The
aflirmative
of
prettily addressed himself to the Free
called Sichem, but came to be afterwards.
the fourth opinion was held by the great Baptist denomination through the pa- est apparent good.” Hg willed by a law ittreats too lightly the ordinance of water were in the country, where they wielded
i7 The word means “¢ shoulder.” 1lence it
‘majority of the fathers from the-very trons of its college, when he said, “I-come of necessity to do what seemed to him baptism ; which .is-designed as the out- | less. influence, and controlled less wealth.
may have reference to a ridge of land
first.- The teaching of the fathers on this to you ‘from similar éxercises at Harvard. the greatest good. Consequently, to a ward sign, or symbol, of the inward bap- Again, the liberal views, -and catholic
neat the site of Sichem. . Sichem jvas
head is investigated by Bp. Bull, <F. N. She, the oldest American college, sends drunkard the gratification of his love for tism of the Holy Ghost, especially when feelings which have always characterized .
< gitpated between Ebal and Gerizim.
D.! iv. iii... In like - manner the ancient her felicities and greetings to the young- strong-drink ‘vas a greater good. to him it. was. the example of Christ and the the Free Baptists, so far as I know, have
«« The plain of Moreh.” Literally “the Jews had referred the manifestation of
est. Harvard rejoices inthe successes of than all the benefits of a sober life. And unrepealed commission for it. We freely prepared them to readily fraternize with
oak of Moreh.”
ata
he had no power to resist. His intelli- confess that the outward
“(God:in visible form to the Shechinah, the the new liberal college in New England.”
sign, without all Christians, so that we have never been
io The Lord appeared unto. Abfam.”f Metatron; or the Memra de Jab, appar+gence might be against it, but if’ his "will the sbiritual baptism of the
Perhaps the distinguished lecturer and
Holy Ghost bound togethér very firmly, with denomiProbably in
i a dream. This is the first ently an emanation from God, having a
was in favor of it, he was necessitated to is of little
value. We think that while national ties, or sectarian bands, as most
author needs to be reminded that Bates,
ecord of the direct appearance of God semblance of diversity, yet really one
doit. Mr, Finney says that “Edwards we practise the water:
have.
that
when
though liberal, is supported by a strong,
baptism, ; as a de- dengminations
to men, since the fall.
denied
that moral agents are the causes nomination we
with him, coming forth to reveal him,but
have insisted’ oti { the spirit- members of our.churches go into places
orthodox backbone which will keep it,
¢¢ Unto thy sced.” That is, unto the not truly distinet from him. The fact,
of their own actions.” He assumed that ual. But
where we have no church, they readily
mgre particularly tothe por- become
we trust, from swayimg to the influence
members of Liber churches,
every aet of will must have—been caused tion
Israelites.
This was not fulfilled for that the mame ¢¢ Angel of the. Lord” is
of this article | which represents Free that there are probably more Free Bap-sv
of every idle wind of doctrine, or from
by a preceding one, or by the objective Baptists
more than four hundred years.
;
sometimes used of a created angel, is not following every new departure of scias a failure. We deny this and ‘tists, at least in sentiment, among other
‘4¢ There he builded an altar.” Under
proof enough that it may
not be also used ence. In these days when all popular motive. &:bhat the will was not free to will show the proof. Who can tell how denominations than: our own.
the oak where God met him. This was a J of him who is; called * the Angel of
>"ro-+re
thought is turning toward liberalism, it originate its own choice. So far as I can niuch they
custom of very early date. This altar mighty counsel,” and the apparent inden- is well that we arg/able to turn to the understand Edwards, he held that ‘man N. England, contributed towards giving.
REV,
J.
W. BROWN.
:
and the world” a better phiwould stand as a monument of Abra- tification of the Angel of God with God
was naturally unable to obey God, or;. in
Rev. J. W. Browndied at Mino Creek,
losophy, and theology on the doctrines of
record of a church, which has held up reJam’ s piety and meet the eye of the idol- himself, in very many passages, leads
ligious liberty as its watch-word, and yet other words,God required of man what he moral
agency, freedom: of the will, Steuben Co., N. York, April, 29, 1880:
had
not
the
ability
to
do,
and’
that
upon
markedly to the conclusion that God for a hundred years has kept, itself true
general atonement, free salvation, &e. ‘|'Bd..was born on Mount Desert Island, .
od sacrifices to God.
spaketo man by an angel or. messenger, to the letter of the gospel, and pure from penalty of being damned for not doing it. and what they have done, and are still Maine, Dec 14, 1810. He experienced
‘« Who appeared unto him.” As. Abra- and yet that that an angel or messenger
Now this was the philosophy: and the- | doing, towards
the taint of material liberalism or infidelity.
iiveralizing the larger Bap- religion in 1830 and was soon licensed to
ham set up an altar where God manifest- ‘was himself God. No man saw God
ology of the New England churches{tist
|
preach the gospel by the Nelson Q. M.
body on
ed his favor to him, so we shohld do. at any time, but the only begotten Son, Such a chiitéh the Fathers were building, when Randall began his ministry. -And While thousan the .subject of communion. of .the. Close Communion Baptists, but
ds of earnest Chrisgighs are:
although they knew it mot, when they
How full, then, of monuments of praise who was in the bosom of the Father, deit seems wonderful how the' Lord led him to be found
relation and
scattered over thi" colittry,” | subsequently... changed
found themselves fatally shut out from
' the home,” the church, the heart would
clared him. He, who was the Word of all other: church organizations | around to oppose these views, and that of a lim- + who are Baptists in séntimemt and who united with the Free aptist church.
He studied Greek and Theology with
be.
;
nN ‘
N23
as
unscriptural. He A are dissatisfied
God,-the Voice of God to his creatures, them. Such was to be the result aceru- ited atonement
with restricted com- Rev. C. M. Brown, a minister of the:
“Unto o mountain or the cast of Bethel.” was yet in the beginning: with God, and ing from their “peculiar” and “unpopu- preached a free salvation, general atone- ‘munion, and
who would be glad to ‘Congregational church. He commenced .
No particular mount, but the mountain- he was God: — Speaker’ s Commentar: Yi lar” sentintents. ‘Very rich and full of ment, and the freedam of the will, and tind a home with Free Baptists had they his Jipistry ifi Maine and afterward went
ous reg ion, is probably meant. Bethel
blessings for the people is that church drew with him some of “the prominent churches near. ‘And: who can tell how to Troy, Pa.
A
el
,
He then removed to
Veteran, N. .YX..
mearis” House of God.” Tt was a place
Calvinistie
Baptist much Free Baptists
which is now ready, with but’ slight, if, members of the
contributed towards preashing iso at Fabius, Columbus and
It is fruition and riot possession that
" pamed by Jacob-at a later period.
church,
who
‘organized
one
hundred
the abolition of the accursed - system “of Otselic,
any, necessary. modification of its formuut finally came to the Tuscaro- “Hai.” Hai was about five miles éast renders us happy.—Montaigne.
la, in entering upon the. work of its sec- years ago, in New Durham, sN.. H., the American Slavery, aad have been doing, : ia QQ. M.in which and in the vicinity of
of Bethel. Both were ‘in the rit of. ; ‘Cifeumstances form a the character ; ond centenary, to adapt itself to the first Free Baptist church ‘on this. conti- since, towards
educating and elevating which he spent the remainder of his.days.
He, was apént for the Morning Star.
Judah. . .::- #
byt, like petrifying matters, they harden broad and liberal ideas of the. age, har- hent— sbi far ‘as we know. Making his the colored race. For they were
among Bro. Brown was a Christian gentleman
* There he builded an allgr. ? This ‘while they form. —W, 5. Fair,
monizing them. with the eternal traths of views of free salvation and free will “so the first to carty the gospel to the Freed-: in the true ‘semse ofthe word. He was
Larose,
prominent that they were called Free, men
‘was done for the purpose of making
and to establish schools among them. truly loyal to the denomination of ‘his
There is ‘nowhere “any “apology for de- the gospel.
|
willers,
which name wus taken ; and th
wt
sacrifices to God. The. Jewish law, at
or
:
~~
And
Storer College stands as a monu- choice, yet ever ready to extend Christian:
4-0-0
sponflenc y. Always there is: life while |
os
hn
+
cordiality to all. the children *of God,
| became known as Freewill Baptists.
/ | ment of what
the tinie of Moses, prohibited this cus- life lasts, which, rightly lived, implies
the F. Baptists ave doing’ He was twice married having lost his 3
Mss too easily cligits Bimself- with take But this doctrine of thé. freedom of the for the education
paganism, to.the 1worship:
- It led to
tom.
of the Freedmen.
So first wife quite a number. of years ago;.
‘a divine satisfaction.— Thoreau.
ing repentance for reformation, ‘resoluhe heaverfy bodies.
of the
do the churches, and Quarterly’ meetings by whom he had a number of children.
4 Called upon the name of the ord, ” ~The temperate are the most truly Tas: tions for uctions, blossoms for fruits, as becomero prevalent in this country that | and Y. Ms. established among them by. He leaves his second wite and two chil- ~
dren, with numerous riends,to mourn their
Thatis, to invoke the nate: of the Lord ‘drious.” By abstaining from most things, on the naked twig of the fig-tree fruits this hag ceased to be a living issue, { Free. Baptists.
‘the fleshy as 23
how any things we ¢n- sprout forth ‘which are only
not as those Topol
“in phe and other Worship. Ww erpver itis GL
—And
Shes
=
Eg
ry
ihe Wisconsin “Yearts-Meetin
id
Pre fr. “uster“She
“with a bright
| rinds of the ii
by request.
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found necéssary, and is now located

sun-

and

fed,

T hoped should rise the offspring of my toil,
LA promised flower, my golden cinquefoil,
ie

ut when

upward

leaflets

green

soft

=r
>
sprea
The sat hit should huve borne the queen-

passionate
pont; and made
Long BoA
moan;
;
me trembling through the tear-.
~Till morn
my

night.
And lo! a ge rless lily rosy-white,
A flower of
by some bird-angel sown,
Beside my perished dream of joy had grown,

;
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REFORMATION IN BELGIUM.
server

Writes from Brussels:

H

Ob-

i.

folly

by

Father Hennessey, of Jersey City, for
which he deserves the highest credit; A
few days since an old lady named O'Rourke
died, and Father Hennessey gave notice

that he should strictly

enforce

and a Youug Men's

Christian

his

word,

and

his dio-

several

hired, but no sooner was it opened
worship than it was fllled, oh the inter-

i

Belgium is preparing to Selebrate the
fiftieth anniversary. of her independence
by a series of fétes on a scale befitting
the occasion, apd it is certainly not without reason that the conclusion of half a

ELASTIC TRUSS

Women’s

attached.

on

with

A day

such

-

been opened,
dance.

coaches

with

an

Congregational

John’s Methodist

church,

Brooklyn,

Seperate Baptist brethren, of Illinois, and

will

I am not my own;

ceremonies and the

the Church

corrupt

of Rome,

have

practices

of

renounced

their allegiance and fallen away into careless indifference or open antagonism to
LE

religion.

The hostility of the Church. to

_ the Liberal institutions of the country,
“made more prominent by violent opposition to the new law on primary instruc-

I am bought with a

price;” each one of whom has pledged
himself to obey the last command of the

GLEANINGS !

Lord,*

“Go,

teach

‘all

nations.”

And

yet what do we see? In our-own land,
certainly in our
own
denomination
throughout this land, but a fraction of the

. as heathens, and they would willingly re-

‘We profess to have consecrated our all

v

born, or to have their children brought up

23,000 churches do aught for the cause of
missions} and, in. the fraction, that do
anything, it is all done by but a fraction
of the church. It would be safe to say
that to withdraw from the Missionary
Union the contributions of fifty churches
and of a hundred contributors, would be
to crippleit fatally.

tion, has been a great cause

tion.
eral

of

disaftec-

Yet a large proportion of the

party,

though

disapproving

Lib-

of

the

encroachments of the clergy, do not wish
to leave the Church in

“unin

which they

were

Roman Catholics, at least in name,

while Liberals in politics.

:

The clergy, however, will

And yet; as we

Ls {ook over a Christian congregation,

not

countes

nance this half-hearted allegiance.
Theyy
who do not go all the way With them are
against them. Neithep party will ‘give
in: hence a state of iftitation which is by
no means conducive to the interests of the
Church. Threats and violence have mo
longer any power to persuade. Those
who will not be priest-ridden, and yet
will not renounce all hope of a future

ex-

istence, who think religiénof some Kind
necessary to the welfare of mankind,
would readily -enough ‘embrace . some
purer form of Christianity. But their religious wants are not very great, and
would be easily satisfied. They would
like to pass through life quietly and pleas-

antly, leaving their spiritual

to Christ and his cause.

interests

to

the care ot priests or pastors, whose business they consider it to be to see that

somehow, when the time comes, they are
landed in a place of happiness, if there be

one to go to. As an old'man once said to
a pastor here, who was anxious about his

women

were not

playing

at

ornaments of iron.

was

The

not playing

Moravian

when he cohsented to bé sold as

more’

church, North, last year, at the
of a hypadred dollars each.

must

oc-

cupy the chief place in their thoughts and
lives<—a faith that demands a change of
heart and submission to the guidance of
the Holy Spirit, that convinces of sin

at

and which raises the affections from

111., accepts

a

.

- the Word, and it beccmeth unfruitful.
There are, however, those, and their
the
; number has greatly increased durin

I ‘last few years, who hear the Word
and
receive it, and bring forth fruit. The
abundant circulation of the Scriptures in
1 Belgium has not been a waste of time
| and money and energy. The Free church

now comprises twenty churches ahd thissionary

stations, mostof which

And

when we look at the

work

to

are, cen-

ters of activity, having around them’ nt-

merous villages where meetings are regularly held on Sundays and week-days. .
Here I may state that there is also in

Belgium a work of evangelization carried

Parsons

position

in 1878 and

done, the hundreds of millions to be
evangelized, and at the scale of our pep-

Bishop

trash.

test.

3

{
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FUNNY PREACHERS.
The persistent funny nian:is out of
place ina Christian pulpit; so also is

the persistent solemn
like either.

man. “We

dow’

Let men be natural: Elijah

the prophet is a good model ; but

he

Ll

did
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afford it a
most preposterous. expenditure c rie
to be made in the interest...
“=
unde
This is especially
ers and hack-owners,
the case among Irish Catholics, although
who

can

least

to do their clergy justice, they have

again.

and

reported

that it hid trained 650 teachers for India,
and had printed 7,773,611 copies of publigivcations in.16 languages.” Itis also
7,000 children. The
ing instruction to
receipts of the past year were $49,015, |

the exnendituces 85309SOY5.
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Thus, for sever~
the new order of things.
al years there has been in this countrya
steadily growing distaste among the high-
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tel Cars.

educated classes are, as a
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views
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Custom is quite as powerful among the
humble as among the high; indeed, the

.

where there has been some

difference With the cure, to say. that half
the inhabitants have madeup their minds
to become Protestants, and ask for a pastor. Such was the case some four years
“ago at Sure Duthe valine. The people
were really in earnest, as is. proved by
[| oznesihes fact E they have” baile a chapel
since a pastor was placed there, and the
movement having extended to the country round about, a second pastor was
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excellent help for Sfibbath schools and family,

Lyndonville, Vt.

on by the national churda, a’ body recog‘nized by the State and placed on the same lighted up every face—scarcely. a, sermon
Remit by bank draft, maney order, Pegistered Telex; or by Express.
Fractions of one dollar fins
Beach ina Presiding Eldership be,* sent
or of Dr,
in postage stamps. ‘Address
:
.
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we
footing ‘as regards stipends and temporali- without wit.
They said something for on Long Island.
ea
ties as the Roman Catholic church. What the purpose of creating the smile in" orEXCHANCE,
"the pastors and evengelists present at the der to prepare the hearers to be impressAMERICAN o- BOOK
Bishop Schereschewsky, of the Protestapproaching Free Church Synod
will «ed with a great truth that they wished to ant Episcopal mission in China, has held | ‘JOHN B. ALDEN, Manager.
Tribune Building, New York.
say, isithat the harvest is vipe and thht drive home to the ‘hearts of the people. the first ordination ‘of natives. Three
+
Boston,
H,
L.
Hasting
;
Frialaptt.
Leary
&
Co. ; Cincinnati, Robert Clarke & Co. ;
.
more laborers are wanting, Here are We would rather see a whols congrega- Chinese were admitted to the office of
Co.; Cleveland, Ingham, Clark & Co.; Teledo,
Indianapolis, Bowen, Stewart
wns, the leading
Boookseller, only
new openings where a congregation tion forced into an irgesistible smile occa- deacon and one to that of priest.
Co.;
Chicago,
Alden
&
Chadwick;
in
smaller
to
rown, ager &
. E.J. LANE & CO., DOVER, N. H;
"
would easily be formed if an evangelist sionally ‘than see it put to sleep by monAnglican
church
‘in
the
|
28cinf
Plice.
Synod of t
could be sent. There are smaller com-- 'strous gravity. , Reach the people; strive
Sin place in the course
munities of converts whose number to save ‘them,even if you have to reach Wost Yadies
year. It isto be held. at
present
the
of
|
would soon double, and ‘who have been them through the God-given emotion that
and will be convened by the
long WAiting patiently for a resident pas- irradiates their features with a pleasurable Barbadoes, Bishop
the: Right
of Guiana,
venerable
tor.. Elsewhere the pastor is being worn smile.— The Evangel.
lia
for thirty-eight
whe.
Austin,
Dr.
Rev.
out by incessant labor; he requires rest,
years has presided over that see.” - |
"but all he asks for is an aid to. help him
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energies.
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Butler's Commentar

The remaining volumes will be completed by October next.

‘Plutarch’s livesof 1llustrious Men, 3 vols., $1.50.

$30,

of

cents.
:
he Church Member's Book
5
is a.valuable little wrok, and every Christian
Price
During July,
$6.25...
13 ‘Vols.
Over 13,000 Pages.
ding
it.
25
cis;
postage
.
"| would be benefited by rea
3 cts.
Ameng the wonderful things which have been accomplished for lovers of good books by the ¢ Lit.
Rules of Order.
ery Revo lution, perhaps the most: wonderful is the reproduction of this great Encyclopedia at a merely
thick
i
are the same as those in the Manual,
nominalcost.

Library of Universal Knowledge, 20 vols.,

cost

30

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, cons
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

ambers’s Encyclopedia,

boys at the corner of East Broadway and
Governeur streets. It is five stories high,
and

.

‘several

Treatise

of dectrinal

The more widely and rapidly these volumes are scattered, the greater is their influence in inducing
other purchasers of this and our many standard publications, Accordingly we give special terms to
wy subsoribers.
3
‘0 a}l, whose order and money are received during the month of July, we will supply the 15 volumes in cloth, for $6,25, and in half Russia, gilt top, for $12.50. To any one sending from any
lace, where we have no special agent (usually the leading bookseller of the town), a club of five orers, we will allow a commission of.ten per cent. The volumes issued will be sent at once by express,
and the remaining volumes when completed.
A spec imen.volume in cloth will be sent, postpaid, for 50 cents, or in- half Russla, gilt top, for
$1.00, and may be returned at once if not satisfactory.
The *¢ CHAMBERS’S ENCYCLOPEDIA” comprises the first15 volumes of our “ Library of Universal

the’

and

$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

$6.25. An Amazing Offer. $6.25.

Protestant

hymns

is one of the largest and best in the State. | Lectures
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
ON THE TRUTH'OF ‘THE BIBLE; an excet..
J. S. GARDNER,
ncipal,
.
lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Serip..
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
cot.
portant poidts of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work cts.
of the school is to prepare the students for col
>
lege, and every-éffort is made to do this in as thor- Minister's Manual,
designed especially for ministers.
ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderbut useful for all church members. It contains. :
ate. Send for a Catalegue
NS>
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
A . M. JONES, Sec., Id
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
i
Lewiston, Me.
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestione.:
Tke Rules of Order are comprehensive,
and yet
very concise and well arranged ; stating in fifteen
pages all the important, parliamentary rules of de-

EPHRAIM BROWN; Lowell, Mass. -

will be ready July 10.

1879.”
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are those generally accepted by the denomination.

2

Crowther,. of the

*

al

of

postage, 9 cente.

contains

_It is a verbatim reprint of the last Evglish edition, in 15 beautiful volumes, clear nonpareil type,
handsomely bound
in cloth, for 87.503 the same printed on finer, heavier paper, wide margins, and
bound in half Russia, gilt top, price $15.00.
The first ten volumes are ready for. delivery.
Vol. 11

The
than

Memorials

The

Address,

SEMINARY.—This

2.00,

held by the denomination,
and our general’
usages in church-building, It 1s published by authorwwy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent,
.
:
Sermons.
twenty-three
A volume of 300 pages, -containin
aptist Minissermons, by:as many different ¥'.
ters. Price $1.25 including postage.
Butler's Hhcology
discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the’ questions

Fer

Sec. & Treas.,

Moroc-

85 cts;

postage, 2 cents.

cents;

A first-class school(” Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and

-Send for Catalogue.

Morocco,

the proceedings of the first-sixteen sescicms.

catalogue address the Secretary,
M.R. HIATT.
Ridgeyille, Indiana.
:
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!
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YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BS.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
as.
“sistas.
ET
a
Me Winter term begins December, 2, . 1879.
Spring term
beging March 9, 1830.
Fall term begins August 24, 1880.
Classical.

book

$1.00;

Turkey (Gilt,

he Minsites of the General Conference

of study,

Normal.

small

1.59;

Small,

are published in pamphlet format the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

$

Courses

and

book, in Sheep,

Gilt,

each.

jve the rise and’ progress of this body
‘Chriétians .in New York, till the time :of
unjon with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Summex Term
Euglish,

the rate of"

If the order

The History of the Freewill Baptists
I
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. ‘It- describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage, 10 cents.

Tuition and room rent free to those
for the ministry.
.
Spring term begins Feb, 17,1880. Sunimer term
May 4.
Fall term Aug. 24.
For catalogue address the Principal.

Scientific,

at

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents;

White, assistants.

§2t0

Large

postage 4 cents,
The Sacred Melody

Ex-students are requested t6 Sowigggheir address
to the: Principal.
College Prepara®ry, Normal,
Classical and Scientific courses of sftly for both
sexes, Board, including room rent,
“W
.
$2.50

used.

Postage 9 cents

>

T. F. MILLETT,

White,J.A. Kennard,

Series, for both adults

printed menthly,

co, $1.10; Morocco

further inforniation

address the Principal,

:

is for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Paymen - in advance. Discontinued when time expires. ‘ Sample copies sent free.
:
The Psalmody
:
isthe
demominational Hymn Book, exten.

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,

English and

are

100 Sopies to one address for $6.00.

Grande, Gallia

collete, year

the

Postageis paid by the publisher.
J
The Little Star and
Jyrtie
<
are Sabbath-school papers, printed al
ate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illust;
Both papers are of the same size, but thegLITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE,
:
Terms: Single copy, each, «
335 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, - - 25 cents
Payment alwaysin advance, discontinned when
time expires; and no commission allowed on money sent,
:
—
2
ee
Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers
bd

terms of ten weeks each. Third termbegins Jan. 26.
The
courses
of study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : €lassical and ScientificBoard,
(including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information appiy
to A. A. MOULTON, A, M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
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USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.

‘Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Turning,
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is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. L
For particulars address the Principal.
~
W. 8. 8STOC
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No Scituate R. I.
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Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26.
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not always use such wit in his discourses

College

rincipal, with eight associate

He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders

Sold everywhere,
to one pint food.
mail for eight letter stamps.

-

busi-

THwosh SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge

%eourses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New’ England.
Tolegraphy a specialty. ‘Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 25,

and

ON LAY

H

rivers of Africa." Knowledge,”
Miss Catherine. L. Wolfe, a wealthy
lished.
and benevolent chureh-woman of New
at
‘York, has erected a new home for news- |

4-0-0
bn on gn eo

It is easy, durable

ill commence June

il

¥or

or

'

Mich.

for

v H. Three terms per year, co
neing on
the first Tuesday of ea
and
ch.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal,
or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.
{
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

NEY HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
‘N ton, N.
H.. Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.

valuable.
are absolutely pure and immensely
Nothing on earth will make hens lay like Sheriteaspoonful
one
dan’s Condition powders. -Dose:

Royal
Geographical Society of England a
handsome and costly gold watch, in token
of the valuable services he has ‘rendered
in-the exploration of the Niger and other |

at missions.”

us,

principal,

00
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mer term . begins Apr, 12, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880.
For Catalogue address K. Bachelder, A. M. Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1879.

vouch-

An‘English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist,
now traveling in this country, says that n¥ost of the
Horse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless

and $14,675.64

Episcopal church, has received

arations, we are compelled to fémize_ bit-

reprove

CENTRAL

Maine.

Classical,

MAK

in the |

graduates of Oxford or Cambridge.
whole number of ordinations is ie

be

the

and the deceitfulness of riches and the
_ lusts of other things entering in, choke

of

240 were of deacons.
Of the deacons
96 were ordained in the diocese of.London, and 15 in that of York.
Of the
whole number of candidates, 265, were

slave

Is it not time that we ceased playing, and
began to bé in earnest?— National . Bap-

" hear the Word,
and the cares of the world

an editorial

tions, $1,773.13 for rents,

Mis-

terly that wo are ‘‘playing

of the earth to things above. They

President

to

1

@Coumtional,

AINE

edify us unto the perfect building of thy
Christ; sanctifying and increasing in us
this,
O
all heavenly virtues. Grant
Heavenly Father, for Jesus Christ’s sake!

Sleeping Cars fifor 8
rposes

;

things

everlasting comfort,

Since its organizations two hundred Amen.”
and fifty unmarried lady ' missionaries
have gone out under the auspicesof the
American Board of Foreign Missions.
The Rev. J. R. Mi#er, of Rock Island, |

missions;

and

“teaches redemption through the Saviour,

elected

College, Towa:

about it.” Such men feel “no inclination that he might be admitted to the West
for a religion that would interfere with Indies, and might preach to the negroes.
:
their habits and expose them to the ridi- ‘But we, are we not playing?
cule of their friends, and which

expense
.

Rev. T. D. Ewing, of Kittanning, Pa.,
has been

hast

al

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term
begins. Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.
8, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. Sum-

safed us the rich and precious jewel of Thy
holy word, assist us by Thy. Spirit, that
it may be written in eur hearts;;te our

students of the

ministry were aided by the Presbyterian

patriotism,

lieve, so there is no

talk

Font hundred and four

Loymost merciful Father, which

B., Principal.

i

increased attendance. Prepares Students for College, Normal Institution ‘a specialty,
Elective
- | studies, Music and Drawing, receive special atEST VIRGINIA CoLLEaR: This fustitition
tention.
Religious
and
thorough.
Location
:
now under management of Bev.
D. Powell, healthful. Expenses moderate. Send for
with Prof. 0. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
ANGE is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those logue. Address, D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.
wishingto attend . this Institution will address
Rev. D. Powell, Flemington, W. Va.

sions
‘of the Bible: *“O gracious God and

for the year were 69.

:
2
when they gave their gold qrnaments to’ legacies.
the:government for the expenses of the .* There were ordinations o f 471 ministers |
war against Napoleon, and wore, instead, Trinity
Sunday in England, of whom

spiritual state, ** What you believe, I beto

The confirmations

Presbyterian Board of Publication at
often do we see a_single Christian lady -Philadelphia.
:
| wearing disiionds that would support a
The
stated
meeting
of
the
Board
of
‘school,a missionary, for a year.
How
many
# professed Christian is spending Managers of the Bible Society was held
more oii one of his horses than he gives at the Bible House, Astor Place, on July
to the spread of the gospel over all lands. 1st. Grants of books were made to the
How many a Christian is spending ia value of about $7,500, including $5,000
what is sheer luxury and ostentation an for colportage; $1,530 to auxiliary socieamount that would confer countless bless- ties in Maine, Rhode Island, Michigan,
ings on: the heathen world. Surely we Towa, Tennessee, Florida, Georgia and
Texas, to aid in canvassing their respecare ‘‘playing at missions.”
.
The women of Carthage were not play- tive fields ;) volumes to the blind,and\400
ing at warfare, when they cut off their ‘toshe ‘Seaman’s Friend Society.
hair to make bow-strings for the defend- hundred volumes were also granted to jthe
ers of the city. ‘lhe people of Holland Missionary Society of the African Mgthwere hot playing, when they broke down odist Episcopal Zion church, for digtrithe dykes and let in the -sea over their bution in Liberia. The receipts for June
fields and orchards that they might were $44,121.93; of which $18,440.73
drown oft the Spaniards. The German or w ere for books sold, $9,232.13 dona

sionary

need

how

Arkansas reports only 939 communicants.

°

Aspen

century of freedom, peace, and prosperity should be
pommemorsted by public at meetings in numerous communes - at ner, of Fullers Point,which we would like | Heaven will pay for any -loss we may.
rejoicings.
National Exhibition will two or three miles distance; which have to publish. The brother believes that suffer to gaifi it; but nothing can pay for
show the world what, progress Belgium to be reached on foot in all weathers, and there should be closer relations between the loss of heaven.—R. Baxter.
General Baptists.
We
‘has made in art, manufactures, and com- at burials he has often to address large ‘Separate and
sacred will
merce ; and congratulatory visits from crowds in the open air. According to agree with Bro. Turner, and hope the
o, let th
All thy delight in me fulfill!
. royal personages will testify to the re- the last report of the Belgium Evangeli- time may soon come when we will be
an action mine own way,
Let me not thin
cal
Society,
no
less
thap
624
meetings
known
as
one
people.
We
expect
to
visit
spect entertained by the European powers
But as thy love shall sw a,
the precedin
those brethren at their next Association
‘Resigning up the rud or to thy skill.
for the little State which owes its origin had been held during
Ho erbert.
:
to a popular outbreak, the Revolution of twelye months either by the pastor or the meeting if not befere.
Scripture
reader,
or
by
members
of
the
1830.
?
_ RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
Good works do not make a Christian; |
While Brussels will be absorbed in the congregation whom he has inspired with
ood
turmoil of puplie festivities, the Free the same wissionary spirit-£-44-baptisms, _ A missionary, - writing from Caina, | but one muss bea Christianto do
11
marriages,
Sunday-schools
attended
|:
churches of Belgium will hold their ansays: Six“ér seven out of every ten works. The tree bringéth forth the fruit,
not the fruit the tree. None is made ‘a
"nual Synod in the quiet village of Nis- by 250 children, under the care of 36 men are opium-smokers;
and women,
Christian by works, but by Christ; and
souvaux on the banks of the Vesdre, in’ monitors, a Young Men's Christian Asso- quite exteusively,are addictdd to the hab-the picturesque valley so well known to ciation numbering 60 members, are evi- it. ‘An opium refuge, it is thought, being in Christ, he brings forth fruit for
|
travelers from Liege to Spa and Germa- dence that the work has taken roof
would be one of the greatest charities him.— Luther. . |
ny.
There will be told what, within
that could be given to this people.
“PLAYING
AT
MISSIONS.”
these last fifty years, has been done to
We say in sad and setemn seriousness
The
Rev. Isaae
Buckhart; - widely
inake God's Word known in Belgium,
Said Dr. Duff: *‘ We are playing ut known
that we believe the doctrine ofsinless perin
Kentucky
as
a
preacher,
who
where, at the commencement of that per- Missions.” It is not altogether strange
fection, as it is being openly taught in ediod, it was with great difficulty that a that this strong, almost bitter utt®rance was born and lived for several years in a ucated and uneducated assemblies, will
single copy of the Scriptures could be ob- should have been forced from this great- large hollow sycamore tree on the waters tend to multiply the victims- ef seducing
Crank’s creek,Harlan county. Ky.,died
tained, and where a fanatical priesthood,
hearted, eager, self-forgetful servant of of
the other day, aged 83 years.’ His father spirits, deceiving and being deceived.—+
seconded by an ignorant and bigoted pop- . God, as he looked on the one hand at the was
one of the pioneers in that portion London Christian.
ulation, placed every obstacle in the way people of God in Christian lands, and on
\
of their free circulation. Things have the other hand a} the condition of the of the State and attained the age of 114
God liketh patience! Souls that dwellin stillness,
years.
:
Je
:
now undergone a change. Public instruc- heathen world.
Doing the little things, or resting quite,
11 their mission,
tion is making great progress. People
Native Christians on the islands. of May just as perfectly
“Playing at ' Missions.” There
are
Be just as useful in the Father’s sight,
have begun to reason and to inquire; they probably ten millions of people in Chris- New Hebrides recently shipped to LonAs they who grapple with some giant evil,
ask why the Bible - is: called a bad and tendom, each one of whom has professed- don some 3,700 pounds of arrow reot to
Clearing a path that every eye may see!
pernicious book, and why they should not ly devoted himself to the service
of pay for an edition of the Old Testament Our Saviour cares fag cheerful acquiescence,
Rather than for a busy ministry.
be allowed to read it and judge for them- Christ Jesus ; each one of whom has said, now heing printed for them in their na’
—
;
selves.
Of the educated’ classes, many,
“I no longer live unto myself; I no long- tive tongue.
The following prayer was prefixed to
weary
of the intolerance and repelled by er live, but it i> Christ that liveth in me; ~The Protestant Episcopal Diocese o
some editions of tlie early English verthe mercantil® spirit, the superstitious

$2 to

[2]

Hillsdale,

scho ls or the best.

A.

W. Lebanon, Me.,

Or ‘C,H, EGGLESTON CO.. Chicago, fil

Place Methodist church, in April next.

have been in correspondence with some of
the brethren in reference to it. - We received a private letter from Brother, Tur-

be

:

ot h-hh Sen Ry mall, POStago Paid,

follow Dr. Buckley, now editor of nL the
he
Christian Advocate, as pastor of Han son-

to’ visit the

SE)

X

ical cure is certain,

fellowship of the Springfield Association
of Congregational churches in Missouri.
The Rev. J. O. Peck, D. D., of St.

ahs
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held securely
day and night, and a rads

over-one hundred members,carrying their
minister and church property along with
into
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ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted

ness, scientific

;

to be received

Collegi-

$15 a year.

fees, only.
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AN ENLARGED VIEW OF FING:

A Cumberland Presbyterian church . of

them, has asked

library

EBANON

>

all debt

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

5

which,

»

Scientific, Theological, Commercial,
Pre- Music and Art
D Bart
tments. Elective
Admi ts both sexes.
Best of religious in-Thoro
and cheap., Finest college ;
fn the
Northwest.
Tuition, inciden:

.| $2.25 a-week. Room, 40
arship for Commerciai 1 Cou
ag
se, |
| Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
+ For atalogue address,
3
NS
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

000, June 6th, There remained a debt of
$1,700, but in less than thirty minutes |

wholly taken Sunday. If other prelates and priests will
follow the New Jersey lead there will be a
to- village to: speedy
termination to this funeral folly.—
preach, A marked change in the lives of N. Y. Times.
;
the regular attendants® proved that they
were not merely hearers but doers of the
law of Christ. The district was divided
into two ‘‘parishes,” that of Charleroy
We find the following editorial paraand that of Jumet. To the former of graph in the Golden Rule, a paper. pubthese, Pastor Poinsot, who had just completed his Studies at thie Oratoire at Gene- | lished at Mt. Vernon,Ind., in the interests
since devoted himself with apostolic zeal
to the werk before him. His labors have
been truly abundant. Besides the regularservice at Charleroy he has been in the
constant habit of preaching or presiding

|
Late,
paratory,
: studies.
fluences.
buildings
and

$1,200 of this amount ‘was raised,

further information address the Pres~

ILLSDALE

from

atten-

the working classes at. ‘tion in the matter,” and does not. permit] with $500 expected from the Congrega-|
arleroy extended to the neighborhood, funerals in his diocese to take place on tional Union, will free the - church from

-of the General Baptists:

fering

church, Leadville, Col., dedicated its
beautiful edifice, erected at a cost of $6,-

Cardinal Manning has taken vigérous ac-

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

Bier

ident, Oy B. CHENEY; D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL- LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
i
. J. A. HOWE, Sec.

HasaPad
dif

success

increasing

The Pickett Memorial

est excited among

va, came in 1843, and the#d he: has ever:

]

that the Roman, Catholics have opened a
school opposite, and night schools have

cesan order that not more than 12 coaches
should accompany the hearse.
He was as
good as

and Young

Association

school is carried

and the pastor's time was
up in going from village

To give for hope foregone unhoped delight.
—Fraser’s
Magazine.

A correspondent, of the New York

beén struck at this:

a

were reluctantly dismissed. Referring to
the subject. on Sunday evening, he said
that in nine cases out of ten this absurdity
be left families without enough to eat, and he
In England
for. proposed to put a stop to it.

was with difficulty that a room could

Shrank, nipped and brown, the frost’s untime-

prodigality, but

‘oxy

light

dew

with
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blow has now

foolish
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such
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garden soil,
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UNHOPED DELIGHT.

La Roche. The same thing occurred the
following year at Morville, a village that’
lies hidden among-the-kills beyond Dinant; and where now, for want of means
to supply a resident pastor, regular services are held bya Scripture reader.
These re all the outcome
‘of the work
going ‘on at Charleroy, a busy town, the
center of a large and populous industrial
district, where, forty’ years ago,
the
preaching of the gospel met with the
most wonderful success. “At the first it
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The Wesleyan church at Barc elona,
Spain, is prospering, with 10 teachers
and 132 ehildren in the Sunday-school,
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© The

Bowing

logical classes on this very point, he once
said: «I suppose we shall have to
preach like Arminians, and pray like
thorough Calvinists.” ‘Probably. similar

Star.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1880.

|

| views still prevail at the Rochester

2a

Theo-

logical Seminary. At any rate, the President, Dr. A, IH. Strong, and one of the

. @. F.. MOSHER, Editor.

Professors, Dr. JV.

All communications designed for publication

C. Wilkinson,

were

members of that very class of students
wiaom President Robinson advised
to
«preach like Arminians and pray like

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters”
"on business, remittances of money, &c., should ‘be

great experience, and all will be-glad.. to
hear them. Persons who walk from the
depot will leave the cars at Davis Crossing.. All who gg from their homes will
please provide
their own lunch for dinner,
and a little extra for those who go from
Conference will be acceptable.
:

:

CURRENT TOPICS.

———THAT is not a very profitable spectacle for a civilized country to offer to the
gaze of the world, which is described by
telegraph from East Atchison, Mo. One
day last week, the town fell into the hands

of a drunken mob, who ‘began their riot
by: forcing the

0-0-0
40

GENERAL

es

QARFIELD'S LETTER.

colored mento stop

work

inseveral places in the town, seven of ‘the

church and began his labors: ‘the first
of
November.
The presence of a pastor
of medical reports; or el¥e, he is a fraud and |
who
suicide, and Proposes . to.go out: ‘of the world in
a blaze of newspaper glory and amid the boom

was

is going to bamboozle us.”
- Our office was enlivened one day

able,

earnest

and thoroughly

devoted to the work has served to inspire
last week
by a call from Rev. Charles G. Ames, editor all with courage and enthusiasm. The
congregation has more than doubled, the
of the Christian Register, of Boston.
He
was revisiting a scene of his youth,

used to

draw

water

in

a bucket

where

he

from

the

Cocheco .to “ wet down?” the paper for the
Star, when he was serving an apprenticeship
in/this office, which the oldest employes still
remember on account of the promptness, versatility, and thoroughness of his work.
We
didn’t discover in our pleasant chat with him,

|

religious interest has become deep and

tender, the financial outlook

increasingly hopeful, and

is becoming

altogether

.

the

latter being driven across the Missouri
Bostoh church seems to be rousing itself
river ‘into Kansas.
The mob had now
for a determined, persistent
and success.”
thorough Calvinists.”
grown several hundred strong, and the
ful * effort towards a prosperous, sub.
It seems to us that"Mr. Perkins is right.
| QALVINISM AND TREE- OOMMUNION.
mayor of Atchison and. others vainly
stantial and permanent establishment,
that his change of denominational relations had.
A correspondent of that excellent pa-|. We have long believed (and think it easy |
urged
them
to
preserve-the
peace:
The
The
‘membership, Jan. 1,71880, was 145,
‘tights, popular eilucatior, national finan- |
‘dtminished his lively interest in the . welfare
per, the New York Watch Tower, criticises 'to prove) that, the difference between
colored
drivers
of
the
transfer
teams
were
Altho
ugh ¢the church has no building of its
of
souls.
ces, Industrial interests, internal improve- |
;
~ a sermon preached (Sunday, June 27) by these two kinds of Baptists 7s ¢ especially
forced to turn back over the bridge across
.own, it has a fund «of several thousand
ments,
the
Chinese
question
and
the
* Rev. C. S. Perkins, of the F. B. church in in the matter of communion.” It was
the river; and the colored porters at the
dollars which will be availablé for the
civil . servicere form, ¢gch in turn is con‘Boston, “on the principles and history of probably very ‘differentin the time of Elder
depots, as well as other negroes in the
purch
ase or erection of a church building
Beede, forty years ago. Since thattime the sidered. .
his denomination.” .
town, were hunted out of town into Kanwhenever such a course shall be deemed
The correspondent say's that “In stat- Regular Raptists have changed and great- | On the first of these los it .is - made sas. The local authorities, unable to
advisable.
To the New Durham Church.
—_—
©. ing its principlés” Mr. Perkins * entirely “ly improved. God has given to Randall refreshingly clear that ‘“the free «and handle thé mob themselves, finally teleThe foregoing - facts give us a very
equal enjoyment of-every tiviland equal
ignored the real ground of its difference’ a victory (in the matter of Free Will and’
graphed to St. Joseph, Mo., for Sheriff
AN OPEN LETTER.
meager view of the almost desperate
right ‘guaranteed by the Constitution and
from the great Baptist denomination, Free Salvation), as great and as signal as
Spencer, but he refused to come. Another
x greatly approved of the proposition, struggle which has been maintained for
the laws,” isi not a mere hobby of the
that
given
to
Roger
Williams
in
the
mat‘with which ‘it. agrees in regard to the
sheriff appeared, however, and the mob
made
more than a year ago, to open a nearly thirty-six years in behalf
of the
ter of religious freedom. In both -cases ‘North; but is a sentiment founded on a were dispersed. Work was resumed at’
mode and subjects of baptism.
Not Aa
,| subscription of one dollar each to the 'na- Boston church. ‘At times the tide has set
central
principle
so
deep
that
it
can
by
no
the
points
at
issue
have
been
practically
sword was said about the chief ’ point of
all places where the laborers were driven’ tives of New Hampshire, in aid of your forward hopefully and the strug
gling few
means be justly styled a sectional notion ;
distinction which was taken into account and generally conceded.
off. Moreover, we are told in a matter- church, for repairs on your house of wor were just on the point of shouting 44 vic.
that
from
the
nature
of
things
it
is
absoThe Editor of the Examiner
and Chronfor many years, and until quite recently,”
of-fact way that warrants are out for the ship and parsonage.
Iso stated in the Ltory!” when some unforeseen disaster
and which the correspondent, claims was icle has recently celebrated the’ comple- lutely necessary to. the prosperity of the ringleaders, «¢ which will be served, if Star over my present Signature. I also would occur and
the apparent success
not the communion-question, but Calvin- tion of a quarter-century’s service on that country, of every section of the country, there is farther disturbance.” We are at suggested that the natives of ‘the State would ” beco
me real defeat. Many exwhether
North
or
South,
East
or
West.
ism. He further says:
‘| paper, dnd among the achievements over
liberty to suppose that the public senti- now living there make up that amount, cellent ministers have administer
ed the
We quote on this point, for the paragraph
mentof the community would readily ex-- and that we, who have taken up residen- affairs of the church—unfor
It is well known that the matter of com- which he most heartily congratulates himtanately too
is
eminently
worthy
of
a
re-reading:
munion was not prominent till of late, as self is that of having so nearly annihilated
cuse what had been done by the mob, as- ces elsewhere, . contribute another hun- many ! If, instead of
twelve or thirteen
the distinctive thing in connection with *the-open-communion heresy in his denomThe.-amost sérious evils which. now
suaging its conscience by promising to it- dred, making at last two hundred in pastors, the church had had only pne, or
these so-called Baptists, and- yet this is. ‘ination during the last few years.
afilict
the
S6#th
arise
from
the
fact
that
But
I thought it would. be:
done two, or three, who shall say that it might
the only thing mentioned by Mr. Perkins
there is not'such freedom and toleration self that justice would be required in the all.
this
same
Wi
wich
Tower,
in
referring
to of political opinion and fection that the future.
Criminals are not much afraid of I do not know that I had a doubt about it. not have been to-day a strong and agas distinguishing his. denomination from
- others called Baptists. He says ‘the dif- the matter, says:
mipority party can exercise an efféetive- that sort of justice. And this is what But to my surprise and mortification even gressive church? Doubtless one cause of
ference is ‘‘especially in the matter of comIs it really true that Dr. Bright's harsh and wholesome restraint upon the party makes the success of the political party, a hundred in all,I think, has not been con- the failur
es of the past, inducing short
maunion ;” but Elder Samuel Bude::Ffit and severe méthods have stamped out the in power. . Without such restraint party
which has been a friend to the negro, im- tributed. If any one born in New Hamp- pastorates, has been the heterogene
should be Beede], one of the former edi- open-communion heresy?
ous
These views rule becomes tyrannical and corrupt.
We believe . that the spirit shire isnot ashamed of it, then I doubt character ‘of the ‘membershi
tors of the Morning Star;-speaking “for are, probably, held to-day by ter Baptists The prosperity which is made possible in perative.
p of this
the bodys: some forty years ago, said:
where they were by one when Dr.Bright's the South by its great advantages of soil which animate the Atchison. mob is—yet notthe State has reason enough to be. church. The records show that there,
«The Freewill Baptists reject the pecul- | violent crusade was begun. -Some of the and climate will never be realized until prevalent: in “the ~ Southern and South- ashamed of him!
That doesn’t mean’ me,
have been very large accessions by letter,
iarities of Calvimism formerly denominat- very best men in our: “denomination, we | every voter can freely and iy support western parts of our country. The negro 1am sure;
though born there once and and these accessions Rave conie from the
ed the ¢ Five Points,’so far ‘as they rep- regret to say, are to- -day tinctured with any party he pleases.
needs just all the support which the na- “again.”
Provinces and all the New sEngland
resent the happiness or misery of a man these views.
These are not the words of a partisan. tional government can give him. In the
I see by a recent Star, that you have States. It is not strange that differences
as resulting froma Divine decree,” &c.
de
They
breathe
the
sentiments
of
a
statesIn a full description of the characteristics
face of such a representative incident as had stereoscopic views taken of five ob- of opinion should have arisen. Let .the
of this denomination, Mr. Bude [Beede] MAKING ACQUAINTANQES AT CON- man, one who loves his country, his the above, plain words are necessary, and Jects which
stand assoeiated with the past teach the present to be discreet and
_ said not one word qboyt communion. This
FERENCE.
whole country more than any section’ of we do not hesitate to say that the success early history
of our denomination, and docile and Christlike!
. is an altogether new ‘issue, the object of
‘This number of the Star will find many it, one who fulfills to the letter the. grand of the Democratic party will be an enthat you propose to sell them at 25. cents
“which is readily petceived.
BUNKER HILL DISTRICT.
of eur people assembled at the Weirs. sentiment advanced by President Hayes couragement rather than a discourage- each,
.
or £1.00 for the five, the proceeds of
_ The italics are ours.
>
Among the many more serious things to that he serves his party. best who serves Jment to the spread of Begro-phobls,
*
A
churc
was
h
organ
izedi
Charl
n
estown
which are to go towards the: expense of
It is doubtless true that forty years ago be attended to, the papers to be read and his country best.
(now Bunker Hill District) consisting of o
—
repairs
already
made.
I
approve
of
this
Calvinism “and - Free Will were discussed the sermons to be preached, the meetings
thirty-two members.
This church hss
We give this unqualified’ praise to the
failure of the politicigns of either .alsp most heartily, and in proof send’ you
“much tore than the communion question. for business and the seasons for social Presidential candidate, especially as we Tg
labored under very great trials and difparty
another
to
dollar.
find
radical flaws in the Presiden- |
I have been on the spot, ficult
But times have changed.
The Regular
prayer and praise—there is yet one thing wish he might have been a little more
ies and in all probability must soon
Baptists themselves, very many of them which we would not have them forget, positive in his words on the civil service tial candidate of the other party, argues “ind expect to be there again soon. But
cease
to exist.
Revs. Asa Randlett, J.
well for a comparative freedom of per- I want the pictures, and at the same time
“at least, have taken a very different posi- and that is to take pains to make acquaintBurnham Davis, O. T. Moulton, W. F.
Ieform, and a little clearer in the statesonal
I
want
abuse and calumny during the preto help a worthy enterprise, which
tion from what they then
occupied. ances.
ent of his financial views. But we
Eaton and A. S. McLean have severally
All lovers of decency demands help. If this plan fails, and my
When Elder Jacob Knapp began to labor
It.is by no means those who can the "know the record of the man, and when sent campaign.
filled
the pastorate. Mr. McLean left
will be rejoiced at this outlook. There prophetic gift was so wofully at fault beas an Evangelist, in 1833, protracted most easily glide into familiar converse
the
churc
we consider how much greater is charac- has been a
h in a divided condition which
pretty thorough searching into fore, Ishall not call it into exercise
meetings were of rare occurrence, and with strange fades who are the. ones
ter than a. profession of words, we may the
‘has resulted in the loss “of. the church
again
records
in
this case, but I say, if this plan
of both General Garfield and
were *‘ generally looked upon with dis- either to give or to’ receive the most profif come to see it to be the part of expediency
property. The membership, when last
General Hancock, and we presume that fails, try another, dnd depend on me fof
trust and opposition.” Elder Knapp him- thereby.
re
reported, was eighty-four.
|"notto profess too much at the beginning’
self says: ¢ There prevailed among
It would be very nice if adieatations Perhaps, if President Hayes had realized | the worst that.can be said against either the third dollar, and so on. Send the |
SOUTH BOSTON.
:
pictures
at
once.
A NATIVE. . |
Baptists, views of the sovereignty of the assuch (we do not here refer to the official . the situation’ thoroughly, and ‘had not’ of them ‘has been said, and yet the characA
church
was
organized
in
this
part’
of
Maine.
Lewiston,
Holy Spirit in the. conversion "of men, delegates), coming from single “churches promised quite so much in regard to ter of neither has materially . suffered.
| the city, ‘May 9, 1869. . The following
which led to a practical denial of the ne- or towns should be introduced to one civil service reform. in his Jetter of accept- This is all the more remarkable in the
Massachu
setts
Quarterly
Meeting.
|
persons hava served it as pastors:
levs.
cessity of all human agency in bringing another, -and that without a too rigid ad- ance, what he has done towards’mmisiial case of the Republican nominee as he has |
|’.
D.
Clements,
C.
E.
Blake,
A.W.
‘been gxjiosed to the temptations and the |
sinners to consider the claims ‘of the herence to formal rules of etiquette.
THE BOSTON CHURCH.
ly aiding this reform might have received
| Jefferson, Isaac White andB. Minard.
glare of public life through so many |
spel.”
In a special sense this centennial Con- a more open and cordial recognitiof®
This church was partly an oltgrowhy | ‘This church bas ‘been greatly afllicted
_years, and years when many of his Con- |
Also this:
Tou
ference is a great. family gathering, and
of the-ehnrches of the same faith which || with numerous and aggravated trials, its
After emphasizing the need of popular
gd to education, and the desirability that the gressional contemporaries w ere. tested | liad lost their visibility, leaving a few. |
The hyper-Calvinistic notions which the children ought not to be i
| position is unfavorable, _ Its membership:
had been instilled into the churches had each other.
:
nation should aid the States all that it and found ‘wanting.
homeless Free Baptistsiin, the great city. | | is small, and it-caw not in human probawrought out a wide-spread misapprehenSome will be so retiring that it will Ye- may legitimately in this respect, yet Mr.
sion of the way in which God purposed to
Dg
FANNER s miserable effort to try Rev. Silas’ Curtis visited Boston in 1843 || bility long survive. A.M. Edmunds has
fulfill his own promises, The idea that quire the exercise of peculiar tact to draw Garfield is outspoken in his conviction
and preached in Marlboro chapel on the | supplied the pulpit for a few. ‘months, but
to
live
forty
days without taking any
God’s people could do anything as a them out, and some of us—we might as that <it would be unjust to our people
first Sabbath’ in
December.
Services there is no promise
of growth. The
food, is evidently not entirely in vain, for
Weays of promoting a revival was scout- well honestly confess it—are alittle given
L were continued ini the same place, various ‘membership, when last reported, was
and dangerous to our institutions to apply
«d as an impiety. “The ministers taught
it does suggest an analogy to the ‘Sunday
that the strength of the church: consisted to volubility ; that is to say,we are a rep- any portion of the revenues of the Nation, School Times which is worth repeating: ministers ocdupying the pulpit on succes- fifty-five. Would it not be far wiser for
sive Sabbaths. So hopeful did the work the Bunker Hill District and South Boston
«ia “lying still ;;” that, inasmuchas regen- resentative family and possess tife repre- or of the States,to the support of sectarian|
. eration was the sovereign work of ‘the sentative elements of human nature.
But schools.. The separation of the Church ‘It is a very common thing for. a Chris seem that a council was convened on the churchesto disband and} unite with the
+ Holy Spirit, God would in his own good in spite of all the outs there is a health and the State in everything relating to tian man to see how little "spiritual food twentieth of September, 1844,and
a church Boston church, or organize as branches
time effectually call those whom he pur-1
he can live on, especially when he is away organized consistin
g of twenty-one mem- of that church ?
_ posed to save, and that the only duty of and a pleasure to be gained from a com- taxation should be absolute.”
from home on a summer vacation,” The
bers, ‘and Rev. Eli Noyes was chosen
As to the tariff, the letter of acceptance ‘Times is also
ithe church was to wait.
The mon acquaintance with people, and this
of the opinion that * the pastor...
use of any special. overtures to induce is especially the case with the people of would have us remember that “ We legMr. Noyes remained” iif the . New York and Penn, Yearly Moeting®
Metropolitan journals would not have
sinners to repent and give their hearts to one’s religious preferences.
pastorate until February, 1849,having reislate for the people of the United States
God, was denounced as attempts‘ ‘manThe New York and Penn. Yearly MeetThere will be many young men and and not for the whole world.” ¢ In room for much else if they should keep ceived large numbers tothe church by
‘made conversions.”
the public posted concerning all the souls letter and
women at Conference,”and these will be reference to our customs laws a policy
some by profession. Rev. R. ing held its annual session with the Port
who are starving themselves to death.”
Dr. Reuben Jeffrey, writing. of that
Dunn becanie pastor in the following May, Allegany church, commencing June 11th,
encouraged by a pleasant word from those should be pursued which
will bring
*-0-¢
same period, says: ‘* Regeneration be- who occupy prominent’ positions in our revenues to the Treasury, and will enable i
but ill health compelled him to resign in at 1 p.m. Conference called to order by
+ ing a-diving work, it was concluded that Zion.
DELEGATES TO THE CONFERENCE FROM less than two years. The menibership standing clerk. Rev.'O. S. Brown was
This personal recognition of od the labor and capital employed in our
We have received intelli- was greatly
a $beeo% junction of human agency in pro- young people growing up in our mi
great industries to compete fairly in our ENGLAND.
augmented during these elected chairman and Rev. Jacob Stuart,
:
a,
‘Tooting it was a needless and arrogant will do not a little in confirming their pre- markets with the labor and capital of | gence that Revs. J. Clifford and Dawson
years. The church meanwhile: ‘had re- his assistant.
The opening Sermon was preached. by
Burns, who were appointed delegates moved from Marlboro chapel" to Boylston
. presumption.
The salvation of each sin- dilection: with us as a
denomination. foreign producers.”
ner being an act of electing grace, there- | They are unwise and unworthy parents
Internal improvements on the part of from the General Baptists of England to Hall, and on or near the termination of Rev. Q. S. Brown, alternate for Rev. A.
fore it could not be affected by human ef- who will not make home pleasant and the nation are emphatically approved, but our General Conference, were to sail Mr. Dunn's pastorate secured a perma: | T. Hotightaling, appointed.
- forts.” , * God was able to achieve his attractive to their children.
this-aid should be strictly limited to, from Liverpool on the 10th inst. for New nent location on North Bennett Street. ~All theQ. Ms. reported by letter and
own ntontions “without our, ‘agency; he | There is another fact which emphasizes works of national importance. Especial York. They are doubtless on the ocean: Rev. D, P. Cilley was installed as pastor, sent delegates. The Tioga Co. Q. M.
knew who would be saved, and who the need of making some effort in the attention ig called to the Mississippi river, at this writing, and we shall hope to meet Dec. 4, 1851, and, served in that. capacity reported advancement in - the financial
Interest "in
Sabbath-schools
would not be saved; * * * * andin direction above intimated. ‘Our denomi- which - ¢ with its great tributaries, is of them at the Weirs. soon after. the Confer- ‘nearly five years. ‘After quite a lengthy work.
his own time he would bring his purposes nation has ever been very largely made" sucli'vital importance to so many millions ence begins its session. Rev. Mr. * Burns | ‘interim, Mr. Dunn was again called to on the gain. Tuscarora Q. M. reported
done. One
new
to pass.” The chief concern of each dis- up of a rural class, its notable successes of people that the safety of its navigation is a son of Rev. Dr. Jabea Burns, .who the’ pastorate. Late in the year 1860, some faithful work
church has been added during the year.
, ciple was to settle, il possible, by proces- | have been largely witnessed in the coun- requires exeeptional considerations” We twice visited this country during his life- ‘Rev. Av W. Avery was imvited to come
to
Sabbath-schools receive a fair share of
time, ‘and is prominent in philatithropic Boston to assist ‘the pastor whose
ses of introspection, and spiritual experi- try districts. We country folks do not make another extract :
health
reported
. ences, the great question of his own ordi- take kindly to the punctilious observance
The wisdom of Congress should be in- and religious work in England. Rev. Mr. was such as to prevent the full discharge support. Potter Co. Q. M.
r nation unto salvation,
of city manners,and those from cities who veked to devise some plan by which that Clifford-is Editor of The General Baptist of his duties, and when Mr. Dunn re- growing - interest in several of their
‘¢ Such was the system of Ta
gather at the Weirs must: remember that great river shall cease to be a terror to Magazine, Secretary of their Home Mis- signed, a few mbnths later, Mr. Avery churches. Chemung Q. M. is striving to
ose. who dwell upon its banks, and by | sionary society, and
itself a perversion and abuse of the doc- they labor under some disadvantage in which
is described as by accepted a call to become pastor. The do'more work for the Master, and has adits shipping may safely carry
the intwo miniSters to its force during the
trines of grace—which prevailed through- profiting from the acquaintance of breth- dustrial propuects of 25,000,000o
y Meeting, a year ded
ple. far the dblest platform speaker in the de- letter to the Qu
:
HE
out the Baptist denomination half a cen- ren and sisters. from-the country. The The interests of agriculture, which is the" nomination. We are sure that we express later, states that with a single exception year.
aco.”
ho
Rev. O. C. Hill
was appointed to
simple thing is to forget one’s self in kind- basis ofall our material prosperity,and in the sentiment of the Conference when we the ordinance of baptism was administerso
og have “changed since that. PY ness, courtesy and helpfulness towards which seven-twelfths of our population say that these delegites will be most cor ed the first Sabbath of each month, sixty- preach the opening sermon at the next
-are engaged, as well as the ‘interests of
;
our day, the Baptists, in common with all others. Garrulity and boldness and" ob- | manufacturers and commerce, demand dially Melcomed.
four having been baptized and ninety-two session of the Yearly Meeting, and Rev.
evangelical denominations, believe as trusion are as far from our “thoughts in that the facilities for cheap transportation
received to the church in that time, Mr. L. Kellogg was appointed his alternate.
heartily as ever Rendall ‘did, in urging writing this article as they well can, be.
shall be increased by the use .¢ all our kk,
Avery closed his labors with * the church Rev. O. C. Hills snd wife, Rev. G. W. . °
iE RIEF NOTES.
sinners to repent ; ‘and that God has given
‘in Jan,, 1865, Revs. I. D. Stewart,N. L. Knapp, Rev. G. R. Foster and Bre, S.. ..
It may be thought that we ‘are getting great watercourses.
Nevin is tyue pathos in the brief newspaper
. to them such a i:
lhe Will too personal altogether: - that ~digmity| - The Chinese Yeas isdoula to item that little Charlie
Rowell and A. P. Tracy were the next | Mix were appointed to represent the Y. £m
‘Was put down by
"that
can repent an
to.
‘would dictate higher ‘considerations and’ be too much like *“ an 1diportation to be ‘the cemdus taker in the!
mantown ‘district’ pastors; serving ‘the church about two M. at the Central Assogiation, Rev; ‘O.
if Soy pe would “hold “revival: more lofty thoughts. = Our only excuse ‘4s welcomed withogt restrietians.” We can.’ of Bhiladelphia, as absent. : a od
years each.’ "At the close of Mr. Tracy's S. Brown was elected as delegate to Genmeetings, or ever urge,a sinner, fo re-. that the world generally is much surer of hardly give entire sympathy to the rest of
The New York Times is. doubiful if the pastorate vthe church was the. Jdargest:, “eral Conference and: Rev. ar. H. Peck
pent, if he really believed (as multitudes getting. lofty thoughts than it is’ of getting: ithe sentence tha.it: ig 00 much. Jike an’ “present Presidential. canvass “ san he. made in the Quarterly Meeting, having a: was appointed his; ‘alternate.
saiions
hl
ment, | ‘but: there. are resident. membership of nearly 300,and a i The following Brambles
of Baptists long ago did believe) that God that minute personal consideration which | invasion to be looked Spek without’ one of very. great e
should’ vot %e character | otal membership of 500.
were ordered for publication::
with his own sovereignty and eternal de- oils the grooves of life. We should . ob- solicitude.”.’ Perhaps, itm:yr oe! many reasons why it
ised-by-indifference.”
e Pact
crees had so'fettéred the sinper’s Will, as serve the weightier matters, bit; |tet! ‘ust we are so far toma
Rev. C. B. Griffin became pastor i » Whereas one of our dear brethren in the &
vehand curious’ assembly Js, silted at 1873, “Meanw
ministry,
Rev.J. W. Brown; has deceased
‘| we can not yet believe that the
to leave him absolutely helpless, with
»
no not forget the mint and the cumin. addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

The text of
General Garfield's letter of
acceptance wi
und on the eighth
page. Its contents are pointed, practical
and timely. The supremacy of national

No od

Benominational Hetos,

power of choice?
Regular Baptists do. not welieve, ep
. things now ; and hence Randall’s agoniz-

-

ing protest figainet Antinomianism is no
* longer the main difference between these
two kings of Baptists. Nathaniel Colver
‘was a Regular Bi tist, of the best type,
pastor in
a mighty
and for fourteon y
y that
most
Boston, He t

sinner on
the on
“rthe reas

“pot repent’

is simply because le “will 1fot; just as

The informal life of camping a

on

the shore of the charming Winnepesaukee
will tend to smooth the way toward the
social profit to be derived from this Con-

unless precautionary measures 0 corn

aptdhes; Mass.,
Mou
August 17: and 18. All
Se
how preaching: ‘eyangelical -‘theolo«
87, hot
hut, formerly connected with unevangelical

sion are enacted. We can not afford to, |communions, ejther as laymen or ministers,are
copy China in. her national raj af: ex- A
to meet at that time and place, in von.
‘ference and for fellowship.
:
§
ference. Let all that are there “gathered clusiveness.
Taken all in all we Yor enjoyed read- - Margaret E. Sangster writés in the Olivis-"
take advantage of this tendency
and we are
ing
the letter which General Garfield has tian at Work: * Many a little prosy prayer-not afraid of predicting that some of the
given
thé country in accepting a nomina- meeting, many a Sundyz-gonool, many a dishappiest remembrances ‘connected with |
couraged pastor, wearily toiling among, the
tion.
for
the highest political gif in the ruts, may be stimulated, helped, and chisered,
this centennial gathering will be associat
of the peoples ~~
“| bx you this sunimert, if you ig your religion
od with the meeting of Si frienie ‘and | hands

+. Joseph's brethren * could not speak peace- |"

the Making of new Ones.

“We wish the letter of acceptance might

J

CommOpATES SERVICE. “The. dig!
boos * ably unto him,’ simply besumathey wip} y“at Neww Dafbam Ridge, “July 29, promises,
fot.” n So with President Robinson,n
fhe bo Be one
or 0f great interest. - "Tho addresss- | es by Profs. Dunn and Fullonton, and the
poemby Mrs. Ramsey are from perons of

fore” While instructing one of bis Theo-

are destined to invade Norgh

have been

less politic

in some of its

points, nevertheless we believe General |
Garfield” to be a strong-headéd and a
large-hearted man, and one. who can ‘be

oem

ofou

apis ar

pots.

ment of our people
Mim

:

with you on your vacation.
member this.”

Dear iii

re*

The Christian Intelligencer beeoics yiey,
in considering the chenp notoriety: which Dr.
Tanner, the starvist, is gaining just now:

ues

vty days; one of two things is
stan
;

Either
.

he is
¥

and only a ‘moiety were retained as resi-

bent on sommilting
o.

within

t year, therefore,

Resolved, 1. “That Brother Brown has
a faithful ministry in” our midst of .
a thirty years justly endeared himself :

h
‘and that in this public way
‘dent. On account
of ‘declining health, 't6We our
express our Sppreviguion. of his charMr. Griffin was compelled to resign the .acter
and worth.
pastorate about this time. Revs. J.. K.
‘9, That we instruct otr clerk to for-

Dame and C. H. Smith each served the
church one year

subsequently,

and then

ward
a copy

of these

Star office for

resolutions to

the.

publication also a, ‘Eopy. to ..

the befeft fami y of “our dedr departed
followed a Jong period of nearly two | -brother,
:
ad
years in which the church was pastorless.}. ~The nieetings ‘ot Worship were usually «
In the autumn of 18784he church’ re- well attended and the preaching through
moved to the commodious edifice on
the session was practical.
:
Somerset ‘St., formerly occupied by the
Next session Yo be held within the. First Baptist

e5 ou hatte is going With:

3

hile ‘removals, | death and
trials wrdlight - havoe in the” church, so
that in-1875 there were only 146 members

worshiped.

church, ‘where it has sitice

In

the fall of- 1879, .

‘Charles8. Perkins accepted a very
dial invitation
to become
SR
ti

TA

Vip

pastor of

bounds of the Chemung Q. M., commenc-

tying Friday’ before the seoond
“or. June, at TPM,

Sabliath

Gy H. Fea,

the |
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I
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®

working"

Park

found Bro.

of

very hard, and with good success, but there is

....bor,Christians have been revived and
have been

done.

converted,

sinners

Sabbath, July

a

ad a mission

year, or two, and even one man,

.

.

:

“4th,

4 were baptized

»

:
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Loa

21,

JULY

STAR,

all that region, which

in a little while

would

the. money invested there.- The F. Baptist in‘in

appears

terest at the present time

as-

the

arise
cendant, and now is the time for us to
and possess the land, There are many excels

and

Address Rev.

E.

J.

Doyle,

Capac, Mich. ".

.

The

first Tamaroa

(or Bethany)
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HouLtoN Q. M.—Held its June session with

church

are now holding meetings .in their new house
erected thisspring and are having large con:
gregations and sustaininga prosperous Sun-

lent brethren and sisters there, but it is a new

the

21st,

labored with

him through the week, preaching every

then

by baptism an

letter, increasing

revivals

members
had

the resident

|

Baptist

membership in:

in missions

was

to 541.

reported and

‘churches are making

extra

their houses of worship

More

some

efforts

and to free

interest

to: repair

them

of

:

;

debt, as a centennial offering.

TA

¥. H. PECKHAM,

is the time, for the “people” have ‘a

work.
1 propose to make

tance.

“Vermont.
Rev. N. W. Bixby preached-at

:
g
:
centennial offering

Society,

provided

and O. Shipman

aid, as above suggested, be sent to the Aroostook Q. M. in the early fall; otherwise to
‘some other denominational work, My contri-

Plain, Polk County,
;
:

Sept. 3-5.

4

is

R. Woopcock,

PRAIRIE CITY Q. M.—Held tg

East

Wil-

liamstown, July 11. This was the place of the
of
a
early years of his life,
He joined the F. B.
fifty-two bound volumes of the Morning Star, | church in this town at its organization in 1834.
nearly entire, for the benefit of Storér college,
Rev. L. E. Bixby and the wife of Rev. F. P, Auand will add ten dollars to be paid to the
gir also went from this church. Revs. S. Leavit

Maine State F. B, Mission

of Pleasant

assisted in its organization.

Rev. J. Tucker was ordained here, and was
its pastor for several years,
Rev. John Moxleyis its present pastor and is greatly beloved
for his work's sake. He has been confined by
sickness since July 4th. "May .prayers be offered for his recovery. Mr. James Williams,
of Williamstown, was
severely injured
by
lightning on the 2d of July.

with Cotton

Quarterly Meetings.

|

Wood

Clerk.

May

Grove

session

church, Had

a

large gathering from all the churches,
three new churches added to'our number.

and ‘Mar
All'[™7®”

our churches except the new ones have/ pastors and report favorably ; revivals at Fiat and

MONTVILLE (Me.)
Q. M.—Held its June
session with the church at South Montville.
We had a very pleasant, agreeable and, profitable season.
Churches all represented except
one or two, showing a general steadfastness,
snd.clinging to the cross. Our statistical re| port will be about the same as last year, some
increasing, others decreasing. We are longing,
praying und expecting the power of the Holy
Ghost to be once more poured out upon us as
a QQ. M5 50 that the waste places may blossom
as the rose and the Zion of God be built up an

‘with the
session
J. E. BAYLESS,

The August
church.

Webster
Clerk.

parents,

Dr.

N. K.

y

Moxley

Mr. J,

2
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14-Stop ORGANS.
stool, book and music,

$85.00.
you

boxed .and

New Pianos $193 to PR

shipped,

illustrated,

free.

Te

a Before

buy an instrument,.be sure to see

summer ; offer,

&
onl

;

his Mid. Address

Raniel ¥. Beatty, Washington, N. J. 22eow

Worcester Academy, Wonouster, Mass,

Ed. Soc

Furnishing the best of instruction in two depart.
ments—Classical and English.

year.

Expenses

$150

a

Aid varying from $30 to $50 may be had ac.

cordingto need, merit and order of appheation.

Young men wanting
a liberal education are requested, whatever their circumstances, to apply to
N. LEAVENWORTH, Principal.
3m25

*

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE 5

pertect cure for all the worst forms
of PILES, two to four in the worst

N H

Mrs H C Phillips
A Friend to missions
y
Rock River Q M Ill
Harper’s Ferry ch W Va

WAPSIPINICON Q. M.—Held its June ses
sion with the Buena Vista church, June 18
1880. Conference organized by calling Rey.

/

'ARRH, and all SKIN and BLOO
diseases.
Entirely Vegetable. In| ternial and external use. The won-

For Miss Crawford's

Salary.

L. L. Sweetto the chair. A good attendance
Wheelock
W Cowell
|
5
of delegates and brethren from our sister
5.00 .
Vt Y M per J W Burgin
Some very important business was
churches.
the
Centennial
Offering
reof
polity
established. Chose as delegates to Y. M.,Revs. | resented for action touching the
orted in Star per
Freeman (‘ooper and E. G Eastman, Bros. T.
‘reewill Baptist denomination in regard to
D Stewart June
and
F AMOUSE
ist ‘Ages to the Presenf |
S. Hatch and Warren Colby
; as-Cor. Mes. to
secret societies, which was discussed
74.27
:
Time. Magnificently embellished
the action of General Conadopting
Prospect
).
M:,
Rev.
J.
Couliard,
to
Edgepassed,
N with Full-page Steel Plate Enmust bear the trial of doing but little for the
, 522.17
y
grange. .Agents Wanted.
combe Q.
M., Rev.E. C. Shattuck.
The fol- ference at its session ia 1859 as being the
benevolent work of the day.
Brethren,
let us
Paying Employment for Young Men, Ladies, Teachers
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.
‘Massachusetts.
We were favored by the
lowing was presented bv Rev. F. Cooper, and
sense of this Q. M.
and
others
in
every
county.
"$50 to §75 per month.
Moxom,
J.
Rev.
of
and counsel
come up to the help of the Lord,in this generresence
Send for circulars and terms.
The Paige St. church (Lowell) celebrated unanimously adopted by the Conference: _
€onferP. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 7000 Arch St., Philadelphia,
Pz
Whereas, the Montville Q. M. has received
omé Mission agent of the Y.M.
: "CONFERENCE PROGRAMME.
:
ous work.
the denominational centenmal Sunday, July
the sad intelligence of the death of our beloved
ence voted to give the collection to the, Home
WEIRS
Caxp
GROUND,
N.
H.,
JULY
20-29,
1880.
Q.
the
at
was
$9;
My last Sabbath in Aroostook
Amount of collection
11, with appropriate services morning and evBro. and father in Christ, Rev. Samuel PxtterMission cause.
FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
.
Tuesday, 20.
M. at Mars Hill. Jt was a refreshing Season, ening. The auditorium was beautifully. deco- son, of the North Whitefield & Jefferson pledgeds and money to the amount of $19 was
Mission ¢ause. Thus
P.
M.
‘Anniversary
Convention.
the Home
for
church,
who
for
so
long
time
has
stood
a
true
raised
made so by the presence of the Lord and the
rated;and the pastor; Rev. E, W. Porter,
Anniversary Sermon, by Pres.
and faithful watchman on the walls of Zion,
ended one of the most important Q. Ms. in our
power of the Holy Spirit. Bro. Park baptized
D. W. C. Durgin, D.D. ,
:
The
preached an excellent historical discourse, re- therefore,
The attendance was good.
history.
Love
Feast.
g
who
Revs.
six happy converts, five of whom, with one
Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with
preaching acceptable and Spisiunal by
viewing the work of the denomination and, of
:
Wednesday,
21.
Moxom.
Batcheler and
had been previously baptized,united with the F.
the Lowell church. ' Arf original hymn, writ the children, the members of the church, and Anderson, Augir,
5.45 A.M.
Prayer-meeting.
the many friends of- the deceased
in the heSocial meetings spiritual and we. trust long to
It was a pleasant
Baptist church in Blaine.
ten by Mrs. S. A. Porter, was sung.
In the
.
‘
Prayer-meeting.
as 8,Q. M. |
us
by
d
reavement, realizing our loss to be his gain,
by remembere
D. WATERMAN.
Social Greeting.
scene.
resolution ‘Was passed: |
1s the ONLY work that teaches
evening Mr. C. H: Latham read a very interand we Bincerely hope that the Christian life
following
The
and the “unwavering faith - in: the gospel of Whereas, it is the settled policy of’ the Free
A-esting history of the Sunday-school, and adFrayer Meeting.
THOROUGH
BASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION
minister
every
long’ by
Father Baptist denomination that
Conf. Sermon,.by Prof. B. F.
dresses were made By the pastor and several Christ, lived" and preached
Patterson, may be a living €xample: to us all, must be amember of some church to belong to
In
a¥manner
so simple and progressive that it
others, Itwas stated timt L. G. Howe, the, so thatat Tuist we may come toghe grave as he; the F. Baptist denomination ;and whereas, Eld.
Lord’s Supper:
may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR.
The old
M.,
Q.
this
of
a
by
Service
by
Ag
ed
.
Ministers
member
a
organized
senior
deacon,
had
been
a
meigper
of
the
was
formerly
jie
a
shigck
of
corn
fully
ripe
for
the
Master's
Meeting
Davis,
F.
A.
This Quarterly
-befogged systems are too complicated to be practiducted by Rev. S. Curtis.
Q. M., is
this
from
ls
credentia
holds
who
se,
j
p
Th,
:
*
and
Prosthe
by
church forty-two
years,
serving as deacon
<ouncil chosen for that purpose
cable.
¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes
Thursday, 22.
The Tocation of the next session will be duly
not 4 member: of any Freewill Baptist church,
pect Q. M., Aug.’ 24, 1851. The eouncil con- {about forty years. ‘Seven hundred and: sixty noticedin the Star. i
"
. Prazer-Mesting.
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,
: therefore,
ehairman,
ce
Conferen
scholars
have been under his care as teacher
M.
Q.
this
sisted of Rev. Joseph L.Cilley,
That
J. CoLBY KNOWLTOX, Clerk.
Resolved,
$1.00. by mail.
=
Conference Business.
’
in the Snnday-schook. Since the organization
‘does not recognize AF. Davis as a minister
Rev. T. D. Clark, clerk, and Revs. I.-M. Hack:
\
Foreign
Missionary Meeting
b
or as a
tion,
denomina
Baptist
Freewill
the
of
four
with
d
For the price of two or three lesof the Paige St. sctidol, 20,000 different * scholOAKLAND (Mich.) Q. M.—Held its last sesthe Women, condutced by Mrs.
M. SING
ett and J. Clark. It was organize
; and having discharacter
Christian
of
sons,
you
can
have
F.
W.
Root’s
man
M. H.Hills ;BibleReading Mrs. C. F.
sion with the Highland church,
June 11—I13.
shurches: Orland & Dedham church with 36 ars haye been connected with it.
on with the church, we do
Papers, Miss M. E. French,
Ministerial brethren N. H. Farr and S. A. solved his connecti
,
are
members
14
they
with
and
church
valid,
e
ls
Muriavill
credentia
New York.
members,
lie Phillips; Question Box
not regard his
Currier were present. Bro, Farr was obliged
rs. H. C. Phillips.
resided over by
hereby revoked.
to go heme on Saturday.
He came expecting
We learn from Rev. G. Donnocker that in
oman’s Mission Society
Calamus chureh, comte
with
session
Thetnon on a new plan, and
Next
a perfect vi
to
attend
&
grove
meeting
but
it
had
been
given
.
Prayer-Meeting.
:
io
connection with his preaching at North New2, P. M,
mencing Sept. 17, at
| a Ia¥ge collection Gf beautiful songs.
Foreign Mission Society:
bers in-all, Tt 'is'now composéd of 18" chiureh- .| stead;he has also begun preaching at--Royal- ap He preached on Thursday and Friday
D. C..CUurTIs, Clerk>
Price, $3, by nail, post-paid.
excellent -sermons. - Bro. S. A. CurFOREIGN MISSIONS.
}
es ds follows “:Biue Hill’ & Long Island | ton, in which place the house of worship has nights,
‘
—_—
eo
Historical Paper, Rev. J. M. Brew:
rier preached Sabbath morning and evening to
church,
e
t
church; with T10:members ; Brooksvill
EXETER Q. M.—Held its June session with
nof been occupied since the death of Father -good acceptance. The Oakland Q. M. is Bro.
dresses
by
Mrs.
M.
.M.
The
(’s old field of labor. The attendance atthe the church at Newport, June 11—13.
9; Beddington church, 43; Clifton church,
Draper. At this latter field of labor the pros- meetings was limited .on account of rainy
weather was fine, ‘and the attendance good.
Short Sermon, Prof. R. Dunn
church, 24 fo Eastbrook, 55;
16; Deer. Isle
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
pect
is
somewhat
encouraging.
The
congreweather, but it did not prevent the presence of "Phe churches were well represented. = Some of
D.,and Inquiry Meett
15;
k,
1st:Hancoc
13;
Pond,
Franklin8; Great
year.
past
the
during
revivals
the
Spirit
of
God.
On
the
whole
it
was
a
very
10 805 Broadway, N. Y.
52620
reported
them
Russell, Lowell.
gations are on the increase and they are trying
Desert,
enjoyable time.
i
al
;
:
91 Hancock, 24; Mariaville, 22; Mount
Rev. C. F. Penney, of Augusta, was present,
Friday, 23.
to
sustain
a
Sabbath-school.
Bro.
D.
writes
Next session with the South Salem church,
and gave us a very profitable, and enjoyable
. 93; Orland & Dedham, 45; Tremont, 15; West
Prayer-meetings same a& Fhuirsday.”
that any S. S. books not in use by other Oct. 8—10.
Rev. N. F. Weymouth delivered a
* E. 0. DICKINSON, Clerk.
sermon.
Conference Business.
Surry, 26; West Ellsworth, 245 Wesley,7; schools would
The
interest.
be gratefully
received and
historical sermon of much
Women’s Home Mission Meeting;
366;
Resident membership,
,and Otis, 82.
profitable and
all
were
t
throughou
Conducted by Mrs. R. Dunn, Bible
services
aprofitably used if sent to him, at Akron, Erie
BLUE: EARTH
VALLEY
Q. M.—Held
its
Reading, Mrs. E. C. Jenness;
interesting.
:
non-resident. membership, 150; sum total 516.
Co.,
N.Y.
June
session
with
the
Free
Baptist
church
in
pers, Miss L. E. Brackett,
Miss
“Next session with the 2d Bangor church,
The ministry belonging to the Q. M. is as
Coralie Frabklin, Mrs. G. C. WaterThe Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting lionMapleton. = A most excellent Season was ‘enM.
P.
2,
at
10
Friduy, Sept.
g
commencin
with
connected
man, Mrs. Crowell, of Nova Scotia.
Rev. Stephen Gross,
follows:
Nearly every church was represented |
V. D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.
ors itself in sending Daniel Jackson as one of joyed.
P.M. Home Mission Society.
both by letter and delegation.
Our Q. M. is
Blue Hill & Long Island ;Rev. E. Harding with
HOME Missions. Paper by G..F.
mm
—
the délegates.
It sends Dr. Ball also and Addoing frontier work west and north of us; it is
r;" Addresses by Rev. D. M.
the 2d Hancock, Rev. Benj. Penney with the
dison Jones who came to us lately from close
a long step to a Fseewill Baptist church, yet
iss Nellie Dunn, Revs. A.
EllsWest
the
Clifton, Rev. L. Gott with
I
find
many
F.
B.
persons
scattered
over’
these
|
A. Smith acd A. L. Gerrish.
:
communion.
Bro. Jones is a strong man, and
broad prairies. If we had men and means to
Conference
on Union of Free Comworth, Rev. Andrew Gray with the Mount
MIRACULOUS.
will do us good..:...Cowlesville church remunion Baptist Bodies, . under diocéupy
these
new
villages,
what
a
glorious
EllsWest
the
with
Treworthy
J.
Rev.
Desert,
ports a large congregation and increasing in- work we could door the Master.
rection of Pres. O. B. Cheney, D.D.
The ¢ Herald and Globe,” Rutland, Vt.; isa
* worth, Rev. J. C, Ward with the Otis, Rev. terest.. The same is true of the other churchBOSTON.
Saturday, 24.
z
Next session will be held with our church
following . is clipped: |
the
whieh
from
journal
L. Collins with the’ Deer Island and Rev.
in Madelia , Sept. 10—12.
Prayer Meetings same as Thursday.
Catalogue
Free.
es so far as I can learn,
Evidently Pike and
tricks we know y
successful
most
cheapest,
The
“
© Conference Business.
church.
;
A. S. Davis, Clerk.
Benj. Fogg with the 1st Hancock
Dale churches are well suited with Brethren Women’s Sunday-school meeting,
now being practiced, and are the miracare
of
with
connected
_ + Several churches have been
conducted by Mrs. W.
Durkee and Hyatt, Rev, Bro. Crowell goes to the
ulous cures now being effected in diseases stich
AROOSTOOK Q. M.—Held -its summer sesBible Reading, Mrs. J. B. Lash;
the Q. M. since its organization that havesince
General Conference. Attica churah, is neither | sion with the Mars Hill church, June 25—27.
by the use of
and Diabetes,
diease
Bright's
as
Papers, Mas. G. F.
10st their visibility. Houses of worship .in the
y Latham Clark. Question
2t28
faint nor discouraged and signs-are hopeful. There was a large gathering and we were
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.”
Isle.,
Deer$500.00;
ll
y
4). M.: Eastbrook, value,
Only poverty compels us from building a house favored with two delegates from the Houlton
.
SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
Q. M., Revs. Bubar and Kinney, and Rev. D.
$1600.00; West Ellsworth, $800.00; 2d Han- to the Lord this eentennial year.
Paper by Rev. O. E.
Correct your habit of crooked walking by
Waterman who has been laboring with the
dresses by Revs. R. Dunn, D. D.,
using Lyon's Patent Metalic Heel Stiffeners.
cock, part of two union houses, value of eur
A very pleasant:scene was witnessed by a Blaine church for three months,and there were:
<<
W. H. Bowen? D. D.,, and E.
parNo
$350.00.
Haneodk
1st
share, $2000.00;
So by
large gathering at an * outpost of Rev. W. seven ministers belonging to the Q. M.
Page, Esq. J
Those who.
Nearly Every
Nationality,
Sect and
To the Consnmptive.—Let
Conference on § un. School Work.
.sonages, no debts .on mee ting-houses. Most of Fuller, pastor of the
Stephentown Center the help of ten ministers there must be a good languish
Organization, and nearly every
.
_ Bible Reading by Prof. J. A. Howe,
under the fatal severity of our climate
Most of the
chureh.on the 3rd Sabbath of June last, when deal of good done; we trust so.
the churches worship in school-houses or halls.
. followed by meeting led by Rev. O.
rough any pulmonary confplaint, or even those
churches reported by letters, and in Ft. FairD. Patch
;
sines as a result of: revival interest last winter, the field, Presque Isle, Sprague’s ‘Mills and Blaine who'are in decided Consumption, by no means deof the
took Q.up aM. collec
Sunday, 25.
~The TM
organization: operations
its Hepevolent
an increase in membership of from. five to
spalr. There is a safe and sure remedy at hand,
bapthe
into
down
souls.
happy
five
led
pastor
-Prayer-meetings same as Thursday.” Has
in each church, and two had been adDs onguigstion: TH the session Yor oes
its Representative Newspaper or
Wilbor's Compound of
and one easily tjed.
tismal waters. Theday was fine and all pass- twelve
ded to the Mars Hill church.
Bro. G. M.
0
il
eac!
Cod-Liver Oil and. Lime,” without possessing. the
Mission purposes the first seven years, afount- -ed off very pleasantly ‘indeed. - Some -of ‘the
Pr. NM. Suirday-schoot; conductéd bye: Ww. Journal. We beg to announce that we
Park is laboring with the Ft. Fairfield,Presque
very -nauseating fiavor, of the Oil as heretofore .
ol
Bail EI
Page, ‘Esq., of New
York. Our have prepared
ing to $105.54. A Home Mission society was converts have united with the church and Isle and Sprague’s Mills churches to good
Lesson for July 25.
used, is endowed by the Phosphate of Lime with
acceptance, and Bro. Waterman has had good
“organized in 1858. From June, 1858, to June ? | others are expected to do so.
Preaching and Experience Meeting. ,
A Comprehensive Catalogue,
a healing property which renders the Oil doubly
success at Blaine, and we are Sorry to have
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A STORY OF SCIENCE.

old for comfort and

fashion"—then

he Canada Balsam split on

strip of glass, as a slide, to prepare
For a mite taken out of his Stilton.
He took his microscope out of its case,
And settled the focus rightly;
The light, thrown back from the mirror’s face,

‘. Came u glimmering upward brightly ;He put the slide with the mite in place,

¢ There isn’t much to tell.

Exclaimed -— as he gazed with a puzzled
frown—
:
Good gracious!” and ‘“ Highty-tighty!
The sight is enough to alarm the town,
v

mite

Regarded our scientific;
To his naked eye, as you'll guess, the sight
Of a man, was most terrific;
But
reversing the
microscope made him

’

The opposite of magnific.
Said the mite as he squinted through it;
‘¢ Man is not so wonderously big after all,
If the mite-world only knew it!”
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trying it. - Of course Steve Langdon will

come home and marry

Clement.”

forty old maids. - You may stick a pin in

The heart. never grows

:

old.

is heir

of eternal

‘ His

name

was

Stephen Langdon.

if she

were

very greatly as he grows

Delia did not open her house{to

ers the next season.

board-

She found enough

older.

todtyin looking after money and spending it; in replying to letters {froma indi- ter at seventeen, because then the system

gent people, which seemed “to .inérease

of taking notes

alarmingly, in receiving old friends, who
suddenly found time to remember her existence. ,"And, sure enough, among the
rest appeared Steve Langdon, and all the

most hands, will have cramped and temporarily spoiled the writing ; but the chdr-

Sometimes Captain Seymour runs against
him" in Melbourne, and brings me word
how he looks and what he is doing,

village said, «I told you so!”

“ Ibelieve I'll stay. on,”

asked me, by the way, if I had

at

lectures,

is to put

on

incorrup-

tion.” So “the crown which-belongs to Immanuel” Dr. Gordon claims“ is put upon the
Dr. Liteh’s review

which

ruins

DY
Ee
Bode

culated to do good. The latter embraces

of the strength
Greek.

and

beauty

fed

“The translation is made by

much:

Ww

of the original

They comprise Nos. 32 and 33 of the

address for 15 and 20 cents respectively, = It is.
,

t

my

“GN

White Hands

is’ generally candid, and

and

White

title of a

er valuable Igssons it shows

Hearts

is

t*-

volume

deals” with a

most momentous

tion; and no serious person can
out being led to sober reflection

sition that it'takes,

read
upon

ume, making

a

it specially adapted

“(.

schools nad home reading,

ques-

it’ withthe po-,

»

the need of pa-

tience and trustby those engaged in temperance work and for the salvation of others, A
deep religious spirit pervadey~{he whole vol-

cealed, for liberal gxtracts are made from the
“ Parousia” for the purpose of criticising
and
refuting the doctrine which they embody. The

to Sunday-

Frank - Leslie's

Sunday

Magqzine

for

August contains a surprising amount of whole

some and instructive
“ Sister Dora,” the

reading.
wonderful

Everett Hale begins

a

bs

A sketch of
Stafordshire

ENGLISH CONFERENCES OF ERNEST RENAN.
nurse, of missiomary work in Patagonia, of St.
Rome and Christianity, Marcus Aurelius.
Pauls missionat Athens, of Venice, and of
“Translated by Clara Erskine Clement.
Bos- . other places
and “scenes, all illustrated, form
ton: Jumes R. Osgood" & Co.
12mo. pp.
but » small part of its attractions.
169. Edward
i

brief cable

of

to’ preserve

The first lecture

larly ‘interesting, both
ter and in the line
Likewisthe
e lecture
tianity.” It traces the

York”—and

there

story—¢ Robinson

in

is a great

of

variefy

miscellaneous: historical, literary and other
reading. —New York: The Sunday: Magazine.
The “Natignal

Temperance

Society

(New :

York) has pablished a temperance song bdok,
containing gospel hymns, prohibition songs,
rallying songs, songs of encouragement and

in

It is well adapted for use

ete.

teiumph,

work.

temperance

the

is particu-

in its historical characof reasoning pursued.
on “Reme
and Chriss
growth of Catholicism,

which he considers * an inimical power,” ¢ x

danger to the liberty of the human mind,” and
hints at Protestantism as being the reaction
against Roman Catholic abuses, and a retufh
“ to the primitive idea of Christianity.”
These four lectures were delivered under the
auspices of ‘the Hibbert Foundation,”—a
legacy for the purpose of aiding the progress
of enlightened Christianity, which according
to Hibbert’s idea was inseparable from the
progressaf science and reason.
The last lecte
‘ure, on Marcus Aurelius, was incidental to M
Renan’s visit to London, and was given by
special invitation.
Tt is a noble presentation

lessons of

New

the ‘author's

patience, self-control and

rare virtue that characterized Marcus Aureli.us Antonine.
‘This noble Roman’s religion is
summed up as follows:
Je

be deficient in clearness or decision. The
idea. that it is to be clear will have stamp-

its.

aim is to teach and enforce the lesson of sys.
tematic giving. It is illustrated and well cal.

thus driven to the wall,

statement-of one side of the case. Indeed Dr.
Warren's side itself is neither misstated
nor con-

of the

acter will form itself again, and willmever

The

and

new and interesting ‘book by. Ernest
some of his arguments against Dr. Warren's
Gilmore, just published by the Nationab Temposition are unanswerable.
To thE review has
perance Society and Publication House. It
been added a rejoinder to Dr. Warren's reply |
is well written and pure in tone. Among othto it; so that the volume presents a pretty full

of Catholicism.”

It may .

alter at eleven, because it is at that age
that the range of the eyes is fixed, and
short sight betrays itself’; and it will al-

Pearse,

gratifying to see sensational and bad literature

corruption

ing with the relation of Rome to Christianity,
under the specific titles ** The Sense in which
Christianity is a Roman Work ;” ¢ The Legend
of the’ Roman
Church.—Peter and
Paul;”
“ Rome the Center of the Formation of Ec¢lesiastical Authority;” and * Rome, the Capital

be either meaningless, undecided, or illeThis hand will alter, of course,

Guy

¢¢ Standard Series,” and will be mailed . to any

in

ferences” as they are termed,

not

Mark

down

author’sorigindl title,
Conferences d An~
gleterre, are five in number, the first four deal-

gible.

~ «

there!”

youth—:is

beautiful at fourscore as at sixteen -and
twenty.” Time makes amends for the
ravages of the body by developing the
spirit. You didn’t tell me your lover's
name. Perhaps you had rather not.”

her,

but will

by

another volume.

to

The lectures in th& present volum
or e,
“Con-

velop a characteristic and’ strong hand,

which may be bad or good,

To die, according

student of the history of religions, and that
hg has frequently put portions of the history
of Christianity—this * sweet Galilean vision”
as he terms it—in a clear light.

flannel

little. romance, a little poetry to flavor
everyday thinking and doing. Ina afraid
you'll think me a silly old maid, Mrs.

the resurrection.

may be the tendency of some

persistently that his copy shill be legible,

mining

United’ States

Fortune

we
and

his theory, ig. to rise from the dead: “to lie

writings, it can not be denied that he is a close

the boy hold his pen as he likes, and
make. his strokes as he likes, and write gt
the place he likes—hurry, of bd
discouraged—Dbut insist strenuously and

is

Mr. Thomas Leland, who has preserved

per-

references to the lectures which
"M. Ernest
Renan gave in London last April will be glad to
get this American reprint of them.
Whatever

not for its method but for the result. ‘Let

I

each

People who were interested in the

once

were left alone, and praised

viz: thirty

Ingot

the

TEACHING BOYS TO WRITE.

te make and recognize written letters,*it

leave

one hundred dollars to each of my cousins;

--

classes would be taught much better and

but

18—, 1, Delia ‘Rogerson Clement, do hereby.

rh

York)
Friends

The Orations of Demosthenes (Vol. 1);

former

ghastly head’of death.”

method is a mistake, that there is no single system of mechonigue for writing, and
that,a child belonging to the educated

Being of sound mind, this sixte
day
enth
of June,

bonds;

:

and

their

sure to'make you work."— Union ‘Hand-

bills. =

literv

son’s death equivalent to the coming of Christ

We, often.meet men who say, “I drink’

** What interest doeshe think I take in

It was “better “for him: to forget me
and marry. I was a millstone about his
neck. I didn’t answer his last letter.”
¢ And supposing
he should return

the soul

own to care for,

should

There, turn down the light,”

Mrs. Clement appears to have no near
Australia. I couldnt leave mother and’ relatives.. Some distant cousins, who,
faghier, you know they were both feeble, having an abundance of this world’s
and he couldn’t stay here.
That was goods, yet served her shabbily whep she
all.”
’
tested their generosity, as she has tried
¢ And you—you—"
:
yours, are all that remain of her family.
¢ Now all men besides are to me like In the meantime I enclosé you a. copy of
shadows.” /
:
her last will and testament®o
, ‘peruse a
‘“ And you have never heard of him your leisure.”

¢“ No.

too, taking it by small and large. Wasn't
her Uncle Eben,over at Dover, well-to-do,

a man with poor relations

He

wis

the severest cold.
work with beer.

fy that lady's relatives if she had any.
In reply, Mr. Willis wrote, 4 The late

The skin shrivels, the color departs, the
eyes fade, the features grow pinched, but,

And so much money in the family,

It was

He

te Thank you,’my dear. , I've grown as
fond of you as if you were my own flesh

ills, and my jewels, to the beloved niece of my shall be.clean,and shall approach the good
/¢¢ I dare say,” laughed Delia, gently, first Eusband, John Rogerson.
copy set before him,namely,a well-written
DELIA ROGERSON of Croftsborough, Maine,
as if the idea were familiar, ¢ let the
| letter, not a rubbishy text on a single
4 For I was a stranger and. ye took me ins dianneighbors laugh ever so wisely. Tve &ry, and ye fed me; sick, and ye ministered unio line, written as nobody but a writing:
thought of it sometimes sitting alone me.
master ever did or will write to the
*‘ Goodnessalive !" cried the neighbors, world’s end. He will make a muddle
when the world was barren and commonat
place. One>must have recreation of some when the facts reached
their ears. first, but he will soon make a passable
kind you know.
Everybody requires a ‘“ What a profitable thing it is to take imitation of his copy, and ultimately dé-

"Mem.—Whether a thing:is large or small
Depends onthe way you view it!

no credit to him?

him.

doing the hardest work, and exposed to

-jntense

is that in point of doctrine it makes

please.
to make me work.” To such a one, an
aw the curtain, dear, and put
another stick on the fire, please. It “old man replied as follows:
Hearken!
grows chilly, doesn’t it? You might kiss I once was a prosperous farmer. I had a
me, just once, if you wouldn’s mind. Its good, loving wife, and two as fine lads as
the sun ever shone upon. But we drank
one hundred years or so since any, one
ale to make us work, Those two lads
kK issed me.”
And the next morning, when Delia car- now lie in drunkards’ graves, and my
ried yp Mrs. Clement's breakfast, her wife died of a broken heart and lies beboarder lay cold and still upon the pil- side them. Our comfortable home. is’|
“lows. The first’shock over, Delia wrote gone." I am seventy years of ade; and,
directly to the lawyer of whom she had because I used to drink ale to make me
heard Mrs. Clement speak as having work, it makes me work now for my daidy
charge of her affairs, begging
him to noti- bread. Yes, drink, drink! and it will be

some day, would you marry him

MORAL.

of his

me to marry

use?

% One sees ‘the truth through this tube: so tall,’

and not a ‘chick

Delia doubted if taking

* ¢ Tell me about him—it?”

“Till, getting a proper sight, he

tion.

for

boarders was
her mission.
¢ What
makes you keép sus, my dear?” asked
Mrs. Clements, after a day when everything and every body seemed to go
wrong. ‘ Why didn’t you ever marry?
You had a lover, I dare say?” -

“. He turned the’instrument up-and down,

ANGLES

enough

"" «Yes, along time ago.”

And fixed on the cover tightly.

ENTERTAINING

not old

pany for mothér and me.”
and blo.

of

house and its antiquated furniture, * too

Looking as grave as Milton;
» He wore a solemn, mysterious air,

the

milk;

the weather as if she had pledged herself there should be no sudden changes
to annoy her. boarders; of the shabby

<&b
“+O

A philosopher sat in his easy chair,

Rs

if

realness. an

The objection to Dr. Warren’s * Parousia”

bricklayers, laborers, furnacemen, mould-

take

a literal

and -His

;

‘alness about these truths that frightens'a timid twelye of the most famous orations of the cel..
~ebrated Athenian, and is to be followed hy
and sentimental faith. .

it to heart. You're welcome to stay and ers, glass-blowers, sawyers, porters, plasshare pot-luck with us; you're such com-- -terers, in fact, all trades on sea and land,

appetite, as if-Delia had.agreed to supply

oo

Bit in the light of heaven.

quite

as

definiteness,
a vivid

and

There ‘is an-awful

From I K. Funk & Co. (New

have Mister Horn

The:

ih th & of ete

sible for their creation ; of the flies,

Each day among the seven,
And let us n¢veér lose thy light.

you

of Christ

resurrection of the body.

progress,

BE EN, a

Cheer still our earthly way

literal second advent

:

never see a‘cent of it than have

ome complained of the mosquitoes, * with
‘an air as if Migg Rogerson were respon-

sun of all the days!

. How cling our souls to_thee!

°

came

experience to Delia, "When Mrs. Gres-

Oh, fogs fresh and free!

¢ But,

national

Ea

Oh, heart of all the week !

* coal-whipper.”

‘before that, if I had done so much, I
«I must hear from my man-of-business should hardly have been- able -to -erawl
tomorrow, Delia,” Tn knee-deep in debt | home,
and 1 should have been certain to
to you, she began; one night. ** Don't lose the next day's work.”
We might cite the testimony of masons,
mention it,” cried Delia. ‘I'd’ rather

cares. The fret and “jar of conflicting
temperaments under her roof, was a’ new

44,

said a’ London

for the

of the

Price is'only fifty cents.

RL

Brg

;
‘I have backed as many as sixty tons

upon her, without taking thought

ery student

the last Humbe, and of the rapture of the
church into the air to. meet the descending
King, are such as require a very stalwart belief to hold them fast. ' Of course tlre Liberal .
and Broad Church theology has long since let
go of such bard literalisms. And
now the
most orthodox theol
is following in the
same course. We find in the church a very
widespread revolt against the doctrine of a

ne

of coal in a day since I took the pledge,”

Ga

Modern faith +a whole the book presents noble specimens of

is written.

resurrection of mortal bodies at the sound of

and that is the reason he does not

a nurse, both of which Delia bestowed
IOrrow.

lief that this book

ting all his savings into the hands of the
saloon-keeper, instead of keeping them

luxuries of an invalid and the attention of

to demang her attention, to multiply -her

But thou canst shed through all its hours

:

aA

to hold out, though other boarders

Though darkest of the seven—

A mite is a monster mighty 4d

in ar-

rears with her reduced board. = No money

comfort of a poverty-stricken old creature.” But'in spite of her worldly wisdom, Mrs. Clements was forced ‘to ‘confess that Delia had begun as she meant

:

tube,

She'll learn better. Human

nature doesn’t change with latitudes,
She had been forthcoming for some time, and himself,
will find it doesn’t pay to consider’
the she was.growing feeble daily, needed the get on.

Through morning, noon ind night,

From t’other end of the

ed with the June roses and dropped away
again with the falling leaves, and still

she’s new

Sau

df Franklin,

the Adamses, Hancock, Edward: ‘Everett,
Washington, and a score of others. Taken as.

faith of Christ's coming, Satan aims directly
at the throat of the Church.” It is in that be-

the learning, wisdom, eloquence and patriotism.
beer, and you will go on mowing all your is hardly capable of holding the doctrine of of the National fathers from Washingt
on to
Christ’s literal second
coming. Says Dr.
lives, without risingto anything better, Gordon in his Introduction to this volume :
Lincoln. . The compilation was made by
just because you will have yourTp
beer.” #1. The stupendous. facts’ of a future, literal Prof. Selim Peabody, and is cale ulated
to thrill
- There is many a-workingman now put={of the Lord from heaven; of a veritable thepatriot-and interests well as delight ey.

and wayside, and Delia's boarders réturn-

ouf

now she had been for some weeks

to the trade.

" Thy glad and steady light
Shines down the vista of the week,

As

combed

Mrs. Clement stayedon and on. Just

OH, glorifus sun of days!

[IAL

as *she

_ness.for seven dollars a week!

Which have their source in heaven!

Oh, glorious

Clement,

her wisp of gray bair and confided the
false front to a box. ‘ Wonderful kind-

7
CA

** Wonderfully kind!” reflect-

Mrs.

4

Revolutionary epoch, and embraces character.’

istic extracts from the utterances

Calvin said long ago that “In plucking up the

tr A NMA

ed

of speeches, letters and other papers Jraiet 2
illustrate - the foundation, development an
preservation of the United States of Amerie,”
About one-third of the book is devoted to the.

Warreuw’s “ Parousia of Christ.” By Rev.
Josiah Lich. With an Introduction by
Rev. A.J. Gordon, D.D. Boston: Amerii Millennial + Association. 12mo. pp. 192.

ET

ing them.

:

t

of 674 Pages
entitled American Patriotism, and compose}
ge

beer,”

“Oh, no! you can't do without your

(New ,

York) publishés a 16mo volume
A

“I couldn’t gef’ CHRIST YET T0. COME: A’ Review of Dr, I. P.

said one of the laborers.

the man.

+

PD

Oh, fount of pure delight!

of heaven.

without

=

The virtue of Marcus Aurelius,

_ Tire was hardly need of ati Snbouncement
to dssure the public of the character of the

*

books that the new firm of James R. Osgood &
Co. isto bring out: The past record of the senior
But
member at least would vouch for that.
the announcement is made, and what with new
books and new editions, the list is almost at-

tractive one; The Memorial History of Boston in four large volumes heads the list, ‘and
it is@xpected that the first volume will be

7

ready in September.
Tennyson's‘ Dream
of
Fair Women" is to be issued in an illustrated’

edition,

similar

to

* The Hanging

of

the

Crane," etc., and a series of Dramatic Biographies of American Actors will include vol-

umes on Edwin Forrest by Lawrence

Barret,

the-Boothsby Mrs. Asia Booth Clyrke,* the
Jeflersons
and the Wallacks by William
Winter, Charlofte’Cushman by Mrs. Clement,
ete. The series is to be edited by Laurence Hutton,
The announcement
also includes a
new and cheaper edition of Wincklemann’s

History of Ancient Art, in two “volumes,

~

con-*

taining all the valuable copperplate engravings ofthe original, and printed from new
plates; a volume on .Self-Calture, containing
twenty-two lectures
by
James
Freeman

sClarke;

new

editions

of

Dr.

Nps A Th Oh

7 The winter wore away, as winters will,

and the miracles of spring began in fields

The radiance

work

TI

(A

and brought out her daintiest cup and
saucer, with the fadeless old roses wreath-

No day so dark and sad—

“Oh, I couldn't

OT)

ae

of hair,

Thy healthful pulses lift the weak

And drawest from unfailing springs

a

arrived—

front

Nearer to God and heaven.

That fair and bright it seems:
Thou waterest all the days,—
Thou freshest of the seven —

Appt

a false

it to her.”
‘
1 on.™
;
alpaca gown and a hair trunk. Delia
‘ But if she should come back to you,
‘After I began to mow without beer,
made her as welcome as if she had been. having run through with it, you'd divide
I soon discovered that I could get on
a duchess, lighted a wood fire “ta Mrs. your last crust with her, I'll be bound.”
without mowing,” replied Bailey. Clement's rooms, as the night was damp,
«I suppose I should,” said Delia.
.
“ We should 1ik® that very well,” said

Gush through the {ryest, dallest day,

7

with

brown wrinkled skin, faded eyes, a black

« Froim'thee such sparkling streams .

Risuia’

so Delia’s first boarder

‘The “ American Book Exchange”

— Fterary Bebieto,

~~

"Kendricks

‘“ Poetical Favorites,”
with a third and concluding volume; a volume containing Records
and” Reminiscences of the Radical Club of
Chestnut Street, Boston, prepared under the

for the last fifteen years; she.-had neither

seen nor heard anythingof the being
who had inspifed her youthful imagina-

tion, and wgs quite. uncertain“if such. a
person asMrs. Rogerson was in the land

~ ofithe living, Deador alive; she seemed
to
have made tio material difference in
Delia's humdrum . life. . After having
nursed
her. filth er through along illness,
Delia found that he had left a heavy
mortgage on the homestead, and, her
mother snd herself onthe high road to
the poor-house, unless they should bestir,
themselves. As her mother was already
bed-ridden;

the

stirring naturally

fell

PE

Sd

pg

| : sem ik. Doel , fine
fom views,
the statberries
ion.

and

needs

me—me!

And the letter is signed by her aunt, Mrs.
Clement, who ought to know. : I packed

my household goods and came—"
“I'm glad you did.”
i

“In order

that I may

congratulate

Squire Jones.”

* But I haven't accepted him:* Tu fad t

came a ray of sunshine
for. Delia, jn the I've refused him, because—"
‘t Because

shape
of a one hundred dollar bill from
directed

will

marry

og

f

The

|It

for

American

was

the

old

ve, like the lass in. the song, Delia!"

American

consul

suggested

presses between its covers as rare

‘¢ It can’t

said hef mother;
(else of that name, now your

be for

Aunt

lo

Delia

“U,

and Jean Ingelow,

here

is. to

and ‘a score

seems

of others

representedin an olio of blossoms,

the

be

found,of course, in the associations of |

almost

to

inhale

the

fragrance

is dead.”
“ We're not sure she’s Bead,” objected

are

The

in

This device in the course

shows

-

of the

the

effects

of

love

Delia. : .

*“ Horrors!

and

‘‘ She ougiit to be doing something
:

PE

te

Rea
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|
a
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a
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Ee
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will be fully illustrated
by Jessie Curtis!
It will also have a charming society ‘story for
young girls by Nora Perry, entjtled ‘ Miss’
Violet.” The scene is laid at Newport.
A

Mr. Pentecost’s ¢“ Life and. Bible Studies”

:

issued in Mareh

‘and

is already
in

by:ts James H. Earle (Bo ston)

ite fourth edition.

Don’t

Ad-

tey-her broad piazzas and | you.”

[9

of time has. degencrated into thé sign kindness in dealing with the ignorant and de'BEER'FOR WORKINGMEN,
C. C. Coffin (the famous war correspondent,
In England there is a man named Wil- which standsat present for American’ as graded. Ina little mission school of ragged “ Carleton”) who Is writing General Garchildre

an

I've a

:

' The August Wide Awake will contain an
“account of the New York Art School for children, known as ‘“ The Children’s hour.”
It

Court.
PJ Bs
of the

Crosy-

Scandinavian; orA Comparison of AngloThe next

volume of their Spare Minutes series will be by
Thomus Hughes, entiitled *“ True Matliness.”

—

This story

on

Saxon and Old Norse Literature.”

flowers themselves, Lovers of such lovely
sthings will find the ‘volume singularly. de.
~lightful,”
.
:

272.

tions of popular and standard works, book
art, ete.
:
3

LITERARY NOTES.
D. Lothrop & Co, will bring out shortly an
American edition of ¢ The Englishman and

clusters of lily-bells, in field-posies, daisychains hid
- violet patches, from which one

S,»

ored bars; together with'a number of new edi:

a collection

Shakéspdar wil Tennyson
and Longfellow, Mrs.
Browsing,
Mrs Hemans.

The Aiérican

dollar, says the editor, is taken from

“ Plus ultra.”

0-0
ore

every Congressional district by a system of col-

dolfarp Shelley and Goethe,

did . not know,

the ‘sign

Artist Biographies; a Congressional District
Vote Map, exhibiting the political status of

& , Co:
?

of posies as one may. easily find
* Milton
.
and

| guestsehat the sign was a soft" of mono-

But this would not do.

ete

of ** Summer

a_ Sigh,”

Randolph
5

lovers are gathered in this book, which thus

by U6 of the

gram of the United States from:

Atlantic, with additions and illustrations;
nine new volumes in Mr. Sweetser’s series of

The prattigst
and daintiest thin gr that have
been said about flowers by all their “poetic

THE ORIGIN-OF “en , The editor of the London Whitehall
Review
at a dinner recently propounded
the following:
‘What is the origin of

Spanish dollar, and

your

~ $¢It isn’t our fault.
She is rich "and mowing, and he crossed over to them and
lives abroad. 1 was named for her. I asked if he might mow.
One of them
DELIA
ROGERSON,
;
{used to-look in the glass. and try
to be- ‘#aid yes, and handed him a scythe. Soon,
hdd
’
: “ Cheap enough!” commented an eld lieve I'd inherit her beauty with her one of them remarked, Why, you have
erly
lady who happened.
upon it. ‘* Delia name, though she ‘was only our*great: mowed before !"
won 17
‘
“Yes, I have,” said Bailey; “and at
0
An old maid, ‘1 suppose, uncle’s wife.”

obliged to look out for herself.

0-0-6
Bhan
oo oo

sign

Song ‘and

‘the Spanish dollar. ' On, the reverse of
E PIECE OF WORK; or, Gilkie's
In Croftsborough people are not ‘yet the Spanish dollar is a representation of A ARARStory.
for Old. and Young, ‘By
tired
of telling how a woman made money | "the Pillar
to: Delia Rogerson,”
of Hercule
ss, and round each ' Chamberlain, author of * The Mistress
House,” etc. New York: Thomas Y,
* and there's nobody taking boarders.— Selected:
hn
pillar .is a scroll, with the inscription,
ell. 16mo. pp.

an‘sunknown/ friend.
me,” she cried.

| + “It's

You

ator.

the

“ A

New York: Anson D. I.
18mo. pp. 184
($1.00).

Com-

n is found material df which useful men field’s life, Was.
at’ one time with his command,
liam Bailey, a wealthy man doing a large” well as Spanish dollars, “8.” The scroll
and women aré’iiade through gd”
you know whether business. - He had once been a farm
.and has since his nomination been welcomed
round
the
pillars,
I
take
it,
repr
nt
la."
: | your aunt is dead or alive?” asked Mrs,
and gentlenessof self- enying teachers. Some to his homein Ohio, so that the public. will
borer. Some years ago, as he was walk- two serpénts sent by Jun
0° destroy | of the.toughest of actyal questio
ns are raised "look for a full and authentic as well as
Clément, in a shocked tone. *
i ng across a hay-field, he saw some men Hercules in his cradle.
and discussed, especially in the case ofthe
brilliant volume at his bands. It is to be is-

upon Delia, and she adverfized for sammer boarders.

‘more would not signify. But she found
it hard to make both ends meet, and
often went hungry to bed that her mother and Mrs. Clement might enjoy
enough, without there appearing ~to be
“ just a pattern.” At Christmas, however,

is poor and alone,

ent, and to be prota nto a failure.— Spec- Driftwood,”

Porter, author

TEEN
ANE

widow had become a sort of gilded crea- that to refuse her at her own terms
ture,
always young and always beautiful ; would have seemed like turning
her own
for, though Delia bad received little gifts mother out of doogs; besides one month
from time to time from across -the seas

which tells mei that my dear love, Delia
‘Rogerson, loves and dreams of me still,

Dlled by Rose

.

grown such
a fondness for the old lady

my misery and loneliness when the mail
brings me in a letter in a strange hand,

is to fall short in a very useful accomplish-

5

own
‘had

At

of

The Peterkin Family; Dr.rAngell’s Records of
the late Wro. M. Hunt, reprinted from the

AEE

‘“ Yes, I know.
Do stay at your
price. Ican't spare you.”
She

a

FLOWER SONGS FOR FLOWER LOVERS,

by Mrs.

Adventures

TN

But when one’s purse all the way from Melbourne on ‘a fhol’s
:
| errand? “Thére I was growing ‘used to

instead of thinking that not to write well

-

children

/ 3d

Uncle «John's

Have I come

in the life and philosophy of Aurelius.

the

amusing

Te

then

last week.”
«« Now, see here, Delia.

given in the curriculum. As it is, he
simply thinks that he does not write well,

for

the

I

Since

heart of her little

Squire Jones proposedto me

Hale, containing

EE

namesake.

the

eh?
C=
“ Do you think my terms high?”
,** By no means,
is low—".
:

‘“Yes.

rates,’

500 plates; a book

SE

won

reduced

idea of revealed religion, but there cai be no

doubt of the beautiful and admirable qualities

RN

maid and dresses, her jewels and fallals,

which had

at

be attended to, like any other caution

LN

her’ French

take winter boarders

to

3

~ =

life for a month’s visit,, with

come

be 31

John had brought her into their simple

she said. *“ I'm

} getting to old to move often. Perhaps you interfere with Squire Jones’ interest.”

i

“eh

Gs

A

for

ignoramus,

who

had

who was

ac-

boy

black and, the “little girl who was

sued immediately by James H, Earle (Boston) Li

blind,“ Why did God make me so? each.} 8nd sold by subscription, .
complishedan act of heroism, was ‘com- ‘bitterly
asked, but glatk and blessed solution
_ Rand, McNally & Co., the map publishers of
plimented for his bravery, One lady. was reached, * but:
The colored boy became a mis+ Chiciligosissue a complete sectional map of Col-

said,

I wish I could hafe séen your

sionary,to Liberia and the blind girl. a sweet |

feat.” . ‘Whereupon he blushed and stam-

ang trusting’ woman,

orado,shiowing oga scale of twelve miles fo'one

It is a: wholsome book inch, the location of all the néw' mining towns,
peopleto read who would do good to oth- railroad extentions, stage routes, &e., all
his pedal | for
ers or

mered, and finally, producing
would be helped
:first I drank beer regularly. But, while extremities, said, ““ Well, there_ they
the puzzling
broughtto date, colored by
be, questions that arise overin solving
.
was mowing and drinkin
the presence
of sin "ly bound in cloth: cases;
y
beer,
the
A 904 sufferin
ns
“coy
in
the-werld...
ean
gm
TRE
gE
“inches, PT
TE
oy i
a,
Wee
SY
7
RR

5
i
Ei

‘An honest

ey

fers

es

counties , and, neat

: size ofeS
=

rs.

#5
a

property.” Plainly, wealthy relatives
- were offfio value to Miss Delia.
To be
sure she had never seen her great-aunt
since she was a child, when her Uncle

-1

{

ie

like our OW
if folks had more feeling for others than
rests upon reason, upon nature.
direction of Mrs: John T. Sargent; Spooner’s
St. Louis
=¢ It is not my fault that you and I are | ed itself, and confidence” will not have ‘Was
a very virtuous man, because he was a Biographical and Technical
for their own kith and kin.
Then there
History of the
single yet, Delia,” he said.
Christian
“been destroyed -by woriying littl
:
Marcus
Aurelius, wasithe most gods
rules
e ly of men,
‘were cousins in the city, forehanded and. though
Fitie Arts,'fevised, enlarged and brought down i
not because he was & I agan, but be{I never, never ask, and Stephen | ‘“ And we are too’ old to think of a about altitude, and angle and slqpe, cause
to date by Mrs. Clement; a collection of tales,
he was a gifted man. He was the
fashionable, who never were “worth, a- never asks’for
change now, Steve.”
me that I can hear.”
which the very. irritation of the pupils -of human nature, and not of an establishedhonor
.
z
resketches anid poems by the late Fitz James:
row of pins to Delia ; andy there was- ‘her
ligion....
“Nonsense!
Delia’s summer boarders were not a
It's never too late to ought to convince the teachers are, ance, GodScience may yet destroy. in appear- O’Brien; a volume of poems by William Win
and .the immortal soul;
Great-uncle John’s widow a larking on success, to be sure. If they took no money mend. I'm not rich,
but the
book of the ‘ Thoughts”. will ‘still remain | ter and an enlarged edition of his ¢¢ Trip to
"Delia; but I've from some personal peculiarity, inapplithe Continent, a gambling at Baden-Ba-_ out of her pocket, they put none in. She enough for two and to spare.”
young
with
life
and
truth.
England;” a complete edition of George Arcable. The lad will write, as he. does
The religion of Marcus Aurelius is the absoden, and trying the. waters of every min- was obligedto eke out her support with
nold’s Poems,a serial work, ** Illustrations of
“I wouldn't bescontented not to drive
anything else that he cares to do, as well lute religion, that which results from the - sim-the Earth’s Structure,” by Profs. Shaler and
eral spiring in the thrée kingdoms, for copying for Lawrence Dunmore and em- in my carriage and
fact of a high moral censcie)
laced, face
have servants under,ha a
& can,.and with a certain efficiency ple
to face with the universe.
Davis, illustrated with “heliotype
impressno disease under the sun but old age. broiding for Mrs. Judge Dorr. One by one me now,” langhed Delia.
br
no race,
anfspeed. Almost every letter he gets neither .of .any..country:-» 0: revolution, no ions of photographs from Nature. The CesShe'd been knownto say her own folks her boarders dropped away like the au.’
Shaugs; no" discovery, wi
ave power to nola Collection
of Cyprus Antiquities, a large
perhaps you have a will give him some assistance,and the mas- | affe
ed? -inThen“Indematch
were too rich already,and probably she tumn leaves; all-but old Mrs. Clement; better
view. Captain Seymour der’s remonstrance on his illegibility will
folio, published in parts and containing nearly
The
closing
paragrap
h
may
e
flict
with
the
“would endow some hospital with her

OE

And

Gould’

-

an old lady

" « How can she, if she is dead? I don't idea suddenly cdi me to me-that-I
blame her, anyway.
Her money is her. mow just as well without beer.”

-
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THE SABBATH.
Oh, heart of all the week!
:
‘Whence strength and gladness:flow
To beautify all ether days,
pir
And make their graces grow ;”
h32
In thee is full supply - Of life-blood for the seven,

A

If I don't like, there'll be no

harm] fone. i

J

Sw

new milk.

Poetry.
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The Morning Star.

date for the State Senatorship by bribing.
‘voters. Mrs. Blake, for that was ..the
speakex’s name defended the course of fhe
lady corruptionist,
and
threatened
all
those candidates for office who
opposed

_ WEDNESDAY, JULY 21,1880.

woman-suffrage, with a similar

GLANCES

treatment.

So the convention ran om,

AT ‘THE PAPERS..

This report is

absolutely

faithful.

We

The Golden Rule gives a hint to country ‘present it for analysis.” We present it to a
jury not: prejudiced against woman suafolk who take summer boarders :
frage, and our analysis shall be the work
counthe
in
g
boardin
people
* Most town
of the impartial judge and not of the prosplain
h
be—wit
would
—oyf
try are satistied
ecuting attorney.
offetting alone.
fare and plenty
We have always advocated the experiment of enfranchising women.
We have
believed that it would tend to ‘purify the

The Church, Union has a large faith:

ballot”

principles

sound

We belieye that where

would

R ARREN
ASEID

All

Executive ' Mansion.

the

wine- in

permit

not

does

Colquitt

‘honor to the noble few in high places,
Their brows
standing up for the right.
should be encircled with the laurel wreath
for the right-over pubof victory—victory

:
barity:”
The sales-lady (or;as it is called in England, the shop-woman) question has been
Out of
taken in the hand in, Edinburgh.

shop-keepers are beginning to remedy this
S

‘
:
We clip from the Signal:
~The Temperance cause is making headThe French society, after
way in France.
eighteen years of earnest labors, is beginning to see results. It sustains a quarter‘ly journal, La Temperance, which is chiefly
statistical and medical, gnd has lately

kind

&E

of

sharpers

is

described in the following paragraph from
the Inter Ocean:

“A well-dressed.specimen of a man

Hospital,

to see

had the good

* ~ sisp on taking the clothes

to

:

the

deed!

This is to be the

influence

of

reform’ will

donbtless

come,

and

if

are.no

stmmarizes

steer

to

© It will require careful piloting

a

which the St.

of an

inflexible moral

Louis

Globe-Democrat

Cabinet,

the

in

of

immediate

clashing
forms a
the

the

discontent

the

whose

pieces unless better discipline is maintain-

came

out

which prompts a citizen to outrage his inferiors spreads and becomes intensified

troubles,

but

until the rights of his equals are
not respected.
The barbarism of which South

The

late

Government
greater

from

triumphantly

both the House of

it did so at a time when

Carolina complains is the legitimate ontgrowth
of that which they planted. They
sowed thé wind and are reaping
the whirl-

Commons and. the British people. were
ready to tolerate great blunders, in’ view

of the troubled state of Europe. Mr Glad
stone can not count on as much forbegi
leaders of his

the

from

even

ance,

)

party.

wind."

uf
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PTC SPIT
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Convention

Republican

the

has

been in session in the Exposition building,
the ladies have

been

‘literally

‘‘agitating”

over in Farwell Hall. It has-been‘ our
privilegé to attend both of these convenentertain-

ions, and whether we consider

An

remained up
was a life of

earnest work-

LYDIA

*

®

be

not patronize

the

Morning

Star,

it

She was eonverted

and

baptized

when

quite

She united with rhe Washington St.
O¢t.5, 1860, and remainedan honored
until her death, June 11, 1379, Mrs.
stricken with paralysis and shortly af-

the latter Rar of her siekness; her mind

#*

of

men

who

bave no hope, for God hath taken her.
:
:
F. K. CHASE.

- Mrs. JULIA A., wife of John O. Heath,

*be-

“1;611:

the

de-

parted this life in Lyndon, Vt.; June 15, aged 40
years.
She kept quitea full memorandum of
-her religious experience which is now of peculiar interest to Bro. Heath since Ire has been al~
most entirely deaf for several years. Her earliest religious impressiong she dated back to
‘six years of age. At the age of eleven she confessed Christ openly, and at twelye- was bap-

tized and united with

fhe charch

in AlQany.

AND THE PORTE.

The Kutropean Anbassdors who ‘met
Berlin in supplementary conferenee to

infantum, 804; cholera morbus,27; diph-

the mission

theria, 321;

we all felt in our hearts'that the neble tribute
which Jesus paid one of old was due_her also.
“ Shé-hath done what she could.”
May the
grace which sustained her be the comfort of
o AN,fe
those who mourn her loss.
Ww

scarlet fever,

3356;

whoop-

3; inflam-

old age, 722;

small-pox, 6; suicide, 51; sun-stroke, 3°
tumor, 45; poisoning,
8.— Phil.
Times.
:
=
;
A

Ee

a a

at
re-

and Greece have counseled the Porte to
grant the Hellenes the extension of territory demanded by’ them - The Porte is
strongly disinclined to accede to the grrangement, and it is thought that Greece,
backed as she is by England, France, Aus:
tria, Germany and Russia, will proceed to
annex the disputed provinces vi et armis.

Luly

cause, and in ‘“'every good work”,

A.,

only daughter

of George

FACTS AND CURIOSITIES.

chased a’ most desirable
Squirrel Istand,

University,

summer
:

has pur-

residence
El

at

=

William H. English organized the first nutional bank in Indiana and numbered the late
Senator Morton among his stockholders, .

A Kansas weekly publishes ** fourteen rules
Only

one
:

That** little birds do in their nests agree”
is no credit to the little birds, Because it would
never do for them to fall out.

"The first Jew on whom

has ever conferred
the

Oxford

degree

of

University
Doctor

acter, unassuming manticRifid

Sinishie ‘dispo-

sitton which she possessed, endeared her tothe

hearts of many friends, who filled the church

A’blind mendicant in aris swears thit inseriptign around his neck:
** Don’t be ashamed to give only a sou,. I can’t see.”

to be observed during a torngdo.”
is necessary:
Be somewhere else.

™

tian fortitude and resignation
Conscious to the last,

of

Jackson church,
64 years and 9

A Sold by Druggists.

es

i

a

* GATHARTIC,

physicians |
For CONSTIPATION ..
and BILIQUSNESS.

trusting,

she calmly went away with Jesus.
:
;
J. I. PORTER:

Very Pleasant #0 the Taste,

SMITHS

Persons of sedentary hab-

‘its, those who have malarial
or other chronic diseases
‘which produce Costiveness,{
- E D ICATE
confirmed invalids and the|'
aged, all whoneedamildand
certain laxative which HN
UND
mits of continued use withput hrm will find Hen an % ion
i,
nable remedy.
obstinas
nsti
ttended with Piles will Heads thie parsictons gg
53
2opeciallyadap
10 CIIILDREN wh
able taste and unpleasant action of other medicines. InCnts can
“take them, Always keep them in the
use PRICE 50 CENTS PER JAR.
YOR SALE BY. ALL -DRUGGISTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
4

EXTRACT.

2

sgiarsl

_ THE GREAT VEGETABLD

PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC TOR
INFLAMMATION ANB-HEM2 ORRHAGES.
:

ok
§ Cr

:

Rheumatism,
1

Neuralgia.

[]

:

“The Only Remedy

;

[

THAT

,

Painsin Back or Side, &¢.

Our Ointment (50
from

AT THE

SAME

TIME

ON

and the KIDNEYS.

cents) for use when removal of clothing 1s incon.
venient, is a great help in relieving inflammatory
cases.
SA
:

* Bleeding

ACTS

THELIVER,
THE BOWELS,

No other preparation has cured so many cases of.
these
ressing complaints a3 the Extract. Our
Plaster is invaluable in these diseases, Lumbago,

This combined action gives it wonderful power to cure all diseases.

the

He morrh ag es.
aL un g 8, Stomach,
Nose, or from any
caiise, is speedily con
ed and
stopped. Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) find In.
haleys (00) are great aids 1n arresting internal
ee
y

Diphtheria
& Sore Throat.
Use the Extract promptly. Itisa sure cure. De-

Because we allow these great organs
dio become clogged or torpid, - and
8 poisonous humorsare therefore forced Na
into the blood that should be expelled \'

L

lay is dangerous.

Catarrh

The Extract isthe only & cific
« for this disease, Cold in
Head&c. Our * Catarrh Cure,” specially prepared
to meet serious cases,
contains all the curative
Jroperies of the Extract ; our Nasal Syringe
nvaluable for use in ¢atarrhal affections, is'simple
and unexpensive.

4

Sores,

Ulcers,

Wounds,

fl BILIOUSNESS, PILES, CONSTIPATION,

{IDNEY

Sprains and Bruises. ne.
heal-

-

COMPLAINTS, URINARY

ing, cooling
and cleansing.
Use our Ointment
in connection with the' Extract 1,14 will aid in |
healing, softening and in keeping out
the air,

Burns and Scalds. ia: inipas

heat and pain
,it 1s unrivaled, and should be kept in every family
ready forusein case of accidents, A dressing of
our Olntment will 2id in healing and prevent .

Inflamed

or

Sore

Eyes.

Why Suffer Biliony pains and aches?
P'%
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?
Why frightened over disordered Kidneys §
Why endure nervons or sick headaches: \
Why have sleepless nights?
Use KIDNEY WORT and rejoice in jd
health. It is a @ry, vegetable compound
and

ME

It can be used without the slightest fear of harm,
quickly allaying all inflammation and soreness
without pain.
!

Earache, Toothache
{

Faceache

and

One package will make kix gts of’ Medicine, |

When the Extract is
used according to direc-

tions, its effect is Efriply wonderful.
>
H
Blind,
Bleeding, or Itching.
Pi les,
It is the greatest known remedy : rapidly curing
when other medicires have failed.
Pond’s Extract Medicated Paper for closet
use, isa preventive
nst Chatirg and es
ur
Olntment is of great service where the Temoval
of clothing is inconvenient.
:
:

For Broken

‘Get it of

.

:

your Drugqist; he will order

’ Jor

you.

Price, $1.00.

7

4

WELLS, RICEAZDION & C0., Proprietcrs,
(Will send post paid.)
Punt op
re

Breast and

Sore Nipples. temriractie
cious that mothers who*have once use 1it will never

be without it#*"Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
No phyeFemale

Com

pl aints.

ician need

‘be called in for the najonsy of female diseases if
the » xtract be used.

I

directions accompany

E

CAUTION.

Has been imitated.
Extrac
Pond’s
The
genuine -has
the words “Pond’s Extract” blown inthe glass,
and our picture trade-mark on surrounding hai

wrapper.
None other is genui-e. © Always izeiet
on having Pond’s Extract. Take rocther pre.
paration.” It i8 never sold wn bulk, or by viessurc

of 3, if addressed to 14 W. 14th St.,

NT

D TO

-

nagyral and necessary result is the cure of Serofulenrs and other Ski
ruptions and Discases,
.
including Canvers,’ Jleers and pther Sores.

ConstiDyspepsia; Weaknes s of the Stomach,
QO
pation; Dizziness, General Debility, ete., are

cured by the Safe Bitters.
ag an appetizer and

It is unequalled

regular tonie.

t is a medicine which should be in every famvand which, wherever used, will save the
ent of many doctors’ bills.

tles of two sizes; prices, 50 cents and $1. 1

=="

, -Safe

New York. |

SELL 10 NEW

T

, It is the best Blood Purifier, and stimulates

96,000 ACENTS@®
f

4
SE

Ithful action,
and is
every
fupetd an te. gre
3
Cu
ting
benefit in al diseases.
In eliminating the impurities of theblood,the

- Pricg of P4808 Extract, Toilot Artis

[S* died in
ProyiLo
NEW YORX AND LONDON.
dence, R. 1., May 11, 1880, in the 74th year
bf “Tor e3le by al} Dragoists and Fazer Goods Denlersi si
her age.
For more than fifty years shg¢ his
Ordery for £2 worth, cerriace free, oa receintof
$2.07
Ordersyor £3 worth, carriage iree, 0.1 receipb
been a faithful follower of Christ.
¢¢ Blesse\l

Josgrib C. Ives, of the
Mich., died June £28, aged

$1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

Highly recommended by

Ai

do
folCaM.

;

LAXATIVE AND

STMANY $3" Bebpared only by POND'3 DITRACT CO.o~

rest from their labors, and their works
low them.”

(§ ice,

i

cles and Specialties,
PONDS EXT]
SP... 50c., 81,00 ond £1.55
to ovel flowing on the day of her burial,
She
"Toilet Cream. ;... 1
Catarera Cure...
5
has left a father, mother arid one brother, with
‘Dentifvice. Hh. 7
) { Plaster.
i
many other relatives,to mourn their loss, com25
'Anhzle
AinSaly
POS
| Nasal
Srrlnsa.
forted, however, by the thought that Lugyhgs 1 Toiles Sonp (3 Cks) SO
S50 [Medicated raper
E. G. EASTMAN.
8 Olntment............
y
cond
gone home,

are’ the dead which ‘die in the Lord (from
henceforth; Yea,saith the Spirit, that they may

)

Mrs. Pinkham freely answers allletters of inquiry.
Send for pamphlets. . Address as above,
;
No family should be without
Lydia E. Pinkham’:
LIVER PILLS. They cure Constipation, Biliousness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
20 cts. per box.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents.

to the Divine

sweetly

"

=

ic {i Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass,

three brothers, one deservedly dear; as well as
a large circle of relatives and friends; ene held
in much esteem. Sister Smith was a consistent Christian, one of the most active and
faithful of the church, and will be greatly
missed. Her illness of several weeks’ duration, and very painful, she bore with Chris-

and’

Mary White, died at No. Montville, Me., June
1 18, aged 15 years. The subject of this notice
had previously professed faith in Christ, was
by the writer, and became a member
Rhode Island has a fand of bout $3,000 for baptized
of the second F. B. church in Montville, May
the reliefof indigent ministers and their fam16, 1880. Thus in five weeks from the day of
ilies.
Rofmesita
3
ut
her burial with Christ in baptism, her earthly
|
A three thousand pound steam hammer is be- remains were consigned to the silent grave,
ing made at the Pan-Handle shops at Henni-. | Her sufferings of two weeks’ duration were
very intense, but were borne:in a spirit of
son, O.
4
Christian fortitude.
The! jntegrivy of jchar-

Prof. Hall, of ‘Colby

McGray,
died at
Centerville, Cape Sable
Island, on the 80th ult, -agéd 45
years and 6
months. - She professed religion when eighteen
ears of age; was baptized by Rev. H. W.

will.

-

Forthecure of Kidney Complaints of ei
sex,
Compound is unsurpassed.
LydiaE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compo
is prepared at the proprietorsiaboratory,

MRS, SUSAN M., wife of Dea. Seth Smith,
and eldest daughter of the late” Dea. Asa

failed

for

married

wag

govern the female system.

| quite rapidly,yet while earthly things were often forgotten,and earthly friends often unrecognized, she did not lose siglt of her heavenly
ers. which she loved so well, her friends have
laid her to rest, but they sorrow not as those

-

ried under the age of 20, while the number of women under the same age was
the number

!

home and the name of Jesus always seemed.familiar and dear to her. Under the summer flow-

married, the natives of the United States
were 7,740.
Thirty-two men were mar-

938;

THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS If INTO PLACE, AND aves TONE AND
STRENGTH, SO THAT THE CURE IS radical and ene
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC REGION IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHPLE NERVOUS SY S2M; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE,IS
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY IT§ USE.
5
It will, at all times and under all circume-stances, act in harmony with the laws that

arris, and united with the Free: Baptist:
church. (Then F. W. Baptist.). She leaves a

ALICE LEROY MOREY,daughter of Rev.A. L.
and Mrs. Hattie W. Morey, died in Gray, Me.,
June 27, aged 2 years, 10 months and 21 days.
One week before she died while the usual class
the year was 18,499, an increase over the -megHing was being held she came to her father
and
said, ¢ Papa, little Allie tired, I don’t want
previous year of :153.. The aumber of
male births was 9,735, an increase of 89 ; kneel down, can’t I kneel up high, Papa?’
Has her request been granted by the Father
the femaje births number 8,764, an in- above? As she was dying she took the
hands of
| crease
67. The number of marriages her futher and mother into hér little,lwasted
registered during the year was 5,224, a ones and said in piteous tones, * Papa, Mamdecrease from the previous year of 1,023: ‘ma; come wid-er me. - Allie wants to go
The child’s mission: is done.
She
The number of marriages in which both home.”
has gone home.
Tgnderly
she inquired for
persons were natives of the United States ": her Superintendent, Ir. Harmon, of the Sabwas 3,474, and the number in which both bath-school, On the morning before death she
were of foreign birth ‘was 747; those in said,¢ Mamma, Allie: "can see the light.”
which the nativities of both persons were When asked where, she pointed up to the ceiling. The
broken-hearted
parents. ask® the
unknown was 195. Of the men married prayers
of those who read these lines. The
3,689 were natives of the United States,
silver cup presented to her by her father’s
and 1,318 of foreign birth, . and of the classmates, Bates ’76, has fallen from her.
women 4,057 were natives of the United hand. She bears another for the Saviour
ARTHUR LEROY MOREY.
States. Of the whole number of persons above.

‘tween 25 and 30 years

The Positive Cure

For all Female Complaints.

over

VERSES are inadmissible,

young.
church,
member.
C. was

R

*

should
excess

E. PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

MRs. ‘MATILDA, wife of Robert Christie; husband, and five children, to mourn the loss
died in Dover, N. H., June 17, 1880. - She was of
a worthy wife,and a faithful and affeconate
born in Barrington, May 12, 1807. She has
passed her life mostly in Madbury and Dover. F mother; also an aged mother, two sisters, and

PowW=

3

THE WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE OONVEN-". consider the clauses of the Berlin treaty
TION.
relative to the frontier between Turkey
While

Till at last she set herself to man,
Like perfect, music unto noble words.

oF

Y

tet she was confined to her bed for the remainder
of her life. During this long year of suffering and weakness she was exceedingly pa‘tient, never murmuring at the dealings of God
with her. ** He doeth all things well” seemed
*| ever to be the sentiment of her heart. During

Nor lose the childlike in the larger mind;

mation of the lungs, 1,003;

ed for it.
White men can not long slay
and maim negroes with impunity, without
acquiring a propensityto use their weaThe moral poison
pons on one anothers

composéd of both political elements. It
looks now‘as if the Ministry would fall. to
ed.

‘ The man be more of woman, she of man;
He gain in sweetness and in moral hight, _~
She mental breadth, nor fail in childward care,

*

For the

ay

wisely for the young of both sexes, the
completer life of the household and ofthe,
race will come forward with a rushof
angel wings, like a fulfillment of Tennyson's fine prophecy:
Bale

ing-cough, 103; hydrophobia,

by arms

and influ.

rights were of small account in the South
Carolina code of ethics, but the -habit of
lawlessness thus engendered is not easily
confined to the bounds originally prescrib-

was

necessarily

is

which

by rifle

ential” classes were mostly negroes,

is the

but

.words.

enough to hold two ideas at once, so as to
provide
impartially,
adequately,
and

*

Obituaries

public.

1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

large

The report of the Board of Health

. It is true

in the hands ef the ‘¢ intelligent

and Whig opinions
cause of danger to

of Radical
permanent

Government,

bill

discord,

of

source

which

Land

The Irish

manifested.

charges.

that men who were thus put down

of the

, Marquis of Lansdowne being only a minor
symption

sons whodo

and

minds

CRIA

1879 contains some interesting statistics.
The number of births registered during

out im theollowing paragraph:

volleys and bayonet

ties. It appears from Mr: Smalley’s cable
dispatch that there are grave.dissensions
resignation

rare Christian excellence.

sailing

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

PHILADELPHIA VITAL STATISTICS.

Gree

and dispersed - political meetings

the British Government out of-its--difficulthe

after

She afterward transferred her relation to this
church where she was “ faithful unio death.”
The last five years of her life were years of
“ weariness and painfulness,” in all of which
362; the average number per month was time she has been able to attend but one Sabtoo soon. + But while the South Carolin“bath service.
The brethren and sisters have
and. per day, 14. occasionally met
ians are engaged in the laudable work of 435; per week, 104,
at her home, which
always
The
ceremony
of
the
Methodist
Church.
eradicating the reckless disregard of huséemed to afford her much comfort.
She bore
all of her long, and at. times painful, sickness,
man life with which the young men of their was employed in the marriages of more
State are embued, it will be well for them
than that of any other.denomination, the with great cheerfulness and submission. She
to consider how far they are responsible
number being 1,418.
The number of thanked God in her last sickness, feeling that it
was a peculiar means of grace for her spiritual
for this relapse into barbarism.
For years deaths of adults was 8,777,an increase over improvement.
a sweet and mellow
the best citizens of South: Carolina have the previous year of 419; the mortality of radiance through ‘Sheher shed
home which was always
encouraged armed organizatiens for un- children was 6,696,a decrease of 689. Ab- the same. She seemed pained if words were
Jawful purposes, and have winked at deeds scess caused the death of 82 persons; can- ‘uttered 1n her praise; but when we gathered
‘of violence afid bloodshed which no at cer, 364; cerebro-spinal meningitis, 62; round her silent form to take a last view of her
familiar face, remembering the deep
interest
tempt was made to conceal. They organized rifle clubs as electioneering agencies, .consumption of the lungs, 2,481; cholera she had always manifested in the church, in

restraints whatever.» Any person can en‘gage in vivisection, in
any
manner he
pleases, whether painless or cruel, and for
any purpose, useful or trivial,

The New York
Tribune
the situation in England:

society—with

:

NOTICE.

BRIEF and for the

women between these ages numbe
940; 4 men married between 70 and 80
tempt is being made to concentrate the years, and two between 80 and‘ 90;
1
moral force of society on its suppression,
The]
and if the pictures of life there, drawn by woman over 80 years married.
resident artists,
are correct, the move-| largest number of marriages occurred in
October, 521, and the smallest in July,
ment has not been inaugurated a moment

The prac-

there

of

teachers,

_ PARTICULAR

0-000
+o

their State.
The practice of going armed
has become universal, and it is rare that
an insult is not resented by a shot from a
revolver or a blow from a knife.
The. evil has become so intolerable, that an at-

unnecessary

is correct,

leaders

*

we have said our say about the
question and doubtless next Mon-

It is the working
law

tice should be surrounded
with every restraint necessary to protect the lower

Mr. Letlingwell

grown-up people—parents,

Dispensing harvest, sowing the To-be,

DEADLY WEAPONS.

no demonstration. No one should be permitted
to disselt living animals until he
has first placed
them completely under

country,

the closing paragraph’ of an

editorial-in the Christian Register:
In
the long rum, it must appear that the
happiness and welfare of the lads and
lasses depends on generous justice to
both. Everrfor the sake of the girls, we
must give more attention to Boy-Culture.
Whenever there comes a generation of

Then comes the statelier Eden back to men.”

in-

vivisection to demonstrate that which needs

this

clip

BOYS.

Sit side by side; full-summed in all their

The Watchman deems those justified in
the claimywho are calling for the regula: increased use or deadly weapons, which is
-| developing
among
the
population of
tion of vivisection:

presentin

We

AND

And 86 these twain upon the skirts of time

Sie

er

No one should be permitted
to engage
in it except he be competent to experiment
intelligently, and
with
definite
ends in
view.
No one should be permitted to use

THE GIRLS

become a twittering man foil the sake of a

‘points

* At

chiureh was formed at Foster, she with ‘others

became a member where she
to the time of her death, Hers

~ @bituavies.

4-0

The better class. of South Carolinians
are becoming greatly exercised
over the

torture.

George Augustus Sala, shortly

o-oo

day’s mail will bear its burden of letters
like that of the seven immortals. of Table
Grove, which we print in this issue, declaring that independent opinions are not
to be tolerated in the newspaper.
But the
“elephant of to-day” shall “move. us no
more than the gold of yesterday.”—Alliance.

the “hospital

order of aniinate nature from

by

RS, LYDIAE. PINKHAM,

The

often,” speaking

MRS. SARAH A., wifu of Dea. Isaac Tillinzhast, died at South Killingly, Conn., May 25,
1880, aged-48 years.
The subject of this notice experienced religion some sixteen years
ago and was baptized and. united withthe
F. B.
church, which then worshiped
at
South Killingly.
When the Union F. B.

bonds -is=’f ulation,-

validity

sick-room

leadeth me into green pastures and beside the
still waters.”
Calmly he bade the dear «uife
farewell, as also the only daughter, and an only
son, and passed over the river.
X

Jeeland even has five newspaper? Whose editors read English, German and Krench; ‘and
these languages are understood
by the ‘educated classes generally.
No country, it is said,
reads so many books in proportion to its pop-

city

vote.

Now
woman

themselyes.

the influence of an anwsthetic.

the

his

’

such words of encouragement as was: thought
best. Doubts at first beclouded his mind but:
these vanished and -he said, * I feel that he

civilized.

is pronunced oleomargahreen,with the ¢ hard.
Nearly ali the papers we have seen pronounce
oleomargarine have pronounced it a fraud.
And perhaps that is the best way, as it requires fewer letters ‘and is much more easily
pro nounced.— Norristown Herald.

and bonds to obtain this decision

that

more

Commesxcial Advertiser.
The New York 7ribune says oleomargarine

and bring the would-be
repudiating city
to its duty.
The court passed separately

was

are

writer visited

¢ the

In heathen countries they say‘ father,” but
they are awmy behind the age.—New York

that it must pay its honest
debts.
The
creditors,, however,
were compelled
by
Springfield to bring suit for their past due

decision

Here we

* pater,”

We say * dad,” *“ the boss,” or * the old man.”

been told by the United States Circuit
Court, in its decision on the second inst.
that such proceédings were illegal and

coupons

Governor,”

overseer,” ete.

‘has shown its lack of commercial honor by
trying to avoid paying its honest dues, has

else

agitate the question in the drawing-room,
in their own dignified Journal and <n the
public press, but let us have no more unsexing Woman’s Suffrage Conventions,and
no more threats of bribery at the polls!

injured

sense to

or

when women are fitted for it, in the fulness of time, let it conge.
Let the women

has

husbands, only to find they have been
cruelly hoaxed. The fellow gave each lady
a"pass toenter the hospital signed ** B. B.
Lee.” In about a quarter of the cases
only did the rascal get the suits of clothir he demanded.
In the other cases the
ladies, surprised and
shocked as they
. must have been,

| fathers as ¢‘ the

the

‘Self-reverent each, and reverencing each,
Distinct in individualities—
.

The

started in upon a thriving businéss in New
York City.
He goes to a house and tells,
the lady that her husband is lying dangerously ill at the hospital, that she must go
to him as soon as possible, but in the
meantime she must send him a fresh suit
of clothes by request of the hospital authorities. - Within the last. week some,
twenty-tive women have arrived breathless at Roosevelt

In England young gentlemen speak of. their

Springfield,

had received money
for all the

women at the polls!
SE
nan,
- We must say, too, after witfiessing the
fluttering bluster, the feminine rowdyism
and gossiping garrality* of the occupants
of that Farwell Hall stage, that we want
to see no woman a kin o» friend of ours

terrible in the Republic, #nd thinking citizens are bestirring themselvesto do-some-

One of the meanest

city of

-sued-and had recognized their

by woman!

started a more popular paper for general
The ravages of strong drink are.
reading.

“thing towards arresting them.

the

stand unflinchingly for Honesty, and

public convention and glory in

ouly

:

bh

now,

stance of the

Mrs. Blake, may protest that she never
said it; we heard her say that a woman, a
friend of hers, had bribed voters, and
heard her ask who could blame her friend
for the act? We heard her threaten the
Republican party. with such corrupt opposition should it not adopt a wo
’s suffrage resolution in its platform.
Miss Anthory,too, approved the act and threat,and
ay the platform of the Republican Conventich has no woman's suffrage plank we
may expect to see the strong-minded women of the land, at the polls in November
with purses in their hands and bribery in
their hearts,
:
:
be
This is the “purification of the ballot”

- twenty-eight provided seats behind the
The work of the press on this
counter.
, 48 many
subject has had a good ¢€
barbarity.

And

*

‘capital of the great State of Illinois,which

infus-

Men have bribed voters in the past. and
may do it every day in the year, but we
venture to-say that no man, howevef degraded, could be found to stand up in a

of ¢ a bar-:

forty-six shops,

of ‘the

woman is not fit to vote.

\

the one hundred and

many

movement
is in the wrong hands,

lic opinions and customs.

‘The New York Sun speaks

with

ONE MORE, NEXT.

;

aa yy i
t
long and painful bul he bore it patiently.

fidelity to the right, But now we have at- paying the interest on them for several from. the shores of Erin, deferentially asked an
~ancient mariner who was swabbing the Cuntended a Woman’s Suffrage Convention, | years, and therefore must pay them.
It is understood that the city authori- ard steamer Scythia’s quarter-deck what he
and the vision of a political miilennium
of the then weather outlook.
The reushered in by woman has condensed into a ties will abide by.the decision which de~ thought
clares the entire outstanding bonded ‘in- ply of the ancient mariner was oracular in : its
very thick fog.
oe
ambiguity,
but
it
was
much
to
the
point:
debtedness of Springfield valid,
but after
We no longer wonder why the women
‘ Them
as like’s a
good dinner,”quoth he,
jts
past
experience,
how
will
the
eredit
‘of
of Massachusetts staid away: from the
‘ had better get itto-day.”
pringfield, Illinois, stand?—Boston Com,
polls when they were offered the opportuBulletine
:
7
nity of voting for schuol-trustees. The

Our Unionis led to rejoice:
Gov.

T

os

upon each issue of bonds by the * city, and
held each and all to be valid.
The sub-

ing-into political contests an clement that

true piety is practiced; thereare vital princis
ples at work -which will”in God's good
time cure the evils of sectarian divisions.

Mrs.

pnd do away

evils attending universal suffrage,by

where

~and godly precepts are preached,and

:
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Dealers
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WISNVh UNMl fH WARNER
Proprietors,

Civil Law is Professor Sylvester, of Johns
TENTS, EVERYWHERE.
months.; Bro. Ives’ illnessf@ad beén
ent or-real food.for, reflection we must,
Hopkins Uaiversity at Baltimore. .
.50 in two days; 3
e Agent made
ed, yet he endured it with
ristian fortitude,
‘oncede the palm to tlie ladies’ gathering.
.
another,
$32
in
one ay. TRY.IT.
Wil
being tenderly cared for by a lovin
Hoe & Co,, the New
York printing-press
Sole Agency
Ci
«gn
0
Miss Anthony presided at Farwell Hall, The reason of the interference of the great builders,
anda
dutiful
son,
who
feel*that.,
have
paid
the
widow
‘of
William
@5:i it, arith bages” or “'®
:
“and with her manly ways and parliamentary. powers of Burope in the private squab- Bullocks now living at Prattsville, N. S., prepared to endare their lost p
:
EPHRAIM
BROWN,
Lowell,
Mass.
skill she quite equaled Senator Hoar_as a bles of Turkey and Greece is, that, when
member
of
the
Jackson
churchiaf\t
2,000,000
for
the
patents
her
husband
took
ar.
with
Russia,
ev- ‘the Turks were at war.
its organization, having been ¢
présiding officer. She-had-to deal with
out.
a
a
revious under the labors of ai
-ery lunatic that a great convention had ‘it was with great difficulty Greece wus
The salary of the Czar is $17.40 a minute.
prevented from seizing on the district ghe
y whom he was baptized. 1
brought intethe city, and'in the man SB
upwa
ears.
It
seems
good
pay
when
one
dogs
not
rememStar loses one of its diligent
1g
Tiana
Penstruments te mt.
A Secon
I n
“ut. I BARGAINS.
A
OE FREENTS
did it well. She shut up *‘Conchshell” now claims; she was pacitied only by the ber that his principal occupation is: that of denomination
x
loyal,and
the
chu
promise
that
after
the
war
her
claims
him
inducing
“Reynolds and succeeded in
being shot at by some of His beloved subjects.
“okack WATERS
$24 Broadway,¥. 7.
member.
pet
LAY
Accord- —New Orleans Picayune.
i
to shake off the dust of his pawchute should be favorably considered.
ingly
4
clause
Wi
inserted
in
the
treaty
of
MES.
LYDIA
STEERE
WESTCOT!
way
his
against the convention and ‘take
~ A Philddelphia clerk who
is somewhat
in West Scituate, R. I.,
&
without reclaiming his admission fee of Berlin establishing the right of its sigpa- smarter than his employer was ‘heard to re- ‘home
sed away
90 years and 11 days,
Thus has !
tories
to
recompiend
a
frontier
which,
it
had
the -in the faliness of her years, the
one dollar, which he probably thought
‘mark the other day: *‘ Thank fortune,
eloved ( and: Embodies Lest. results of Jatest resedret. Bright and rendable, 4
Illustrations,
Many ngw
features. S213 to all
been well spent. * But a Mr. Carr’ was' a was thought, both Turkey and Greece boss has stopped advertising for the season! patient mother; the kind neighbory
the trusted
classes.”
Low in price (Only $8.25.)
Extra terms
would ' accept.
The
former,
however, Now we will have a rest.”—Chicago
InterBRADLEY, GARRETSON & €0., 66 N. 4th St. Pliludela, Pa,
more difficult customer to handle. By atack
friend, “the ‘donsdientions Cbristian woman,
being
now
freed
from
the
Russians,
reOcean.
TT
who always aimed\to discharge faithfully the
of good judgment, Miss Anthony, allowed
fuses to cede any territory, and the latter
once
. GRAY’'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
duties devolving upon her. She was for more
He told me that he was now regularly enhim to come upon the platform, and
mare than she.s entitled to. Greece goged as a writer for one of the leading dailies. ‘than forty years a anember of the Free Baptist
-«w MARKThe Great En TRAQE'MARK
there he read a paper which declared. that wants
glish = Reme~
church,
and
was
interested
in
the.
benevolent
His honest old mother said, .** Writing wrapfor “twenty long years’ he had been try- is acting.in a.manner which calls to mind’ "pers
ay, will prompt‘societies
connected:
with,
it,
especially
*
in
‘the
at
three
dollars
a
week.’
|
Hoh
the
course
pursued
by
a
man
who
has
been
equalihuman
of
problem
the
solve
to
ly and radically
“ing
cause of ‘missions, to which “she contributed.
cure.
any and
Senator, Blaine ‘has recently received two | accordingto. her means.
ty, and that one night after a hard - day’s injured in a rajlroad accident in his action
Through her long
Yleyery
case’
ot
work on thé farm he had writlen ‘these for damages. The plantiff lays claifn for large mahogany tables, which he has sent to and useful life, and the trials and afflictions
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words

as

the

of ‘the

solution

+>

by a man of the same

problérh,

répresented

be

{‘Bvery occupation should

occupatiom.” Then

Mistress President told him that his reso-

lution was not germane

to the

discussion

and he commencedto howlat Sonre imagi-

.nay

at least double the .ampunt’ he expects’

get..

to"

Turkey, as defendant, refuses to set-

tle, takes the case fo trial, anfl appeals
against, the verdict. The region in.dispute |
i§ certainly worth contending for.
When
Grefce was organized as a Kingdom, the

richest and ‘most ,productive territories
individual'in the ventilator: *‘Is it | inhabited
by Greeks were left ii the

. possible that'Miss Anthony can so misjudge me?” . The ladies behind him on the
platform pulled his coat tails;

use, they could not stop

it

was

no

‘the Carr. . Miss

Anthony finally put-on the brakes, and Mr.
Carr mele way fora lady in good clothes,
six button

gloves

and

«x With wonderful Violets,

a

‘the Turks derive & large revénue
ing exhorbitant' taxes on the
Greek toil. =NiX7 Swi,

bonnet

Soho

topped
20140! hat a

hands
of Turkey.
-The population -of
these districts 'is now nearly 400,000, and

“= won of New York had detent #-eamts

The census of Berlin; taken

by levy-

products
J

of

Aine

at the close of

1879, shows a population of 1084580;— ous

“his residence in’ Augusta, which were once
the property of John C: Calhoun,-of South
Carolina, and Were used by that distinguished
statesman
during his
life-time. —.dugustae

Journal,

©

.

The General Cab Companys of Pagid: expect
to save $200,000
a year-.on. the feet
"their

horses

(without, diminishing

the “necessary

nutriment) by the adoption of an elaborate plan
of analyzing, weighing,measuring and ‘mixing.
Let once London adopt the system of apartment-houses,
thu tutting down rents andy do-

ing-away with the® necessity

for’ a 'crewd

which time brings to all, she was cheered and
“strengthened
by ud sustaining faith in the wis.dom. aud goodness of her heavenly Father.
‘The
deceased was the ividow: of Thomas
Knowlton Westcott, an earnest, upright Chris-

tian nidn, for'many

yearsa

fading member

"»

say

;

ea

overwork

@.brain
ous system;

no

of the

and nerv-AFTER

TAKING.

is perfectly harmless; acts like magic,

and has been extensively used sor over thirty
“yeurs with great success.
E@ Full particulars
in our pamphlet, which we degire to send free by
mail to every one.
Ag@-The, Specific Medieine is
sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or; six
packages for $5, or will be sent free Ly-mail on receipt of the money by addressin
V
.

THE

GRAY MEDICINE

CO.

servants, wid she Will be cheaper than Paris,
though never, of course, ‘hilt so pleasant u

pleat

signee

Mys. Lucy H. Hooper.
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BITTERS) DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

Wédkness,

result of Indiscretion, excessor €2

of

.

Ca bis

of

the Free Baptist church in West Scituate, who
died July o, 1853, in the triumphs of the
Christian faith, . He was’ sorely missed.
But
h the long years 6f waiting-ure over; there is a
blessed reunion in heaven.
CoM.

. and

Are a symptom of Jaundice,

Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint,

|

move yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.
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GENERAL

GARFIELD’S

ACCEPTANCE.

LETTER

OF

=...

Mentor, O., July 12. ~ General Garfield has
Massachusetts,

forwarded to Senator Hoar, of

x

the following letter, accepting the

nomiuation

courses.

tendered him by the Republican National Con:
vention:
&

=i

:

oy
The

The material interests of this country, the
traditions of its settlement and the.sentiment
'Dedr Sir:—On
the evening of the Sth of of our people have led the government to offer
the widest hospitality to emigrants who seek
June last I had the honor to receive from you,
our shores for new and happier homes, willing
in the presence of the committee of which-you
were the chairman, the official announcement _to share the burdens aswell as the benefits of
that the Republican National Convention at our society, and intending that their posterity
shall beceme an undistinguishable part of jour
Chicago had that day nominated me for their
population,
The recent movement of the
candidate for President of the United States.
Chinese to our Pacific coast partakes but little
T accept the nomination, with gratitude-for the
of the qualities of such an emigration, either in
confidenee it-implies; and with a deep. sense of -its-purposes-or-its result: —It-is-too much like
the responsibilities it imposes. I cordially in= an importation to be welcomed without re-

subjects of which it treats my opinions
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DEMANDS OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY.
It should be said that while the Republicans
fully recognize, and will strenuously defend,
all the rights retained by the people, and all
the rights reserved to the States, they reject
the pernicious doctrine of State supremaey,
which so long crippled the functions of the

“national government and at one time “brought
the Union very near to destiuction.
They insist that the United States is a nation, with
ample power of self-preservation; that its Constitution and laws made in pursuance thereof
are the supreme law of the land;
that the
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only about 20,000 hides in first hands, and the
market is firm. Leather is doing ‘somewhat better7and the full prices obtained will be likely to
of Ithaca, N."Y., a girl ‘worth $4.000,000 or | impart a better tone to the leather market. Wool
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265,726 Iumigea}s arrived in the United
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Fine Vermont dairies are firm

e Western dairyis not up to that
New York or Vermont, and we hear .of no

1-unabridged; post-paid, at the prices named:

£1.50. Our book, “llow-a Life was Saved,” givinz the
history of this new discovery, and a large rovord efanost
remarkable cures sent free. Write for it. Address,

— {at 25@23c, and the best York State dairies sell at
22¢. Th

“ These diseases became chromic.
My right
wrist was growing
out of ‘shape and was
weak and painful. I bave taken one package
of your medicine and now I feel well all over
me.” Mr. Morgan further states that his wife
had been a great sufferer from similar complaints,
and
that the medicine
was doing

duties

We quote mess

sued.
To illustrate and demonstrate these truths,
we send the following books, all cemplete and

on receiptof the price—Regular Pad, $2.00; Specid Tad
(extra size), $2.00;
d's Pad (for incontinence of urine),

‘at a

$9310; extra mess at $94810%,.and extra plate
at $11,50812 per bbl.
PRODUCE.
. BUITER.. The receipts are go ing into consumiption, although buyers are pay! ing the advance this
week quite reluctantly. ¥ine creameries
sell
readily at 25c, and there is not mnch of anything

missionary among the mountains of Vermont,
by reason of exposure at his age, (73,) contracted
catarrh, rheumatism,’ kidoey
complaints, and intermittent pulse.
‘In a letter
dated Bristol, Aug. 25, 1873; ‘expressing his

gratitude for the relief experienced, he says:

to note in prices.

- 18 sells every day and gives uni-

_ For sale by druggists, or sent-by mail (Cree of postaze)

depth.

Letter from Rev. S. Morgan.

poptapty’ Only books of the highest class are pub.
shed by us, and the pricés are 10W beyond con.
parison with the cheapest books ever before is.

¥
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| The most successful revolution i“of the century, and, to American readers of books, the most im.

DR. A. J. STONER, Deeatur, XIL—*Your Pad is |
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range of 7% agc for large and small lois of Boston
and Western
ered. Dressed hogs are steady
that in their efforts to work their way up to, the
surface the following Janethey will become “ex- and in moderate demand, wi sales at a range of
.0f 625@65¢ per Ib, as to gunality and weight.
hausted and perish.—New York World.
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clear at $17 50a18,and backs dt $18a18 50: Smoked
meats continue in good demand and firm, with

that will exist at the expense of the wheat crops
the following season. Those larva that leave the

.
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76 East Ninth Street, New York,
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.
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“1 have been a great sufferer from Kidney
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and after wearing your Pad 25 days I feel
r than 1

mitigate , although none of the remedies practised
have been sufficient to insure the growing wheat
from its ravages. Whenever the screenings of
the fanning mill abound with the Yellow larvaof
the ‘midge they should be burned or fed under
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BICLOW & MAIN,

For Discaacs or the KIDNEYS, BLADDER, URINALY ORGANS and NERVOUS SYST
CIIAS. DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street, Boslo
have how used.DAY’S KIDNEY PAD thirty days,
done me more god than any remedy I ever tri
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Sunday

GOOD AS
GOLD,
thé mewest
Sunday School Song Book pub.
lished by them, is considered by
.
J
many the best.
, $30 per 100'in Boards; .35¢ each by. mai],

market

42@45¢
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men Pages sen

-

Prices show no change, and

for

onal
Meetings
Singing Classes, Musical Conven.

white.
MILL FEED. Shorts are scarce; and sales have
deen made $17 00 per ton,and Feed and Middlings

will

wheat heaps previous to harvest remain in
fields tightly wound up and fettered in their

86 50a

remains. dull at 39%c for No 2 white;

of using

in the

and

_.Schools
Superior
Music
, Devoti

choice and faney cut brands.
y
CORN.
There has been some demand
for €xport, and sales of 50,000 bushels have heen made
at 83%c.
The local trade is light at 532; @56 ¢ per

The

works

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers

firm at $6 0086 50;

«King,of Nueces

Litile. Rock, Ark.

completed, 650

departments.
:
‘The wheat midge

cilizensto the various

most

other

crops.

Captain

is erecting

employ, when

executive and judicial offices of the government
is, perhaps,

and

flours are

medium spring wheat extras sell at &4 25
low extras at $3 50@4 00; supers at $3 25
winter wheat patents at $6 50a7 25, and
wheat patents at $6 75a8 50 per bbl. Rye
in good demand and selling at $4 50@5 00

ac

300 tons of cotton seed per day.

munities and the freedom and dignity of labor.
5
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of

presses in each fgnd,

treaty as will prevent the evils likely to arise

revive

@7 00;
85-25;
@3 50;
spring
flour is

There will be twelve stands of presses with four

from the present situation.
It is _confidently
believed that these diplomatic negotiations
will be successful without the loss of commercial intercourse between the
two powers,’
which promises great increase of reciprocal
trade and the enlargement of our markets.
Should these efforts fail, it will be the duty of
Congress to investigate the evils already felt
and prevent their increase by such restrictions
as, without violence or injustice, will place |
upon & sure foundation the peace of “our com-

which have been settled during the last twenty
2

locusts

2 1, 1880.

choice and fancy brands of bakers’ flour at

building is 300 feet by-.80. The machinery will
‘be run by'a 350 horse.power Allis-Corlis engine.

sent toallow any form of servile labor to be introduced among us under the goise of immigation. Recognizing the gravity of * this. subject the present administration, supported by
Congress, has sent to China a commission of
distinguished citizens-for the purpdse of securing such a modification of the existing

topics

ranche

States

striction, too much like an invasion to be looked upon without solicitude. ° We can not con-

to” maketspe-

#5 75; St. Louis

county, Texas,is inclosed by a wire fence 175
miles mm length, inclosing 253,000 acres of grazing
land..
/
2
The laggest cotton-seed-oil mill in the United

Text of the Letter.

dorse the principles set forth in the . platform
adopted by the convention. On nearly all the

Russia,

tive pests are destroyiug the

MENTOR, O., July 12, 1880.
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letter of acceptance, in which, after reviewing
the situation, he is led to confidently: expect
a Republican triumph.
,
;

which is the basis of all our material prosper—
ity, and in'which seven-iwelfths of the population are arrayed, as well as the interests of
manufacture
and commerce,
demand that
. the facilities for cheap transportation shall be
increased by the use ofall. our great water
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